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A volume of sand containhg mal tar creosote was emplaced below the water table at CFB 
Borden to investigate nahiral attenuation processes for cornplex biodegraâable mamires. Cod tar 
creosote is a mixture of more than 200 polycyclic arometic hydrocarbons, heterocyciic 
compounds and phenolic compounds A representative group of seven cornpounds was sdected 
for detailed study: phenol, m-xylene? naphthalene, phenantiuene, 1-methylnaphthalene, 
dibenzohan and carbazole. Movememt of groundwater through the source led to the 
development of a dissolved orgmic plume, which was studied over a four year paiod. 
Qualitative plume obsemations and mass bahce caiculations indiateci two key d u s i o n s :  1) 
compounds nom the same source can display distmctiy different patterns of plume development 
and 2) m a s  transformation was a major iafluence on plume behaviow for aü observed 
compounds. M e r  being wmpletdy leached fiom the source eariy in the study, phenol rnigrateû 
as a discrete slug plume and ahost completely disappeared &er two years. The m-xylene plume 
migrated outward to a maximum distance a approximately two yean, and then receded back 
towards the source as the rate of mass flux out ofthe source decreased to below the overall rate 
of plume transformation Carbazole showed similar behaviour, dthough the reversai in plume 
development occurred more slowly. 
The dibenzofùran plume remainecl relatively constant in extent and mass over the last two years of 
monito~g,  despite that constant source input over this period. This indicated that the rate of 
mass input was approximately equal to the rate of plume transfomation and is the f is t  conclusive 
documentation of a "steady state" plume, ofwhich the author is aware. Meanwhile, the 
naphthalene and 1-methyhaphthalene p l u m  wntinued to advance over the observation p e n d  
although decreases in the rate of mass input nom the source to the plume were noted for both. 
The phenanthene plume was also subject to transformation, although rneasuement ofthe rate 
was less conclusive due the higher proportion of sorbed mass for this compound. 
Multiple lines of evidence were used to evahiate whether the observed plume mas loss was due 
to microbial b ideg radah .  Cornparison of sterile and active laboriatory rnicrocosm using aquifer 
material indicated that aquifer microbes were able to metabolize plume compow1ds. 
Measurement of redox-sensitive parameters in the vicuiity of the plume showed the types of 
changes that would be expected to occur due to plume bidegradation: diss01ved oxygen and 
S0,'- decreased in groundwater within the plume wbiie signincant increases were noted for Fe2+, 
Mn2+ and methane. Further evidence that plume mass l o s  was microbially-mediated was 
provided by the accumulation of aromatic acids within the plume. Measurements of phosphoiipid 
fatty acids (PLFA) in aquifer matenal indicated that microbial biomass and turnover rate were 
eteater within the plume: also consistent with biodegradation. 
CI 
Cornputer modeliing confinneci that mass trsnsfomtion was a strong iduence on plume 
behaviour. It also indicated that the observed mass loss was far greater than would be expected 
due to aerobic respiration leadhg to complete miaeralization. A mas balance of the change in 
electron acceptor against organks mass loss showed tbat SOT was almost as Vapottant as 
dissolved oxygen, in terms ofutiiization for phune transformation However, the total change in 
electron acceptors was stiil substantially d e r  than that rrqumd for complete m i n e o n  of 
plume compowids. This discreponcy was quiütatively expiaineci by the measwed occurrence of 
organic metabolites W1th the production of these organic Ïntermediates, trpnsfomirtion of plume 
organics may require an unexpectedly srnall @ty of e1ectron occeptoc This points to a major 
weakness in madelhg biodegradation with a stoichiomdc approach that assumes compkte 
minerakation- 
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Many products and wastes derïveâ fiom coai and oil are mixtures composed of aroaatic, 
heteroaromatic and phenolic cornpounds. These compouads span a wide range ofrnolecular 
weights, £tom the lighter monoaromatics (e-g., BTEX) and phcwlic compounds to the mid-range, 
two- to four-ring poiycyclic ammatic hydrocarbons (Pm) and nitrogea. sulphur and oxygen 
(NSO) hetaoaromatics up to the larger PAHs with greater than four rings. These types of 
complex mixtures are used, or generated, ôy industries such as mal distiliation, petrolaim 
r e m &  wood treating and metai reniiiag. AmCdental spüls or pst waste disposai p d c e s  
associated with these industries have caused widespread groundwater contarninatio~~ by the 
constituent wmpomds, many of which are toxic or carcinogenic. 
Predicting the fate and transport of this type of contamination presents unique problems It is 
generally acknowledged that most ofthese compounds are biodegcadable, to some degree, under 
aerobic conditions (e-g., Mueiler et al., 1989). This property may sene to b i t  the extent of 
groundwater contamination since shaüow groundwater typicaliy contains detectable dissolveci 
oxygen. However, due to the complex nature of these plumes, the ment of naturai attewtion is 
not easily predicted. Dissolution is the fust step of plume formation and is particulady 
complicated for mixtures with a wide range of compound solubilities. Further, as dissolution 
proceeds a chromatographie separation of compounds ocairs dong the goundwater flowpath, 
due to variations in the sorptive properties of the c o d e n t  compounds. Consequently, the 
multi-compound "plume" is effectively separated into a series of seigle-compound plumes, each of 
which rnay exhibit distinct sorptive characteristics. Superimposed on this process is the possibility 
of cornpetition between organic compounds, for dissolved oxygen, or other electron acceptors. A 
further complication arises because the various compounds may have widely varying tendencies to 
degrade under aerobic, and anaerobic conditions. 
BIODEGRADATION OVERVIEW 
Evidence of widespread microbial presence in the subnuface environment is now weU 
documented (e-g., Barbaro et al., 1994; Wüson et al., 1983; Glnorse and Balkwill, 1983) and 
widely accepted. The abiiity of indigenous microbes, especielly bacteria, to degrade a wide range 
of organic substances has also beai wnclusively demonsirated. Atlas (198 1) provideci some 
general observations about the ability of compound groups typicaüy associated with petroleum to 
serve as microbial substrates; He indicated that heteroaromatic NSO wmpounds with a smd 
number of rhgs may be biodegradable, as may monoaromatic compounds and PAHs with two to 
four rings. 
Mueller et al. (1989) provided an o v e ~ e w  ofbiodegradation for a similar range of wmpounds, 
with refèrence to environmental contamination by cnosote. They cited severai laboratory studies 
wkre biodegradation of PAHk, heteroaromtics and phenolic compounds bas been demonstmted 
and where Jpecinc saains of microbes able to utiiize these compounds have been isolateci fiom 
environmental samples. Howewr, t&ey pointcd out that ofthese tbne gmups, much l e s  is known 
about biodegradation processes for the heteroaromatics. 
Biodegradab'üity oforganic compounds h more easily demomtmted in the labontory than in the 
field and the method most oftm used involves microcosms. A detailed ieview ofgewnl 
rnicrocosm techniques is provided by Pritchard aad Bourquin (1983). In general, a quanti@ ofthe 
compound in question is placed in a seaieci vessd with some combination of soil and water. Trials 
are conducted witb both active and stetilized microcosms so that biotic mass loss can be 
differentiated fiorn abiotic losses. However, there are Oretatious with r w d  to extending these 
types of results to the naturai systerns. These are prîmdy related to disuption of the dyaamic 
process that may occur in the field and to difficuity in duplicating field environmental conditions in 
the laboratory. Aiexander (1985) also cautions that degradation rates may be highly dependent on 
organic compound concentrations, makuig it ciifficuit to apply results tiom one microcosm 
experiment to the continuum of concentrations usudy encountered in the groundwater plumes. 
Consequently. large-de field expehnents bave paential to provide r d t s  that are more 
representative. 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIODEGRADATION OF COMPLEX IMKTüRES 
In ment years, natural biodegradation has received considerable attention as a potential 
remediation strategy for hydrocarbon contamination of groundwater (National Research Council, 
1993). This is probably a response to a combination offactors: the high cost ofremediation by 
more active means and the poor results that have characterized these efforts, to date (e-g., review 
of pump-and-treat limitations by Mackay and Cherry (1989)). Given that biodegradabiüty has 
been demonstrated in the laboratory for so many organics it wouid appear that a strong case for 
using natural atienuation as a remediation stmegy is already made. However, ~ W O  issues remab: 
1) as mentioned earlier. laboratory r d t s  may not be representative of the fieid and 2) men if 
biodegradation is occming in the field, it -y not be sufiïcient to isolate the coinamlliated site 
from the surrounding environment. Consequently, to use natural microbial anenuation as a 
remedial strategy, field biodegradation must arst be proven and then quantified. Madsen (1991) 
has laid out guidelines for evaiuating the occurrence, but not the rate* ofin sihc biodegradation. 
The approach is based on: 
1. contaminant distributions that indicate diniinishing concentrations in excess of 
hydrodynamic dilution; 
2. associateci changes in reactants concentrations (e.g., electron acceptors, nutrients, 
metabolites); and 
3. laboratory evidence demonstrating that subairhce microbes are able to utilize the 
organic(s) in question and field evidence of microbial distriiution that correlates with 
contaminant distribution- 
Such a d e d  approach was used by Klecka et d. (1990) to demonstrate 11~t~lra1 bioremediation 
of PAHs and phenolic compounds in gnwudwater a a previous cbarcoal rn8nufactUring plam in 
Michigan. The authors used a combination oforganics and inorgaaics monitoring, laboratory 
microcosms and assessment of biological aaMty- Madsen et al. (1991) demonstrated tliltwal 
bioremediation of PAHs at a mal tar disposal site in a W o w  rsuifer using a cornbition of 
goundwater monitoring for organics and inorguUcs and inferences &om sub- microbial 
ecology. The authors fownd a relationship between disüi'bution of protozoa and phune organics 
and suggested that the population of the former increased because they were greMg on bacteria 
that were growing on plume organics. 
The USGS has conducteci two major studies that probably represent the most intensive 
characterizations of naturai bioremediation processes, to date. At the site of a cnide oü qill in 
Bernidji, Minnesota, researchers showed the development ofredox zones in groundwater due to 
the spill as well as evolution of metabolites fiom biodegradation of cnide oil compounds 
(Cozzarelii et al., 1994). The 0th- USGS study was wnducted at a former wood p r b g  site 
in Pensacola, Fiorida (Mattraw and Franks, 1986). Natural bioremediation of plume orgenia 
(primarily PAHs and phenols) was inferred by changes in plume iwrganic geochdstry indicative 
of redox reactions. The occurrence of fatty acids as organic metabolites was another indication of 
biodegradation (Goertitz et al., 1985). A pater than expected decrease in metabolite 
concentrations dong the groundwater flow path was interpreted as evideace of subsequent 
metabolite biodegradation (Godsy et al., 1992). 
FIELD STRATEGIES AND LIMITATIONS 
In general, field studies of natural biodegradation at a c t d  sites have used a one dimensional 
approach: changes in organic and inorganic chemistry dong the groundwater fiow path are related 
to background conditions in order to evaluate plume biodegradation. One of the strengths of 
these types of studies is that they represnit the complexity of hydrogeologic and contaminant 
conditions that are typical of industrial contamination. However, this complexity also imposes a 
limitation. Since three dimensional characterization ofthe source and plume is not usudy 
possible, there is lixnited ability to formulate interptetations based on m a s  balance and distribution 
and an associated limitation on detennining plume-sale rates of biodepdation. 
Other natural biodegraùation studies have used controlled field experiments to avoid probl t~~~s  
associated with poorly-definecl sources and plumes. This approach has typically involveci injection 
of a measwed slug of water containhg known concentrations of organics. Barker et al. (1987) 
injecteci a slug containing benzene, toluene and xylenes (BTX) hto the Borden aquifer. Th'~ney 
monitored the resulting plume and were able to calculate mass balances to determine the 
persistence of the organics over time. In a similar mdy at Columbus Air Force Base, Macintyre 
et al- (1993) injecteci a slug containhg four organics: two aromatics, a PAH and a chlorinateci 
compound. Agah, the authors were able to use a mass balance approach to determine plume- 
scaie decay rates. 
ControDed field *dies based on hg-type plmes bave an advantage over those using actuai 
groundwater contamination occurrences, because the researchers know the precise m a s  and 
composition ofthe organic subsaate and the t h e  period over which it was introduced- Alsa, 
since the approxixnate migration path of the plume is known in advance, plume monitoriag can be 
more foassed, and conducted in greater daaü. However, a shortcoming ofthis approach is that 
it does not provide a reaüstic analog to a W  contaminateci sites. Since the source is short-lived, 
the redting plume is transient, moving tbrough the aquifer as a slug mtil it disappears 
completely. Consequently, the plume wili not display aspects of long tmn behaviour, such as an 
approach to steady state, which may be ofpartiailar interest for plumes originating fkom nxed 
souTces- 
STUDY APPROACH ANI) PURPOSE 
The focus of the aiment research is a source ofcreosote emplaced below the water table at CFB 
Borden in August, 199 1. Since the t h e  of emplacement, a complex plume of dissolved organics 
has been forming under natural gradient conditions, and detaiied monitoring has been conducted 
to determine the extent of aass loss. The overall purpose of this research was to contribute to the 
understanding of natural attenuation as it relates to complex hydrocarbon plumes. The wntroUed 
field experiment described herein repnsents a unique settiog and approach for this type of 
research. It is based on an empiaced source and should therefore provide a reasonable analog to 
actual contaminateci sites. However, data have been coliected at a level of detail that would 
typically not be faible on an actual contaminateci site. The relatively high density of data pohts 
aiiows a more conclusive evaluation of organic mass distniution and transformation, using a mass 
balance approach. The author knows ofoniy one other snidy where a separate phase or@c 
substance was emplaced below the water table as part of a controlled field experirnent (Rivett, 
1995). However, the emphasis of that research diBFns significantly fiom the current project in 
that it involveci a relatively simple mixaire of chlorinateci h y d r d o n s  that was examinai under 
conditions with iimited potential for biodegdation. Creosote, the organic Liquid used in uiis 
study, was selected because it is a complex mixture of bidegradable hydrocarbons, typical of 
many other organic mixtures. 
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the research and dso provides a qualitative desaiption of 
plume development, based on dissolved phase monitoring. In Chapter 3, a more quantitative, 
mass balance approach is used to daennine the occurrence and amount of organic cornpouad 
transfomation and in Chapter 4, multiple ünes ofevidence are us& to evaluate whether the 
observed plume muisfonnation is due to biodegradation. The conceptuai mode1 that is genedy 
accepted for organic plume degradation is descdd in Chapter 5, and some processes in the 
study plume an compared with the mode1 to evaluate whether it is adequately descriptive. 





The field research site is located at Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Borden, approhtely 80 km 
northwest of Toronto, Ontario, Canada It is in an unused sand pit situated approximately 350 m 
nonh of a landfiü that operated fiom 1970 to 1976. Sevaal hydrogeological studies have been 
conducted at this location over the past 15 years ad, consequedy, -y of the parameters 
affecting the fiite and transport of solutes in groundwaîer bave been evaluated in exceptional 
detail. A sunmiaiy of groundwater and quifer parameters is provided in Table 2.1. 
The site is underlain by an unconso1idated sand aquifer consisting of d u i n -  to fhegraîned 
sand. These deposits are glaciolacust~e in origin and grade hto d t s  and clays at a depth of 
approxhately aine metres. MacFarlane a al. (1983) and Nicholsca et al (1983) discussed the 
inorganic chemistry and migration ofa groundwater leachate plume originatmg fiom the landfill 
and underlying the sand pit snidy site at depths ranging from six to seven metres. From the water 
table to the top of the leachate plume, groundwater is largdy unaffecteci by the landfiil. The 
current experiment hns been conducteci withïn this d é c t e c i  zone. 
Cherni- of background gromdwater ( d e c t e d  by the leachate plume) at the site was 
examined by Nicholson a al. (1983) and Mackay et al. (1986) and also through the aimat study- 
A sumrnary of results is provided in Table 2.2. The groundwater is relatively hard with low 
dissolved organic carbon. Dissolved oxygen was determined to be variable but in general the 
aquifer was aerobic with oxygen ranging up to 8.5 m a .  Data coUected through this study 
indicate that the dissolved oxygen concentration in groundwater directly upgradimt of the 
creosote source was 2 to 3 mg@. The landfiii leachate plume located is characterized by 
nondetectable dissolved oxygen (Barbaro et al., 1992) as well as major ion concentrations that are 
generally at least an order of magnitude greater than those that occur in background groundwater 
(Nicholson et al., 1983). 
CREOSOTEi COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES 
Creosote is used as an industrial wood preservative and is a thin oüy liquid. Since it has a density 
slightly greater than that of water and is composai of hydrophobie compounds it is classified as a 
dense nonaqueous phase liquid @NAPL). Creosote may consist of up to 200 chernicals (MueUer 
et .al-, 1989): approi<imately 85% PAHs, lû?? phenoiic compounds and 5% oxygen-, suipbur-, and 
nitrogen-heteroaromatic compounds . The range of the component solubilities varies by several 
orden of magnitude. 






anaiysis ofbulk sample by X-ray âifhction: quartz 
Solids 
Source 
Mackay et al. (1986) 
S8%, féldspars 19?/o~ carbon& 14%, amphboles 
7%, chiorite 2% 
volume-weighted anethmetic mean of 36 samples: 
0.33 
vol-weighted arithmetic mean of 36 samples: 
density 
Organic 
Mackay et al. (1986) 
Mackay a ai- (1986) 
1.81 g/cm3 




Mackay et ai. (1986) 
2.71 &cm3 
average of 0.02%; ranging fiom 0.0 1% to O.û9?% 
Depth to 
Mackay et al. (1986) 
- slug tests at 26 points; mean of 7xlO-' ds 
- fâiling head penneameter tests with 1279 samptes; 
water table 
Hydraulic 
Mackay et al. (1986) 
Sudicky (1 986) 
overall geometric mean of 9.75xlO" mis 







Liiderfelt and Wilson 
below grade 
rangeci fiom 0.002 to 0.0053 over fht  two years of 
direction 
Ground 
I - 476 day tracer test: 0.0933 to 0.0947 dday - 108 day tracer test: 0.08 1 dday  
(1994) 
Linddelt (pers. corn-) 
cukeut study period; time-weighted average of 
0.0039 
ranged from NI1 “W to N50% over first two years of 
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- emplaced source monitorinjg: 0.066 to 0.085 mlday 
- tracer test with I lm plume displacement 
. this study 
Sudicky et al. (1983) 
The raw creosote used in this shidy was amended with certain compounds so it wodd be 
representative of typicai composition (Muelier, 1989). To 69.5 kg of creosote the followhg 
compounds were added: 0.45 kg carbazole, 0.50 kg p-cresol, 1 kg phenol. M-xylene was ais0 
added (3 kg), to provide a compound representaîive of peîroleum hydrocarbon contamination. 
The density of the modifieci creosote was 1 .O3 g/mL. 













1 - Nicholson et al. (1983) 
2 - Mackay et al. (1986) 
3 - this study 
Source Emplacement 
The creosote source was emplaced on August 28, 1991, and is shown schematidy in Figure 2.1. 
To instaU the source, sealable sheet piling (Starr et al., 199 1) was viirated hto the ground in a 
rectanguiar array (5  X 1.5 m). The sand inside the sheet püing was excavateci after it was 
dewatered with a sbaiiow dewaterhg ivell. The swrce sand was mixed with creosote in a cement 
mixer at less than 5% creosote by volume: laboratory testing had indicated that it shouid be 
effiively immobile at thïs concentration. A total of approximately 74 kg ofcreosote was added 
to approximately 5800 kg of sand. Several kg of NaCl was also mked &O the source md, to 
provide a consenrative tracer during source dissolution and plume development. 
1 Gralmdwater flow direction 
--- 
Plan 
I~ppmxhate range of water table fluctuation 
Section 
Figure 2.1. Configuration of creosote source: (top) plan view showiag location of multi- 
level samplers installed through source and (bottom) view of section petpeadicuiar to the 
direction of groundwater flow. 
Borden sand was not used for the source matenenai snce the addition of creosote to the sand would 
result in wme decrease in porosity that could inbibit the movetllent ofgroundwater through the 
source. Instead a coatser sand w u  used, with a hydrsulic cooductivity of approximately 3.6 X 
1 O" d s ,  based on sieve analyses @evlin, 1994) - approxhately 5 times greater than Borden 
sand. Colwnn tests by Forsey (in prognss) showed tbtt addition of5% creosote by volume to 
the source sand would results in a hydraulic wnductivity reduction of approxhtely 9.W. Shce 
the resulting source hydraulic conductivày is wns*derably greater than mibient Bordai 
conditions, groundwater flow through the source shouid not be ïnhiibited. Evaiuation of 
groundwater flux through the source and flux of cnasote wmpwads out of the source is 
provided in the Chapter 3. Additional detaüs of source installation are provided by MalcoImson 
(1992). 
Plume Monitoring Network 
The creosote source was emplaad hydrauiically upgtadient of an exïstiDg ndwork of multi-Ievel 
sarnplers, shown in Figure 2.2. The network was originally constructed for a plume study 
conducteci in the eady 1980's (Mackay et al., 1986). Since then, it has been augmenteci and 
modifieci by thtee subsequent studies (Patrick, 1986; Hubbard a ai., 1994; Beny-Spark et al.. 
1988). A tabular sumrnary of piezometers Uistaned prior to this study was provided by Hubbard 
et al. (1994). In addition, 12 bundle piezometers were added aloag the West side of the system 
for the cament study, and specincations of these are provided in Appendix 1. A total of 257 of 
the available 380 network multi-kvel sarnplers were monitored for this study. The horizontal 
spacing of the samplers is closer near the source (dom to approxixnately one m m )  and increases 
to approxirnately four metres at the domgradient extent ofthe system- 
Figure 2.2 also shows a profile of the monitoring points dong a cross-section (A-A') tbat 
approxhates the plume centre Lue. The samplers are typically consaucted with 14 sampling 
levels with a vertical spacing of20 or, less fiequently, 30 cm. This spachg was intended to 
a p p r o h t e  the vertical correlation scale estirilzited for hydrauiic conductivity of the Borden 
aquifer (Sudicky, 1986). The samplers typicaüy span a depth range of approrcimately 1.8 to 4.4 
m below grade, with maximum depth increasing to 5.5 m at the domgradient end of the system. 
Sampler construction was based on a design developed in earlier studies at the Borden site 
(Cherry et al., 1983), and simiiar metbods were used for installation. In the "near-source" zone of 
the plume (x s 3 5 m) samplers are constmcted of 3.2 mm OD. fimile t a o n  tubing, to minjmize 
sorption of hydrophobie organics to sampliag mterials. Within the m o n i t o ~ g  period of this 
study only chioride, phenol and naphthalene showed appreciable solute migration beyond this 
mne. Outside this zone, moa samplers are constnicted with 3.2 mm OD. polyethylene tubing. 
Figure 2.2. Location of the creosote source and plume monitoring network: (le@) plan 
view of muhi-kvel samplers used for sywptic sarnpling and (right) approlamate vertical 
distribution of sarnpling points dong, or srdjacent to, section AA'. 
Plume Samphg 
Synoptic plume sampling was conducted six times &er source emplacement. The purpose of this 
type of sampling was to provide daaileci, t h e  dimensionai data for detaminiag changes in 
plume distribution and mruis with time. A summery of the synoptic monitoring program is 
provided in Table 2.3. In total, more tbaa 6000 samples were d y z e d  fiw the six synoptic 
monitoring events. These data are provided in AppendBr 2, which is provided on computer disk 
due to the large nimber of data points. 
In addition, approxhately 20 sampüng points, located thrmghcwt the plume, were monitored 
approximately monthly over the four year duration ofthis study and data are provided in 
Appendix 3, also on computer dkk. In part, the standard tefion muiti-level samplers were used 
for this "time series" monitoring. Howeva, the monitoring system was aiso augmentecl with a 
series of 40 additional multi-level samplers for this purpose. These samplers were constructeci 
with 3 -2 mm OD. stainless steel tubing, for the purpose of mninm'ïjiig sorption of hydrophobie 
organics. This was coasidered especiaiiy important Smce some of these samplers were actuaily 
instailed within and just outside the aeosote source. Each of these piameters wnsisted of from 
seven to 13 monitoring points, again separated by a vertical distance of 20 to 30 cm. Locations 
are indicated on Figures 2.1 and 2.2; specis~~tions are provided by Nielsen and Hansen (1992). 
Table 2.3. Summary of synoptic monitoring program 
Date Davs &er source emplacement Number of ssvnples anained 
Oct. 22-23,1992 55 450 
June 1-3, 1992 278 755 
NOV. 9-10, 1992 439 564 
May 11-21, 1993 626 2809 
May 30-June 3, 1994 1008 1634 
Mav 15-19. 1995 1357 1632 
Synoptic samples were coliected in 18 mL glass hypovials and capped with crimped durainuni 
caps lined with teflon-coated silica septa. A vacuum d o i d  system mmcted to collect 14 
sarnples shultaaeously, and identicai to that used in earlier studies at the site (Mackay a al. 1986; 
Hubbard et al. 1994), was used for sample collection. In coliecting samples, di the samphg 
tubes associate- with a given multi-level sampler wen connecteci to the manifold and a vacuum 
was applied to the systern to draw groundwater into the sample bottles. At least 50 mL of 
groundwater was pumped through the systern and the sample bottles, for purging before sample 
collection. Mer coilection, simples were capped as rapidly as possible to minimize volatilization. 
They were thm placed in coolers and transported to the University of Waterloo for analysis. A 
similar procedure was used for collection of tirne series samples except that 45 mL glas hypovials 
and a single-tube vacuum system were used. 
Sample Analysis 
The analyticai rnethodology useci for the study was developed for guantinmtion of cmosote 
compounds in groundwater, sand and pure a m t e .  Compounds selected for anaiysis were 
inteaded to be representative ofthe main groups ofcompounds found in aeosote and inc1uded 
two phenoiic compounds (phenol and 2,ddimethyIphenol), nVe PAHs (naphthdene, 1- 
methyhaphthalene, anthracene, pyreme and phenanthrene) and two heteroaromatic compounds 
(carbazole and dibenzoftm)). M-xylene was included in the anai.*cai suite as a representative 
petroleum hydrocafbOnn Analysis was dso conducteci for severai other wmpouads but due to the 
vaneable availability of andytical standards, only the 10 compounds above were analyzed 
throughout the whoie experimental period- 
Groundwater samples (based on 45 mL) were prepared ôy adding 9 g NaCl to promote solvent 
partitionhg of aU analytes and 1 mL 1N HCl to enhance partitionhg ofphenolic compounds. 
Samples were then capped and dowed to stand for 24 hours before addition of 3 mL solvent 
(dichioromethane). Samples were then placed on a shaker for 20 minutes at 3 5 0 - 4 0  rpm and 1 
mL of the solvent was removed to an autosampler vial. Pure creosote was prepared for -sis 
by dissolving a 10 uL sample in 10 mL dichioromethane and then traIISfdg 1 mL to zn 
autosampler vial. 
Extracts were injected into a Hewlett Packard 5890 Gas Chromatograph (GC) equipped with an 
HP7673A autosampfer and Flame Ionization Detector (FID). The temperature program for 
analysis was as follows: 40 OC for 0.5 min, 15 'Clmin to 300 O C ,  hold 10 min. The b e r  gas 
was helium with a flow rate of approximately 24 mUmin. The injector temperature fiom the GC 
was 275 OC, FID temperature was 325 O C  and injection volume was 3 S .  Additional details on 
the analytical methodology are provided in Appendix 4. 
Source Composition 
Quantitative analytical results (accordhg to the anaiytical method described above) for ten 
organic compounds in the creosote used for this study are shown in Table 2.4 and original data 
are provided by Malcolmon (1992). As indicated, these ten compounds comprise 3% of the 
mixture. Identification of many of the remaiaiog compounds was wnducted on a quabative bais 
using Gas Chtornatography/Mass Spectrometry (GCMS) anaiysis. Cnosote samples were 
extracteci by t h e  Werent methods in order to ide- a wide range of compouads, with major 
components presented in Table 2.5. A "hydrocarbon" fhtion, exfracted with toluene was 
dominated by PAHs with occurrence of an oxygen heteroaromatic (dibenzoh)). Extraction 
with methanol yielded a "resinm ftaction that was domhated by phenols, substituted phenols and 
Ntrogen heteroaromatics (e.g., isoquinoline and benzocarbazole). A third extraction was 
performed by treating a creosote sample with a dilute solution of NaOH, foUowed by extraction 
to di~hloromethane~ The residual aqueous layer was then acidifieci and extracteci again with 
dichloromethane to yield an "acid" fiaction that was dominated by phenol, substituted phenols and 
oxygen heteroarornatics. Additional details on this analysis are provided in Appendix 5. 
Table 2.4. Quantitative analysis ofcreosote and compound propaties 
Compound Co~lceaûatiod LqK,,.' Meltmg Solid Liquid Estimate of Initiai 
Raouit'sLad BatchTest 
m-iuylene 38504 3-12 47-4 - 1 s 6  11.0 14.4 
p hm01 14064 1 -50 43.0 82000 158775 840 1388 
2,6dheihylphenoi 194 2.26 49.0 6150 13719 2.5 not deteteci 
nap hthaiene 96061 3 -35 81.0 31-7 150.5 17 12.4 
phenanthrene 123703 4.52 101 1-3 9.9 1 .O2 0.44 
anthracene 12338 4.50 216 0.075 8.6 1 0.083 1 not detected 
di%enzofimm 43743 4.12 86.5 10.03 542 2- 1 1-6 
carbmzole 3276 3 -72 247 1.03 245.8 0.698 0.23 
PF"e 39141 5.00 156 O. 14 3-9 0.1 13 0.03 
1 -methvhaphthaiene 19127 3.87 -22 - 28.9 0.572 1.7 
Fraction of total 
mass quantifid 0.39 
I Analyses performed after amendmeut with a d d i t i d  compottnds (m-xylene, carbazole, p-cresoi, and phenol). 
7 - From Sangster, 1989. 
3 From Mackay et ai, 1992. 
4 Calculated with Equatim (2.2) usïng solid soiubiIity , melting temperature and system teoiperabae of  15°C. 
5 Calculated with Eqdon (2.1) 
6 Liquid solubiiity used directly since compo& are liquid at system temperature. 
Source Dissolution and Leachate Composition 
An extension of Raoult's law to partitionhg between an aqueous phase and an organic mixture 
can be used to generate a qualitative prediction of how the composition of source leachate might 
be expected to change over tirne. Accotâiig to this approach, cornponeats in the mixture are said 
to dispiay ideal behaviow ifthey partition linearly to the aqueous phase in proportion to the 
product of th& mole M o n  in the organic phase and their pure compound solubiiity. Mackay a 
al. (1991) pointed out two asmptions inherent in this approach: 1) the activity coefficient in the 
organic phase is equal to unity - a reasonable approximation for organic mixtures composed of 
compounds with similar chemical properties and 2) the inverse of the activity coefficient for the 
solute in water is equd to the mole hction solubility of the component. Shiu et al. (1988) 
incorporated these assumptions when they stated the concentration fonn of Raoult's law as: 
where C is the aqueous concentration ofcompound i, i is the mole fiaction of i in the organic 
Table 2.5. Qualitative analysis of c m s o t e  composition 
"Hydrocahon" fiacion' 













methvl phenanthenes tt + 
"Resin" fiaction' 
Compound 





phenol ft m&yl indole -F 
methyl phenols t++t cacbazole i- 
dimethyI phenols +t+ betuoquholines t++f 
ethy1,methyl phenols + nitrosocarbazole(?) t ~ - t +  
isoquinoline +* anthracene carbonitrile ++ 
benzene acetonitriie +++ fiuorene carbonitrile ++ 
methylquinoliies +t fluorantheneamine + 
dimethy1~Wnolines ++ benzocarbazoles ii+ 
" Acid" fiaction' 
Compound Relative 
conc. 
phenol + methyl mphthaienols tt+ 
Zrnethyl phenol tt bipheoyl-01s tt 
Cmethyl phenol ++H dibenzofuranols ii+ 
dimethyl phenols .HHt phetl~illthrenols +++ 
ethyl, methyl phenol i- benzonaphthofûms +i+ 
naphthalenols or phenyl fùrans ft++ 
' See text for description of aaalytical rnethodology 
mixture and S; is the pure compowid liquid solubility. For wmpounds that are solid in pire fom 
and at the temperature of the given system, "super-cooledn liquid phase sdubüity can be 
calailateci with the folowiog (Sbiu et ai., 1988): 
where S,' is solid solubüity, T,' is melting point (XJ and Tis the system temperature. The 
calculated liquid dubiity wül be greater than the sdid solubility but, as pointed out by Mackay 
et al. (1 99 1 ), the dissolveci concentration can never exceed the latter- 
Several stuclies have examineci the degree to which various compositiody wmplex organic 
m i a i e s  codom the Raoult's law mode1 ofideal behaviout- Che et al. (1991) determined, 
through batch-type testing, that a variety of 30 gasolines conformed closely to Raoult's law. 
Aqueous partitionhg of eight PAHs from four ditferent diesel fiicls was investigated with batch 
tests by Lee et al. (1992a) and detefmined to be well descrihci (within a fàctor oftwo) by 
assuming ideal behaviour. A similar degree of agreement was reported by Lee et ai. (1 99Zb) for 
partitioning of PAHs fiom eight different coal tar samples, elso with batch tests. Pnddle and 
MacQuarrie (1994) examiaed the soiubi  of creosote with a dynamic column experiment. la a 
mass transfer rate test, five of seven PAHs codonneci to ideal bebaviour within a factor of two. 
In order to evaluate the applicabiiity of the ideal behaviour assumption to the aeosote used in this 
study, initial source leachate concentrations dcuIated with Raoult's law were compareci with 
concentrations prediaed fkom labofatory batch dissolution tests, and r d t s  are shom in Table 
2.4. Calculation of the former was done with Equation (2.1) using pure compound liquid 
solubilities directly nom the literature or calculated on the basis of üterature values for S,' and 
T,;: In order to estirnate mole &actions (x") for the ten quantifid wmpounds, an average 
rnolecular weight of 150 was assumed for the unquantified portion of the creosote (61%) on the 
basis of qualitative cornparison between GC retention times for identifieci and unidentifid 
compounds. Methodology and results for the batch test were originaliy presented by Malcolmson 
(1 992) and are summarized by King et al. (1994), attached as Appadk 6. Cornparison ofthe two 
sets of results indicates tbat Raoult's law may provide a usefui approximation of initial cmsote 
dissolution, with concentrations of most compounds corresponding within a factor of four. Near 
source plume data, presented by King et al. (1994) (Appendix 6). indicated that initial 
concentrations in leachate fiom the emplaced source also showed reasonable agreement with the 
Raoult's law prediction. 
A mode1 based on a m e r  application of Raoult's iaw was used to evaluate expected changes in 
source leachate composition over time. To do thÎs, it was necessary to account for the removal of 
compound mass âom the immobile NAPL phase ôy a mobile aqueous phase (grorndwater) and to 
calculate the resulting changes in NAPL phase mole fractions. The leachate concentration (C; ) 
at the end of a &en tirne step can be approbted  by: 
where the subscripts O and i denote t=O and t=I ,  rrspeaively, C in this case is in units of 
molesK3, M is moles ofi in the NAPL phase, q is Darcy flwc through the source (Ln); A is the 
cross-sectional area of the source perpendicuk to the direction of groundwater flow (a and 
M'=total moles of all compounds in the NAPL phase- The nsult of applying this mode1 to the 
emplaced creosote source is shown in Figwe 2.3. An initial d u e  for C,' was obtained fiom the 
Raoult's law estimete of initial leachate concentration Further, it was again assumed that the 
average molecular weight of the unidentifiecl compounds (6 1% by weight) was 150, that these 
compounds were insoluMe and that dissolution of the i d d e d  compounds reached eqdiirium in 
ail groundwater flowing through the source. The estimate of average m o l d a r  weight used 
herein (150) diBers fiom that used in 1994 paper (200) due to ce-evaluation and hprovement of 
this parameter estimate. This change has a relatively &or efféct on predicted concentrations 
over the t h e  span shown in Figure 2.3. A groundwater flux (e) of 0.03 dday has been use& 
based on the determination of arnbient groundwater veloaty (0.091 dday) and porosity (0.33) by 
Mackay et al. (1986). A relatively short tirne step of 0.25 days was used up to 100 days, to allow 
for the relatively rapid depletion ofphenolic compounds. Subsequdy, the time step was 
increased to one day. 
A similar approach was used by King et al. (1994) and was determined to produce reasonable 
agreement with actual source leachate at some monitoring locations. However, the actual data 
displayed a hi& degree of variab'ity, whidi was attriiuted to heterogeneous distnbuton of 
creosote residual in the source. Nevertheless, the modehg results shown in Figure 2.3 were 
considered to provide a reasonable hnework for qualitative prediction of trends in source 
leachate compositioa. As show concentrations of phenol and 2,o-dimethylphenoi in source 
leachate were e-ed to decrease telatively rapidly, c-sing a small initial iacrease in 
concentrations of the other eight compounds, to slightiy greater than C/C,=I. M-xylene, 
carbazole and naphthalene concentrations are expected to decrease sipificantly over the study 
period but to remain detectable. Meanwhile, concentrations of 1-methylnaphthalene, 
phenanthrene, anthracene, dibenrofùran and pynm were expected to remain relatively consistau. 
Potential Sources of Error 
A series of field and laboratory QAlQC saaiples and experiments were conducteci to evaluate: 1) 
possible systematic error in field and labonitory methodology for introduction of systematic error, 
2) methods precision and 3) variabiity of the sampled media (groundwater with organic solute). 
Results are surnmarized below and detds are provided in Appdix 7. 
time since source emplacement (days) 
Figure 2.3. Aqueous concentration of selected creosote compounds in 
groundwater leaving the emplaced source; predicted according to model 
based on Raoult's law (see text for model assumptions). 
In general, the analytical procedun imparted a positive boas to measurements in the upper end of 
the concentration range and a negative b i s  in the lower end ofthe range. The total range of 
these biases was +/- 1 Cl?%- However, phenol r d t s  showed a larger and comistentîy negative bias 
in the range of 500/., indicative ofpoor recovery for this compound. Correction of gmundwater 
results for phend recovery was not paformd because the initial source m a s  of phmol was weli 
known (a measwed quantity was added to the creosote) and phenol disappeared to trace IMSS 
relatively rapidy, as discussed quaiît~tively later in this chapter and quantitatively in Chapter 3. 
Analytical r d t s  for other wmpounds wen not corrected for percent rewvery since they were 
generaliy within acceptable ranges. Measmement precision, evaiuated as percent standard =or, 
did not display an apparent trend with respect to solute wnaiitntion- 
Samples were extracted and anaiyzed as rapidly as possibly. However, due to the large number of 
samples associated with the synoptic monitoring, holding times for some unextracted samples and 
extracted samples were as long as one week and four months, respediveiy- The largest delays 
extraction and analysis were experienced for the 62 day synoptic monito~g event, shce it 
incorporateci the largest aumber of amples. An experiment to d u a t e  the effia of holding times 
over this range, for both water samples and sample extracts, indicated that systematic bias was not 
introduced. Through mother experiment it was determineci that sample concentrations wae not 
significantly decreased by sorption to the teflon tubing in the multi-ld samplers or the samphg 
manifold. Apparently, changes were minimiad by the sampling p d u r e  that included 50 rnL 
purge prior to sample collection- 
Evaluation of field blanks, composed of deionized water flushed through the manifold sampler 
afker sample collection, indicated some potential for cmss~contamination due to the manifold 
sampler. In a small portion (40%) of fieid blanks, there was evidence that naphthaiene was 
introduced fiom the previous sarnple, although it was not noted for any other c0111pounds. Where 
cany over of naphthalene occureci, concentrations in the blank were typically 1% of that in the 
previous sample. Results indicated that some niinor, apparent "smearing" of the naphthalene 
plume may occur due to aoss-contamination. The a e c t  on naphthalene phune mss caldation 
should be much less than 1% shce the carrieci over concentrations should be low, and should only 
be an issue at the periphery ofthe plume. Results Iiom samples collected in series at the same 
monitoring points indicated that solute coacemations were not sensitive to the volume of 
groundwater recovered for sampling. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
General 
The following is a qualitative description ofplume deveioprnent for chloride and six organic 
compounds: phenol m-xylene, naphthalene, diknzofuran, phenantbrene, carbazole and 1- 
methylnaphthaiene. Plume data are presented in three dwerent formats to assist in visualization of 
plume behaviour. First, a series of horizontal plan-view diagrams are shown that depict contours 
based on the maximum concentration detected at each multüevel sampier (Figures 2.4 through 
2.8) for chioride and the first four organic compounds listed above. These contours have been 
produced with the GEOSOFT (Geosoft Inc., 1994) contourhg package. Contours start at F 2.7 
m fkom the source since steep concentration gradients at closer proIcunity to the source make it 
difficult to determine contour locations. 
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 are plots of plume concentmtion vasus distance fiom the source. These 
concentrations have been nocmalhed to the cross-sectional ana of the source io the plane 
approximately nonnal to the M o n  ofgroundwota Bow (6.8 rnp- This is d&ed as the y-t 
plane, where the z axis is verticai and they ucis is horizontal and pupendicular to growidwata 
flow. The x-rixis is orthogonal to the y-z p h e  and is thdore  approximately paraUeI to 
groundwater flow. The no- concentrations shown in the figures weie caldatecl througb a 
three step procedure: 1) three dimensional plume data was interpolateci to a reguiariy-spad 
three dimensional grid, using the EMEC (Surpac Inc-, 1995) geostatistical package, 2) 
concentrations for each x step in the grid were theu added to yield a concentration for each x 
value in the grid, 3) these values for concentniion (C) as a hction ofx, were then normaüzed to 
the cross-sectional area of the source by dnnding the source cross-sectional area (in the y-z plane) 
by that of a grid ceii. Conceptuafly, this removes the & i s  of transverse horizontal and vertical 
dispersion from the plume data. Each of these nwes is calculateci using al1 of the dissolved 
concentration results for the given set of synoptic data. Inspection of the awes provides an 
indication of the 1ongitudinaI distribution of plume mass and the a m  under the awes indicative 
of the quantity of dissolveci mess in the plume- Additonal details on the griddbg procedure are 
provided in Cbapter 3. Tirne series data for two moai to~g points within the plume (x=6.7m, 
y=O.SSm and F3-30m; x=24.85m,y=4.45m and ~3.60~1) are shown in Figure 2.1 1. 
The NaCl added to the source during emplacement produced a plume of conservative tracer 
(chionde) that was used to evaluate average bear groundwater velocity. Velocity estimates 
determineci through the current study were used primarily for cornparison with earlier estimates to 
evaluate whether the latter were reasonable for m e n t  use. At 55 days, the chloride plume w e ~  
showing signs of detaching from the source, indicating that the source NaCl was becorning 
depleted (Figure 2.4). By 439 days the chlonde plume was completeiy detached and was 
migrating as a discrete slug. The longitudinal distribution of chloride concentration is shown in 
Figure 2.9 and, assuming that the w u m  chloride concentration in source leachate ocairrd at 
early tirne, average linear groundwater velocity (v) can be estimated accordhg to: 
where rdistance at which UCO=û.5 (estimated by data interpolation) and r=time of synoptic 
monitoring (days after source emplacement). In uiis case, Co is estimated as the maximum 
concentration observed on the avve (C,,,d. The esthate of groundwater velocity based on the 
55 days 
Figure 2.4. Contour plans of chlotide concentrations rtt 
two différent times a f k  source emplacement; each plan 
mdicates the muhi-level samplers that were d o r e c i ;  














Figure 2.5. Contour plans of phenol concentrations at four different times after source 
emplacement; each plan indicates the mu1 t i-level samplers that were monitored; contours 
are based on the maximum concentration at each sampler. 
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Figure 2.6. Contour plans of m-xylene concentrations at five different times afier source 
emplacement; each plan indicates the multi-level samplers that were monitored; contours 
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Figure 2.8. Contour plans of dibenzofiiran concentrations at five different times after 
source emplacement; each plan indicates the multi-level samplers that were monitored; 
contours are based on the maximum concentration at each sampler. 
Figure 2.9. Profiles of dissolved chloride (a) and phmol(+) concentrations 
at 55 and 439 days der  source emplacement; concentrations are normalized to the 
cross-sectional area of the creosote source (in the Y-Z plane); profiles are in the 
approximate direction of groundwater flow. 
Figure 2.10. Profils. otdisnilved concmmîiom of  dotai plme orgmics at 626 &y. (--). 1008 diys Cc) 
and 1357 diy. (-=-1 .Aa unircc cmpiacemen~ concentrations arc normalid to the cross-rctioirl uti 0 t h  
crcosote source (in the Y-Z planeh and profiles are in Bapproximatc direction o f  gmundwatta flow. 
a 5 9  m fbm e m p M  source @omt 27-2 at R6.7m) 
b. 24.05 m fbm empIaced source (point 40-1 a xea.85) 
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Figure 2.1 1. Time series plots for chloride and selected organics concenüations 
at two monitoring points domgradient of the emplaced creosote source. 
longitudinal chloride distriiution profile at 439 days was 0.085 dday and the parameter values 
used to calculate this velocity are shown in Table 2.6. Groundwater velocity was also estimateci 
with chloride tirne series data nom two selected points, shown in Figure 2.1 1. Again, equation 
(2.4) is used to calnilate v e l q ,  howeveq, in this case xwas constant (at each ph) whüe t 
varied. Results, shown in Table 2.6, incikate a veIocity of0.066 mlday based on data fiom ~ 6 . 7  
m and 0.083 m/day ushg data fiom ~ 7 . 3  m. 
Table 2.6. Summary of data for estimation of average lin- groundwater velocity 
Data type A p p r o h t e  point at Conespondiag velocity 
which UCma= 0.5 estjmate (mlday) 
occurs 
Synoptic monitoring at x=38m1 
t = 439 days after source emplacement 
(Figure 2.9) 
Tirne series at x = 6.7 rn' 
(Figure 2.1 1) 
Time series at x = 24.85 m1 
(Figure 2.1 1) 
r = 89 days 0,066 
t = 290 days 0,083 
' the downgradient boundary of the ernplaced source occurs at x = 0.8 m 
Of the two types of measurements used to estimate v above, the synoptic data (plume position at 
439 days) are considered most appropriate for estimation of the plume-de type of parameters 
that are of interest in this study: time series r d t s  are more susceptible to srnail-scale m e r  
variability. However, al1 the velocity estimates are in reawnable agreement with estimates b rn  
Mackay et al. (1986), Hubbard et. al. (1994), and Patrick (1986), shown Ui Table 2.1. AN tliree 
of these studies were besed on injecteci plumes and were thetefore able to utilize a prefaed 
velocity estimation approach based on centre of plume mass, desctl'bed by Freyberg (1986). 
Consequently, velocity determinations from previous studies at this site appear to be reasonable 
for application to the current study. Average ünear groundwater veiocity was subsequently used 
to esthate mass flux fiom the source to the plume (Chapter 3). 
Phenol 
As shown in Figure 2.3, phenol concentration in source leachate was expected to deaeme 
relatively rapidly. This is due to the high solubüity of this compund which causes t to be quickly 
depleted fiom the source. This is confhed by Figure 2.5 which shows that by 55 days the 
phenol plume starteci to detach h m  the source. By 278 days, the plume migrateci as a discrete 
slug and by 439 dqs, m e r  spreading and a decrease in peak concentrations had occureci. 
Extrapolation ofthe plume trsjectory to 626 days would suggest thst a significant portion of the 
plume should have beai encomtemi in synoptic samples coiiected at tbis the; howmr, only 
isolated traces of phenol were detected. This suggests that the decrease in p h e  concentrations 
obsemd fkom 278 to 439 days contiaued, to the point that the compound was almost completely 
ttansfonned at 626 days. 
Comparison of the longitudinal distn'bution ofphenol rnass with thst ofchioride (Figure 2.9) 
supports the suggestion tbat signïficant aaasformation of phenol is Occumng dong the 
groundwater flow path At 55 days, peak n o m a l i d  concentrations of phenol and chloride are 
48461 )i& and 180 m&, respeaiveiy. Later, at 439 days, it was apparent that the m a s  
distriiution of these two plumes is similar in shape. However, peak chloride concentration 
had d e c r d  to 79.6 mg& approrrimately 44% of the 55 day concentration Meanwhüe, pe9k 
phenol concentration had decreased more sharply, to epproximately 7% (3550 p@)- A 
quantitative mass balance is presented in Chapter 3. 
Data fkom the two tirne series sampling points Vigure 2.1 1) indicate that the advancement of the 
phenol plume compered closely with chloride and thmefore that the fomm was not si@cantly 
sorbed to Borden sand. However, synoptic data fiom 439 days (Figure 2.9) provides a more 
detailed bais for evaluating a retardation fàctor (R) for phenol. The similar, but slightly offsa, 
curves of phenol and chioride mass distri'bution at 439 days hdicate a slight degree of phewl 
retardation, which can be estimateci accordhg to: 
where d, the distance from the source to a given point on the chlonde m e  and d,, is the 
distance from the source to the correspondhg point on the phenol airve. Tbis method provides 
an R esllmate for phenol of a p p r o x i d y  1.05. However, piva the evidence of phmol mass 
loss, this c m  be coasidered an upper ümit for R: mass loss from the h t  of the plume would 
cause an apparent decrease in the rate of plume migration 
Comparison of t h e  series curves for ni-xylene and chloride (Figure 2.11) show that the migration 
of the former was apparently retardeci with respect to the conservative tracer (chloride). At 
monitoring point 27-2 ( ~ 3 j . 7  m; 5.9 m nom source) an R of approximately 2.5 was indicated by 
the lag between the curves which, in this case, is estimateci by: 
where I,, = tirne required to mach maximum chloride concentration and t ,  = time rquired to 
reach maximum organic compound concentration Meanwhile, a similar caldation for 40-1 
( ~ 2 4 . 8 5  m) yielded an R of 3.7. This increase in R was probably due to  tr2uisformation of m- 
xyiene dong the flow path, to the degree th the plume migration is arrtailed. Inspection of the 
m-xylene plume wntour plans (Figure 2.6) shows tbat plume reached a maximum obsaved exteot 
at 627 days and then the phune front was observeci to withdraw back toward the source at 1008 
days and M e r  again at 13 58 da- 
The observation o f  m-xylene plume drawback, is al- shown by the plot of longitudinal mass 
distribution in Figure 2.10. This figure also shows a decrease in plume mass over tirne, pronduig 
evidence oftransf~rmation~ Evidence of decreasing m-xylene flux mto the plume is s h o w  by 
lower concentrations at the f l u e n t  end of the phune (which bas ban delineated at ~ 2 . 7  m).
This trend is in general agreement with the expected trend of m-xylene dissolution, shown in 
Figure 2.3. These observations suggest that the plume has drawu back due to a combination of 
tn-xylene transformation within the plume and decrease in m-xylene infiux fiom the source. That 
is, the rate of tlw decreased to below the rate of plume transformation, leading to a deaease in 
the size and m a s  of the plume. 
Nap ht halene 
The plan views of naphthalene plume development (Figure 2.7) show a relatively consistent rate 
of plume growth and, as of 1358 days, the plume was stül expanding. Cornparison of iongitudinai 
mass distriiution profles (Figure 2.10) shows that plume mass also inaeased during this period. 
The near-source concentrations on the profiles are evidence that the strength of source leachate, 
with respect to naphthalene, had decreased beniveen each of the last three snapshots, which is in 
general agreement with the trend predicted by Raoult's law (Figure 2.7). However, it is evident 
that there was apparently d l  suflicient flux ofnaphthalene h o  the plume to support plume 
expansion. 
Time series sampling results (Figure 2.1 1) show that naphthalene was retarded with respect to 
chloride migration. At the poht closest to the source (7~6.7 m), the arriva1 of the naphthalene 
peak lagged behind that of the chlonde peak, indicating an R of approximately 2.6. Further 
downgradient ( ~ 2 4 . 0 5  m) this factor increased to 3.5, indicatug that the forward progression of 
the naphthalene plume may have decreased somewhat with the, although this is not apparent in 
the plume contour plans. 
Time series monitoring at ~ 6 . 7  m shows thet the migration rate of dibenzot'uran is slower than 
that of chloride by an R of 3.12. The compound was not detected at the other selected time series 
monitoring point. Plan views of the dibenzofùran plume (Figure 2.8) show that it did not migrate 
appreciably in the two year duration between the last three synoptic monitoring events and this 
observation is also supported by the longitudinal concentration profiles in Figure 2.10. The 
profiles also show that dibenzofkan Bwr into the plume was similar at the t h e  of the last two 
synoptic sampling wents, wbich is coasistmt with the nearly constant rate of source dissolution 
predicted by Raoult's law and show in Figure 2.8. The lower flux indicated for 627 days in 
Figure 2.10 may be due to the higher R and the hg tïme rrguirrd for the plume to 
migrate into t&e monitored zone- There is strong evidence that the dibeaIofiiran plume i s  at 
steady state, where mass flux into the plume is baianced by XMSS transformation within the plume. 
This compound was more highly retarded than naphthalene and m-xylene and was not detected at 
the two sdected t h e  series sampling poims. Near source concentrations of phenanthene in the 
longitudinal concentration profiles (Figure 2-10) indiate that flux of this compound into the 
plume increased over the last three saapshots. This probably bas l e s  to do with an increase in 
source strength than with the highiy retarded plume fiont gradualiy moving into the monîtored 
zone. Mer relatively mpid expansion of the p h d e n e  plume from 627 to 1008 &YS, it was 
observed to recede and decrease in mas, as of 1358 days. 
Carbazole 
Longitudinal profiles of carbazole concentration in Figure 2.10 show that the plume advanced 
over the period fkom 627 to 1008 days but remained relatively stable from 1008 to 13 58 days. 
Udike dibenzofiiran, carbazole loadiigs into the plume have not been consistent over the 
monitoring period. Near-source concentration r&ed an observeci maximum of approximately 
200 u@ at 1008 days and then decreased to approximately 100 ug/L at 1358 days, which is 
generally consistent with the decline in source leachate concentration predicted by Raoult's law 
(Figure 2.3). The low near-source concentration at 627 days may be due to a lag tirne required 
for the phme to migrate into the monitored zone. 
Development of the p h e  for this compound followed a trend similar to that of naphthalene. 
Inspection of phune longitudinal profiies in Figures 2.10 indicate that plume position advanced 
and plume mass ùicreased at a relatively consistent rate over the monitoring period. Also simiiar 
to naphthalene, the rate of flux iato the plume decreased over the although to a lesser degree 
than naphthaiene. This dissolution trend is generally consistent with the Raoult's law prediction- 
However, in cornparison to naphthaiene, the rate of p h e  migration was slower- 
BACKGROUND 
The occurrence ofcompowd fraasformation is ofken a criticai issue in the evaluation of organic 
plumes. Even relatively slow mes oftransfomation may mipose signifiant liiaitations on the 
extent of plume migration, compard to the situation where demases in org8nic solute 
concentration are due only to sorption and ûydrodynamic proasses. The environmeutal risk 
associateci with groundwater contamination is closely related to the distance to which 
contamination may migrate away fiom the source, and d u a t ï o n  oftbis distance requires an 
estimate of the rate and nature of solute trandormation, Methoâs b r  evaluating plume 
transfbrmation are generaiiy based on some fonn of mass balance, ushg one-, two-, or three- 
dimensional data, dependimg on the simplicity of plume and source geametry and the nature of the 
stiidy . 
Probably the most widely applied technique of evaluating plume ~ s f o ~ o n  is a o e 
dimensional approach whereby solute concentdons are monitored dong an infmed 
goundwater flowline. In order to attniiute a portion of an observeci concentration decrease to 
compound degradation, the effects of hydrodynamic dilution and sorption must be taken into 
account. Barker et al. (1986) studied a landfill lachate plume in North Bay, Ontario, and 
compared concentrations ofselected organics dong an assumeci groundwater flow line to 
evaluate relative rates oforganics degradation. Using this technique, they wncluded that under 
anaerobic conditions o-xylene was transformeci more rapidly than ethyl benzene and that 
significant degradation of trimethylbenzene occwed only in the 1st third of the plume, where 
strictly anaerobic conditions may not persist. The authors pointed out that comprison between 
organics and a consecvative tracer in the plume (chloride) could have provideci a means of 
calculating an abdute rate constants. However, evideace that the chioride input flux did not vary 
with that of the organics meant that there was no besis for compacison at d o m  gradient phune 
monitoring points. 
Lyngkilde and Christensen (1992a) were able to use chloride concentrations to correct organics 
concentrations for hydrodynamic dilution in theu study of a landîül leachate plume in Vejen, 
Denmark. They determineci that major degradation of selected organics (BTEX compounds. 
naphthalenes, C-3 benmes, benzene isomers, bicyclo wmpounds and chlorophenols) ocairred 
within 50 m of the landfüi. Most of the organics were not detaed within 100 m. Using a 
conceptually similar approach, Baedecker a al. (1993) evaluated the behaviour ofdissolved 
volatile organic carbon (DVOC) composed primarily of BTEX compounds, as part of an intensive 
characterization of an oil spill in Bemidji, Minnesota. DVOC was compared with Ca2+. which 
was conservative dong pan of the flowpath, and to a modelleâ co~l~ervative tracer. They 
concluded that a marked decrease in DVOC dong a 41 m flowpath was mostly due to plume 
biodegradation, and not dispersion. 
Ehrlich et al. (1982) used sodium as a conservative tracer in a study ofa  coal tar distillation and 
wood-treating plant in St. Louis Park, Minnesota- By cornparison, they detemineci that the 
concentration of phenolic compounds deacesed dramatidyr by a tactor ofapprohtely  150 in 
a groundwater migration distance of 430 m whüe sodium deçreased by a fàctor of ody four. 
Modeme degradation was indicated for naphthaiene, with concentration decreashg by a &or of 
10. Goerlitz a ai. (1985) reporteci on an extensive charactetization of groundwater 
contamination at a wood-preSerMtlg fhcüïty in Pensacola, Floda. They compareci organics 
concentrations in samples collected at increasing distances fkom the source and detetmined that 
phenol and single-substituted phenols (2-, 3- and 4-methyi phenol) d e d  disproportionately 
to P m .  They attributed this bebaviour to more rapid environmental biodegradation of the 
former and they also concluded that hi* substiMed phenols (2,4- and 3,S-dimethyl phenol) 
were essentially conse~vative at the site since they behaved similar to chloride. (Godsy a al., 
1992). 
The two-dimensionai approach to plume mass baiance hvolves detemination of total plume mass 
passing through one or more transverse sections and then compatison of mass between the source 
and a section, or b e e n  two sections. Thiemin et ai. (1995) used a unique two dimensioaal 
approach for detennining plume mass loss. A solution of deuterated benzene, toluene? pxylene 
and naphthalene was injeded into a groundwater plume that originated nom an underground 
gasoline storage tank. Injection water also containeci bromide as a consemative tnicer- The 
researchers mo~tored the passage of i n j d  solutes past a row of multi-Ievel piezometm 
located 17 m from the injection point. By wmparing bromide and organics mas, they were able 
to evaluate for organics trdormation and to estimate degradation rates. 
in a sirnilar approach Barbaro et al* (1992) injected two sbgs ofgasoline-wntacted water into a 
landm leachate plume under anaaobic, deaitritjriag conditions. One slug was ameaded with 
nitrate to evaluate the e f f i  of denimification on biodegradation of aromatics. Plume mass was 
calculated by integrating solute breakthrough curves at sequential rows of multilevel samplers. 
Results for BTEX compounds showed complete disappearance oftoluene fiom the unamendeci 
plume within five metres of the injection point wtiile the other compounds were recalcitrant under 
these conditions. Transformation of ethyl benzene and xylenes was detected in the nitrate- 
amended plume and benzene was recalcitrant in both plumes, withh the monitored distance. 
The three diensionai mas balance approach requires monitoring data fiom the entire plume, to 
compare total plume mass at two or more times. Three previous studies have utilized dense three 
dimensional monitoring to formulate mass balances for injected plumes wiedthin the current study 
area. Mackay et al. (1 986) injected water containing five halogenateci organic chernicals and two 
inorganic tracers (chloride and bromide) into the Bordai aquifer- The mass of the two iwrganic 
tracers remaimd relatively constmt (Freyberg, 1986). Total plume mass was also conservecl with 
respect to carbon tetrachloride and terrachloroethylene, whik leee of the organics (bromofom, 
1,2-dichlorobenzene and hexachlorethane) showed evidence of significant transformation (Curtis 
et al., 1986). Barker et al. (1987) followed the degradation of an injected plume of benzene, 
toluene and xylene isomers (Bm). They obsawd essentidiy oomplete degradation of all BTX 
compounds within 434 days d e r  injection, and observeci simiiar disappearance rates for ail 
arornatics except beazene, which was the only compound to af ta  270 days. Hubbard et al. 
(1994) coaducted simuitaneous injection fthree organic white plumes composed of water that 
had contacteci: 1) gasohe only 2) gasoihe and methyl-terhy butyl ether (MTBE) and 3) 
gasoline and methanol. Over a sixteen month monitoring period, MTBE exhi'bited no mass l o s  
while only one percent ofthe rndmnoI femaitled et the a d  ofthe monitoring paiod. The BTEX 
compounds were degradeci in d plumes with the most rapid rate noted for toluene and the 
slowest for benzene. 
MacIntyre et al. (1993) conducteci a three dimensional airiss balance of an injected plume 
containing benzene, pxykm, aaphthalene and ~chlorobenzene, et Columbus Air Force Base in 
Mississipi. Sigdicaat mass los was detennhed for di four orgadcs with the most rapid rate 
noted forpxykne and the slowest rate for o-dicblorobenzeae. 
The purpose of this component ofthe current mdy is to evaluate a cornplex organic plume for 
plume-scale evidence of mess t r a n s f o d o r ~  A objective ofthe study design was to 
sirnulate a scemio typical of many contaminated indusrriai sites: a fixecl source of organic 
contamination that dissolves slowly h o  gromdwater over tirne. Implementation of tbis emplaced 
source experiment under controlied field conditions made it possible to formulate compound mass 
balances fiom relatively dense tbree dimensional data, not t yp idy  possible at an a d  
contaminated site. 
General approach 
Perhaps the most straighdorward approach for quantifying compound transformation is to 
compare initial mass in the source with mass remairhg at various tirnes in the sorbe& dissolveci 
and residual (within the source) phases. These values could then be used to estimate the amount 
of transfomed mass for a given cornpound at any t h e  (2) after source emplacement accordhg to: 
where MT = transformeci mass, Mo = initiai mass of compound in the creosote source (at tJ, MM, = 
mass of compwnd remaùiing in source (in residual aeosote) at time=t; Mp = total mass 
associated with the plume =MD +Ms ; MD = dissolved mas in the plume and MS = sorbed mass 
associated with the dissolved plume. 
However, there are ditFculties in applying tliis approach. Mo is weii known, since the original 
quantity ofcnosote added to the source was memureci and the creosote composition was 
detemùned by aaalysis. But, since MR can be x, large compared to other componaits in the mass 
balance (Mp MD and Ms), the magnitude o f m r  in the estimate of the former may be in the same 
range as expected values for the latter components. This is .iiiustrated by Table 3.1 which shows 
the confidence intetvai of data from source cores coiiected et 626 days der emplacement, 
compared to dissolved pIume mass (MD). It is apparent that the tu~certahty in estimatkg MR (by 
coring the source) is potentially much p a t e r  than Mm for most compounds. The largest 
discrepancy tends to occur for the most hydrophobie cornpwids, since th& lower solubility 
limits the rate at which the dissolved phase iacreases. 
Table 3.1. Summary o f  anaifical data for sand cores coliected f?om the source in oonjunction 
with synoptic sampüng at 626 days (n=23 fiom six  cons). 
- - - - - - 
Compound Mass in Source1 95% Confidence Intemalt Dissolved Plume Mas' 
(g) (BI (BI 
phenol O O trace 
m-qdene 530 78 135 
nap hthalene 5453 397 333 
p henanthrene 9709 472 0.033 
dibenzofiran 2879 174 4.65 
carbazole 934 61 1.30 
I -methylnap hthalene 1256 71 9.52 
1 based on average concentration (mgkg) x mass of source saad (-60 18 kg); data in 
Appendix 2 
? .. expresseci as "equivalent" source mass based on Confidence Interval (mgkg) x rnass of 
suurce sand 
3 from dissolved phase monitoring; presented here for cornparison purposes; more cornplete 
results in Table 3 -3. 
Consequently, an alternative mass balance approach bas been used, where M, was estimated for 
the perîods (At's) between synoptic sampling evaits ody on the &mis of dissolved phase 
concentrations, sorption characteristics and groundwater flux, accordhg to: 
where F = mass flux into the plume for the given wmpound (M/T/LI); A= the cross-sectional area 
of the source transverse to the direction of groundwater flow (L3 and MF= the quantity of mass 
input over the integration period (M). Figure 3.1 is a diagram illustrating the various components 
Figure 3.1. Concephialized cross-section & h g  the main campanents of the m a s  
baiance for the plume fiom the emplaced creosote source- 
of this mass balance approach. As shown, the balance relates to that portion of the plume located 
at x >3 - 5 m. The plume has been d&ned in this way to avoid the large mors associated with 
interpolation of concentration data nearer the source, where lateral concentration gradients are 
relatively large. The following d e s c r i i  mthods for quant@hg each component of the mass 
bal ance. 
Dissolved mas (MD) 
Synoptic plume sampiing was conducteci at six times since source emplaamat (t = 55,278,439, 
640, 1008 and 1357 days) and SUfIicient phune coverage for calculation oftotal dissolved LMSS 
was obtained for the latta four of these. A d d p t i o a  of the anaîytical methodology is @en in 
Chapter 2 with additionel details provided in Appeadix 4 and detailed data provided in Appendix 
2. 
Dissolved mass has been calculated using a three dimensional interpolation routine in the ENTEC 
(Surpac Inc., 1995) geostatisticai program whereby irtegdariy spaced three dimensional data are 
interpolatecl to a regularly spaced array of three dimensional cells. In the approsch u& the 
influence of each data point on the interpolateci ce11 value is proportional to the inverse of the 
cubed distance between the data point and the point at the centre ofeach cell. The search radius 
for inclusion of data points into caldation ofa given ceil point is specified on the basis of the 
dimensions of an eilipsoid centred at the cell point. In this case, the major axis of the eliipsoid 
was onented in the x-direction and had a len@ of 16 ia Tbe minor axis ofthe ellipsoid was eight 
metres, onented in the y-r plane. Sensitivity d y s i s  of the search radius indicated that this 
parameter was relatively insensitive, due to the ceil point weigbtiDg ninaion based on the inverse 
of distance cubed. Grid x, y and r spacings oftwo, one and 0.5 m, respectively, were selected as 
optimal on the basis of a sensitivity adysis that showed that srnalier spacings did not cause 
significant changes to calculated dissolved mas. 
In many cases, low but non-zero, organics concentrations were detected at top d o r  bottom 
sampling points, indicating inwmplete plume closure. Wbere this occmed, the location of the 
plume perîphery was approximated by adding "dummy" points of zero concentration at the top 
andlor bottom of the given mdti-level sampler at the typical vertical interval of the rampling 
network (20 cm). Review of vertical concentration profiies in these cases generally indicatd that 
the error introduced h o  plume mass calculations by this procedure shouid be negiigile because: 
1) concentration trends generaliy decreased towards the top and bottom indicating tbat these 
extreme points were approachùig the plume periphery and 2) the top ador bottom of the plume 
was observed at other multi-level piezometer locatiom. 
Similarly, where the plume was detected at either end of a mw of multilevel samplers, points of 
zero concentration were added at a horizontai distance e q d  to the spacing of the samplers in the 
given row. ReMew of plume distributions dong the given row, and nearby rows, hdicated that 
the locations of these zero points were reasonable an4 thefefore that the associateci emr shoufd 
be negligible. In generai the mass estimate ermr introduced by incomplete plume closure should 
be minor since the placement locations ofthe added points was rrasonable on the basis of 
proximal data, and also because large majorïty of plume XMSS is distributed in the highiy 
concentrated central core of the plume, rsther than the periperiphexy, where concentrations tend to be 
Iow. 
Mer Md hterpolation, dissolved plume mess for a @en cornpound was calculateci accordhg to: 
where n = aquifer porosity, C = concentration at the ceil centre point (g/m3); N , A ~  and AZ are grid 
spacings in the x, y and z dimensions, nspeçtively (m). A value for n of0.33 was used on the 
basis of parameter evaiuation by Mackay a al. (1986). 
Previous studies carrieci out at the curent study site have used conservative tracers to evaluate 
the accuracy of plume mass estimates based on samples âom the pundwater monitoring 
network These studies indicated that plume mass was in reasonable agreement with ininal mass 
and, therefore, that samples @om the monitoring network can provide a reasonable estimate of 
plume mass. Freyberg (1986) repmed on r d t s  of CO-injection of bromide and chloride with 
organic compounds, foliowed by plume monitoring over 1038 days (bromide) and 647 days 
(chloride). Plume m a s  deteminations for brornide (n=13) showed that the average and vanSance 
of relative mass estimates were 0.89 and 0.20, respectively. Similar rneasuces for the chloride 
plume (n=12) were 0.90 and 0.16, respectively. Patrick (1986) w-injectecl chionde with BTEX 
compounds and subsequently determined chloride plume mass at f ie  times over 108 days. The 
average mass of the plume relative to injected mass was 0.78. In a simiiar experllnent, Hubbard et 
al. (1 994) co-injected chloride with three different mixtures of methano1 and gasohe compounds. 
Chloride plume masses, determined at either four or five times over a period of 476 days, showed 
a range in average relative mass fkom 0.88 to 1.1 1 for the three plumes. Although a conservative 
tracer (granular NaCl) was initially placed in the source used for the airrent study, it was not 
suitable for evaluating the accuracy of plume mass estimates: initiai m a s  was not known. 
However, conservative tracer results fiom the three previous studies disnissed above provide 
evidence that the monitoring approach can provide a reasoaable estimate of dissolved mas. 
. 
Sorbed Mass (Ms) 
Due to the hydrophobic nature of the compounds in creosote, a degree of sorption will occur 
from the aqueous phase to aquifér solids. Furthemore, depending on the hydrophobiaty ofthe 
compound and the sorbent properties of the aquifer, the quantity of sorbed mass in a given 
volume of aquifet can be substantially greater than the mass in solution. Consequently, sorbed 
mass has potential to be an important component of the mass balance. Sorption is often 
approximated as a Linear reversible equiliirium process, also known as sorption ideality, whereby 
dissolved concentration (C) is related to sorbed concentration (S) by a solids partitionhg 
coefficient (&), as follows: 
where Kd is in uaits o€L~/M and can be used to calculate a retardation factor (R) by: 
where g bulk density of the porous medium (ML3). Sorbed mass can thai be estimateci with R, 
according to: 
Aithough the assunption ofsorption ideality is ofim applied, laboratory and field experUnents 
have often provided evidence of solute behavio& that deviates fiom ideality- A thorough review 
of processes that can lead to these types of devhtions is provided by Brusseau and Rao (1989). 
These authon discuss the signifiant efEects ofphysical phenornena, such as rate limitations due to 
diffusion of sdute h o  low hydraulic conductMty particle aggegates or laminae- They also point 
out the difficulty in estimating the parameters that may control these proceses. 
In the current siudy, it was assumecl that sorption was reasonably approximated by the 
assumption of ideality, on the basis of previous studies at the site. Curtis d al. (1986) compared 
laboratoiy sorption data and field results fiom an ïnjected plume of bromoform, carbon 
tetrachioride, tetrachloroethyiene, 1,2-dichlorobenzene and hexachiorethane injected at the 
Borden site. They estimateci Kg by sorption batch testing and by monitoring the migration rate of 
the piume centre-of-mass. It was concluded that the close agrcanent ofthese methods was 
evidence that the behaviwr of the study compounds could be approràmated by sorption ideality, 
although the authors noted that the methods agreed more closely when the plume was near the 
source. A similar cornparison was conducted by Hubbard et al. (1994) for BTEX compounds in a 
plume of dissolved gasoline injected at the same site. This group of compounds also sbowed 
behaviour that was generally mis t en t  with sorption ideality- 
Actual values of K, for the study compounds were estirnateci by three dinerent methods: 1) 
empincal correlation 2) laboratory batch test and 3) cornparison of groundwater and aquifer solids 
fiom withïn the plume. The first method is widely used and is d d b e d  by Kariclchoff (1984)- 
The bais of this approach is that the the organic fiaction (f,) is the prllnary sorbate for 
hydrophobic cornpounds in subsurface systems. Further, the partitioning relationship is Wcened to 
partitioning of dissolved hydrophobic wmpounds âom an aqueous phase to a liquid organic 
phase. Accordingly, sets ofempirical relationships have kea deweioped to equate partitionhg of 
an organic compound between octanol and water (described by Km), to a partitionhg between 
water and a given earth material ( d e m i  by KJ, according to: 
where a and b are empirically derived coefficients. In this case, coefficients for a and b of 0.72 
and 0.49 were used and were obtained fiwn mipirical carrelation experiments conducteci by 
Schwarzenbach and Westd (198 1) which ïncluded two representative compounds (naphthaiene 
and pyrene) fkom the seven studied in this experiment. Table 3 -2 shows a compilation of 0 
calculated by this method for the compouads ofinterest in the Borden study. An f, vahie of 
0.0002 was used, on the basis of measummmts by MBckay et aL (1986), as shown in TaMe 2.1. 
Values for log.&, are shown in Table 2.4. 
Sorption coefficients determined by laboratory batch testkg are aiso provided in the table. To 
conduct these tests, Borden sand was p l a d  in 100 mi. glas bottks, in contact with Sefial 
dilutions of creosote-saturated water. Sorption was intémd fkom the Merence in aqueous 
concentration between botties containhg sand and bottles with no sand (controls). A relatively 
low sand to liquid ratio was used (4.2 g/mL,) so that the aqueous concentrations of the more 
hydrophobic wmpounds would remain weU above analytical detection limits. However, since this 
sand:solution ratio did not produce signifiant changes in aqueous concentrations for the lest 
hydrophobic of the study compounds (m-xylene and phenol), Kg were not detefmiiied for these 
compounds. Detailed methodology and results nom laboratory batch tests are provided in 
Appendk 8. 
Table 3.2. Estimates of solids partitiorhg coefficients ( G s )  for selected compounds and Borden 
sand. 
Compound Batch test In situ Based on Borden tracer tests 
measurement l e '  Patrick Hubbard et al. 
(1986) (1 994) 
phenol - - 0-01 (1 .OS) - O 
m-xy lene - - O. 1 l(1.6) O, 13 0.06-0.09 
nap hthalene 0.22 (2.2y 0.09 O. 16 - - 
p henanthrene 1.80 (10.87) 4.7 1.1 1 O - 
dibenzofùran 0.67 (4.67) 1.26 0.57 - O 
carbazole 0.83 (5.55) 0.94 0.29 - - 
1 -m-na~ht alene 0.24 (2.3 1) 0.41 0.37 - - 
I logKd=O. 72logK + l o , + 0 . 4 9  (Schwarzenbach and Westd, 198 1); 
7 - Bracketed values are associateci estimates ofR, according to R = I +  (@@Kd ; these 
values bave been used to calculate mas balances. 
For the third mahod of K' estimation, aquifer cores were collecteci at three plume locations. Each 
location was within 30 cm (horizontally) of multi-level sarnplers that showed consistent aqueous 
concentrations over at least three adjacent sampiing levels (40 cm). Entire 30 cm core sections (5 
cm diameter) from the middie of this range were analysed for selected mosote compounds. Kis 
were then calculateci for each compound at each location by re-arranging equation (3.5) to: 
where, in this case, C = mean aqueous concentration nom the three sampling points that span the 
vertical range ofthe adjacent core (ML3) and Sis sorbeci concentration calculateci 
according to: 
where MC, = total mass of compound in sample (M); MJ = total m a s  of -pie (M); w' = m a s  
of solids in sample and w = sample water content (fiaction). 
MT was quantifiecl by -acting the entire cored interval t h e  times with dichloromethane, 
concentrating the combined extracts in a rotoa9porator and then injecting into a Gas 
Chrornatograph, using a method similar to that for extracts f?om aqueous samples, as disaissed in 
Chapter 2. Complete results ofcore analysis are provided in Appendix 9. Kis calculateci by this 
technique are shown in Table 3 -2. Values were not caldated for nt-xyleae and phenol: dissolved 
concentrations of the former compound showed a relatively large degree of vertical variation at 
the tirne of c o ~ g  (1245 days after source emplacement) and the latter haâ essentiaily disappeared 
from the monitoring network. 
K ' s  deterrnined by the empirical method have been used for estùnating sorbed cumpound masses 
for m-xylene and phmol, in subsequent mass balance calculatiom. In the case of m-xylene, this 
value was in the range of Kds derived at the field site through eariier tracer tests by Patrick (1986) 
and Hubbard et al. (1994), shown in Table 3.2. For phenol both the empiricai correlation 
approach and cornparison of migration rates for the phenol plume relative to the chloride plume 
(Chapter 2) indicate that thh compound undergoes oniy minor sorption in Borden sand. It will be 
shown that in the context ofthe mass balance, the quantity of sorbeci phenol mass was minor 
compared to dissolved mass, initial source mass and trandionned mass. 
Results from the laôoratory batch method were used for the five r d g  compounds: 
naphthalene, phenanthene, di'benzofùraa, 1 -methylnaphthalene and carbazole. Earlier field 
studies at the site have shown that batch results compareci reasonably well with observeci phune 
behaviour. Although none of the five cornpomds were used in these field studies, a wide range of 
compounds are representéd (nonchlorinated aromatics, chlorinated aromatics and aliphatics) and 
behviour is expected to be similm. Batch testiag provided Kis in the range of the empirid 
correlation method for the nrst four compounds üsted above, providing an indication that the 
sorption coefncients are reasonable. For carbazole, the two methods provided sigaificantly 
different results. The carbazole K, value derived from batch testing is used in m a s  balance 
calculations, on the bais that it is expected to be more sitespacinc. 
The method of evaiuating sorption by comparing sorbeci and aqueous phase concentrations fiom 
within the plume is conceptuaUy the most amactive of the tbree methods since it is sitaspecific 
and should dso dow for the relatively long time tbat some of the compounds have ban in 
contact with the quifer. However, the d y t i c a i  unaxtakty inherent in the analysis of sorbed 
concentrations is difltidt to quamifi,- Conseqpently, while the approach showed promise, 
additional method development is required to apply the results. This method provided the kgest 
estimate of sorbed mass for all compounds except naphthalene. 
Mass entering the plume has been estim8ted relative to an up gradient plume boundory dehwd at 
x=3 .Sm (2.7m fiom the source), which is the location of a row of muitilevel samplers. The 
boundary has been d&ed at this location because steep concentration gradients at closei 
proximity to the source lead to large enws in data interpolatioa. Mass flux across the plume 
boundary at a given the (t) is given by: 
where q = groundwater flux 0 = vn. and CF = plume concentration at x = 3 Sm, integrated 
over the y-z plane and normalized to a unit area (ML3). The value used for q in these 
calculations was 0.03 mlday on the basis ofpast site work that evaluated average linear 
groundwater velocity (v) and porosity (n). As discusseâ in Chapter 2, data fiom past studies and 
the curent study indicate thw v in the viciaity of the study site is relatively consistent over the-  
In addition, expected changes to the local flow regime caused by the presence of the more 
permeable source sand were evaluated with the mode1 FLOWPATH (Waterloo Hydrogeologic 
Software, 1994) accordhg to swce and ambient hydraulic parameters descrihi in Cbapter 2. 
Mode1 results, shown in Figure 3.2, indicated tbat minimal perturbation of flowlines was expe*ed 
in the Unmediate vicinity of the source and that fiowlines (and therefore v )  should rehun to the up 
gradient configuration within two metres down gradient of the source. This conclusion is 
supponed by tirne series and synoptic data for a consemative tracer (chloride) placed in the 
source. They show that groundwater rnoved into the monitoring network nom the vicinity of the 
source at a velocity that is in reasonable agreement with past studies conducted at the site 
(Chapter 2). 
C, was determined for each synoptic samphg event, with plume concentrations coliected fiom a 
row of multilevel sarnplers located at x = 3.5m, by approximating the following: 
where ~yar = the area over whkh the integrated concentration is acpnssed. The approximation 
was calculateci using trapezoidal quadrature, first in the z direction and then in the y direction, 
with the b i t s  of both integrations set outside the plume periphery. This method is sirnilar to that 
Figure 3.2. Plan view of groundwater flowlines in the vicinity of 
the emplaced creosote source, as generated by the FLOWPATH 
model. Results indicate that the source has negligile effect on 
flowlines beyond 2m domgradient of the source. 
used by Freyberg (1986) in an earlier study at the same site. except in the earlier work it was 
applied only in the z direction Application in the z direction is conducted by application of the 
foliowing for each multilevei sampler in the row 
where C== verticaily integrated conceatration for each multilevel sampler m3), 4 = v d d  
thickness over which the integrated wncentratioa is apressed (unit L, in this case), 2 = z 
coordhate ofbottom sampling point (L) and Cr = concentration at bottom sampling point. The 
subsequent approximation in they direction is calculateci with: 
where CF = horizontally (y direction) and v d d y  integrated concentrati*on for the row of 
multilevel samplers (ML3), 1, = horizontal width over which the integrated concentration is 
expressed (unit L. in this cese), )r = y  coordinate of the westemmost multilewel sampler (L) and 
C:' = verfically integrated concentration for the westemmost multilevel sampler. For both 
equations, the limits of the approximation are unimportant, as long as they extend beyond the 
plume periphery. 
Total compound mass entering the plume between synoptic sampling events (MF) is given by: 
where q is outside the integrai since it assumed to be constant. This expression was a p p r o h t e d  
by : 
which further assumes that interpolation of C' between synoptic sampliag events uui be 
reasonably approximated by a sh&t line. Promes of dissolved concentration versus distance 
from the source, shown in Figure 2.10, indicate that mass influx to the plume has c b g e d  
gradually over time, and that strajght iine interpolation of moss flux was a reasonable assumption- 
Application of a dissolution mode1 based on Raoult's law, disaissed in Chapter 2 and shown in 
Figure 2.3, also suggested that a straight line approximation was reasonable. 
MASS BALANCE RESULTS 
Mass balance results for the seven sdected compounds are s m n w i d  in Table 3.3 and 
transformation rates, e x p r d  in tenns ofhaifiives, are provided in Table 3.4- -lives have 
been estimatecl with an iterative model where total plume mess (M,) at the end of a given time 
step was caldated on the basis of dissolved mass (MD% accordhg to: 
where the superscript "1" indicates parameter values at the end ofthe tirne step, A is the first 
order decay constant (thee1) wbich is related to halflife (t,) by t,Q= In(Z)/A andot is the length 
of the time step. Fkst order dezay bas been assumed for the purpose of descriiing plume mass 
loss because many field and laboratory studies of biodegradation have fomd that it is reasonably 
described as a first orda process. (e-g., Barker et aL, 1987; MacIntyre et al., 1993; Nielsen a al., 
1996; Wdson et al., 1990; Thierri. a al., 1995). The nrst term on the right b d  side of equation 
(3.17) provides an estimate of sorbed mass and the second term represents dissolved mass at the 
end of the time step, &er wmpound transformation has occumd. ~alculation o f M .  by this 
equation assuma that only the dissolved phase undergoes Wonna t ion  M,' in this model was 
evaluated by: 
where the first term on the right haad side accounts for the new mass added to the plume over the 
time step, incorporatiag sorption of a portion of that m a s  through division by R. For the first 
time step C,: is calculated by integration of plume monitoring data from x=3 Sm and AC, is the 
change in cl= over the tirne step assuming linear interpolation between synoptic monitoring 
events. M~' is initiaily obtained tiom synoptic monitoring data for the whole plume and, for 
subsequent time steps is calculated acwrding to: 
DISCUSSION 
Mass balance calcdations indicete that ali the sdccted cornpounds undergo tnuisformation in the 
plume. Howmr, estunates of traasformed mass and transformation haElives are generally 
considered more reiiable where little change ocain in mass flux baween synoptic sampliag 
events. Large changes in mass flux have more potential to introduce error since the flux may 
deviate significantiy fiom the assullption of linear interpolation. 
Table 3.3. Summary of mass balance input data and results for the emplaced creosote source 
plume. 
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2 F=qC,= ,where q=v/n, ~ û . 0 9  1 dday, ~ 0 . 3 3  and Cs is calcuiated with sywptic monitoring data fiom the 
base of the plume (defiaal ai x=3 .Sm). 
5 Assumes h e m  interpolation of F between synoptic monitoring events 
Table 3 -4. Half-lives (m days) for selected plume compounds 
Monitoring period: 0 4 3 9  days 626-1008 days 10084357 days 
phenol 99 - - 
m-qdene - 95 78 
naphthalene - 265 1215 
phenanthrene - not available 11 
dibenzofùran - 40 41 
carbazole - 110 71 
1 -methvlna~hthalene - 78 173 
For m-xylene, naphthalene, phemtbrene and 1-methylnaphthalene, estimates of tr8aSformed mass 
and trdormation rates were coasidered most reliable for the period between the last two 
monitoring events (from lOo8-13 57 days). Estimates of carbazole transformation were 
considered most reliable for the pdod between 626 and lOOS days since mass flux estimates were 
comparable at the begiaaing and end of this period The decrease in carbazole flux at 13 57 days 
is probably due to depletion of cafbazole nom the source. Mass flux of dibenzoniran was 
comparable for the last three synoptic sampling events and, consequedy, estimates of mass 
transformation are considered relîable for the two intemenhg periods. 
Mass balance quantification confimeci the qualitative o b m t i o n s  of plume behaviour in Chapter 
2. Dibenzofbran formeci the most stable plume, with nearly constant rates ofmass flux between 
the last three synoptic sarnpling events (Table 3.3) and relativdy constant dissolveci mass. The 
dibenzoftran plume approached steady state over the study period, where mass flux was 
approximately balanced by mass transformation. The rate of dibenzofuran traasformation is 
relatively constant over t h e  and the interaction of mass flux and trandomietion are smRag to 
keep the plume €tom advancing m e r .  P r d l y ,  the d i i n z o ~  plume expanded und the 
mass flux rate was matched by the plume-scale rate of tfanstomti~n~ To the author's knowledge 
this is the fist conclusive observation of an organîc plume approaching a steady state condition 
that does not involve gtoundwater discharge. The data fiom this site ilhistrate that naturai 
transformation processes can halt the advancement of an organic plume, even in the presence of 
an ongoing source. 
Carbazole was also not expected to advance M e r  since the transformeci mus is greater than the 
mass input, for the last monitoring period (1008-1357 days). However, in this case plume growth 
is limited by a decrease in m a s  flux into the plume, rather than an increase in the overd rate of 
mass transformation. As shown in Table 3 -3, the originel source concentration of carbazole was 
the lowest of the selected compounds, and the aqueous so1ubiIity of carbazole is relatively large: 
238.6 mgL, as shown in Table 2.4. Consequentîy, the demesse in carbazole flux between the last 
two synoptic oempüng events was attrjbuted to sigaificant source depletion with respect to this 
compound. 
A similar process has controlled the development of the m-xylene plume. This plume reached a 
maximum observed plume mass at 626 days and was subsequenily observed to s u  as the rate 
of mass flux decreased to below the rate of mass transformation. The rapid decre8~e in the rate of 
mass flux is amiutable to the relatively large solubility o h - x y l e  which caused it to becorne 
depleted fiom the source. With more constant flux, the m-xyiene plume would likely have 
approached steady state over the monitoring paiod, simihr to diofÛran. 
For naphthalene, the rate of mass accumulation exceeds the rate of transfommtion and, gïven the 
relatively small magnitude ofthe lattet, the plume is expected to grow considerably larger before 
the two rates approach a balance- SWerty, the 1-methyliaphtbaiene mass flux dso exceeds 
transformation and it is expected that si@cant adâitiod plume growth wiii OCCU~- 
Mass balance results indicate that almost aü of the original mass of phenol in the source 
(approximately one kilogram) has been transformeci: by dry 439, the phenol plume wntained only 
six percent ofthe mass origmally pr-t in the sourcece Interpretation of the phenol mass balance 
is relatively straightforward because unWEe the other sel& wmpouads, phenol was rapidly and 
completeiy leached from the source eady in the study period. Furthemore, it was subjected to 
only rninor sorption to aquifer solids. The rate caldateci for this Ûansforamtion (t& days) is 
considered a minimum, since it was assumed that ali phenol was instantanmusly leached fkorn the 
source into the plume iit the beginmiig of the experimeot. 
Unlie the other compoundq phenanbene flux has continued to inaease up to the last synoptic 
sampling event. This is attcibuted to the higher retarddon &or for this cornpound, which has 
increased the time requind for it to break through to the monitored portion of the plume. The 
large relative difference in flux rates between days 626 and 1008 have caused large error in mass 
flw caldations for the ïntervening period, giving rise to a negative estimate for the quanti@ of 
mass transformeci. The estimate of phenanthrene m a s  transfiomtion for the subsequent period 
(1008- 1357 days) is more reasonable but may stül contain sigaiûcant error due to the assumption 
of linear interpolation between flux measurements. Perhaps the most straightforward evidence of 
phenanthrene transformation is demonstrated by the decrease in total plume m a s  between 1008 
and 1357 days. Total mass decreased fiom 5.54 to 3.16 g anâ, even without considering flux 
input over this period, this represents a haîflife of t,= 49 days. 
BIODEGRADATION INDICATORS 
BACKGROUND 
A centrai issue at many sites whew groundwater is affecteci by organic wmsrninams is whetber 
~ o n t ~ n a n t s  are undergohg some degree of aimsfocmation as they migrate in gro~adwater~ 
Even a relatively small rate oftransformation may impose considerable limits on the extent of 
plume growth, which can lessea the potential for human or enviromentai ocposure to  plume 
contaminants. Mauy types of organïc contaminams can be utilized in the metaboiic pathways of 
naturally existùig subsucfise microorganisms, as discussed in a number of review articles. Atlas 
(1988) reviewed the potential of petroleum hydrocarboa for microbial biodegradation and 
concluded that microbes capable of of mediating this process were widespread in the 
environment. Mueiier et al. (1989) provideci a War review for polycyclic arornatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs), pherioüc compoumls and N-, S- and 0- heterocyclics: the three main 
compound types found in creosote. They citeci a wide range ofsnidies that documenteci the 
biodegradability of these compounds. In generai, biodegradation of non-chlotinated organîcs üke 
those discussed above, is  favoured under more ox ïdhg  conditions. However, a host of studies, 
as outtined in several review articles (e.g., Grbic-Galic, 1989; Grbic-Galic, 199ûa; BoUag and 
Kaiser, 1991), bave show that P M ,  monoaromatic, pbenolic and heterucyciic compounds have 
been observed to biodegrade under various anaerobic conditions (denimg, sulphate-rducbg, 
met hanogenic and fennentative). 
While the abiiity ofnaturaUy occuring microbes to mediate traasformation of nonchlorinated 
organics is weii supporteci by laboratory studies there ate limitations on dired transfeLTal of these 
results to the plume-scaie. Evaluation of organic plume biodegradation is made dificuit by the 
complexity of transport and degradation processes in a dynarnic groundwater system and, as 
noted by Madsen (1991). are fbrther complicated by problems inherent in fodating a mass 
balance in spatiaüy heterogeneous media typicdy found in the field. Maclsen reviewed several 
studies of field biodegradation and noted that these were usually based on multiple ünes of 
independent evidence. These M e s  started with field evidence of contamimat mass loss and 
then compand relevant parameters inside and outside the contaminated zoae to evaluate for the 
type of changes that would be expected ifthe mas loss was miaobiaiiy mediateci. 
The portion of the study discussed in this chapter is conceptually sirnilar to the ''typical" approach 
in that it starts with field-sale evidence of plume trandormation: the mass balance fonnulated in 
Chapter 3. Consequentiy, the study design provides novel and reliable evidence for the important 
first step of determining in sifit biodegradation - evidence of mass loss - against which other types 
of evidence can be evahiated. Since appreciable traasformation of several plume compounds was 
indicated, additional lines of investigation bave ben fofiowed to evoluate for biodegradation- 
Laboratory microcosms were used to determine whether the study compounds are bidegradable 
under simpiistic laboratory conditions. Gmundwater at the field site was monitored for electron 
acceptors and organic acids to evaluate changes expected with biodegradation In addition, 




A rnicrocosm egxhent was conducted to detemine ifindigenous aquifer microorgaoisms from 
within the creosote plume were capable of metablizing compwids in an aqueous solution 
representative of  the creosote plume. The experiment was conducteci under aembic conditions 
since this was expected to be most fàvourable for biodegradation of the selected compounds and 
therefore the most likely to produce observable mass loss. In the field, it is expected that the core 
of the plume is depleted in oxygen, and k t  expectation is borne out by field me8SUements 
presented later in this paper. Consequently, the microcosm redox condition was probably most 
representative of field conditions on the periphery of the plume, where it mixes with background 
goundwater. 
The microcosms were 1 100 mL glas bottles sealed with O-ring tap stopcocks (J. Young 
Scientific Glassware Ltd.). The bottles were also equipped with side smis cap@ with rnininert 
valves to allow for repeated sampling wbile rnahmhhg an atmosphaic seal. AU equipment used 
during the microcosm setup was s t e m  and aseptic techniques were employed tùroughout the 
experiment. The sand useâ in the microcosms was obtained fiom a relatively concentrated 
portion of the plume, approh te ly  3.3 m downgradient ofthe creosote source, at the location 
shown on Figure 4.1, 1246 days &er source emplacement. Plume data indicated that s d  at this 
location was exposed to six of the seva selected compounds. The exception was phenol: this 
conipound had completely leached fiom the source and passed by this point approxhately two 
yean earlier. Sand core was obtained in 5 cm diameter alumitlwn core barrels (steriüad prior to 
use) by the wireline C O M ~  method d e s c n i  by Zapiw et al. (1987). In the laboratory, sand was 
extrudeci from the core barre1 in a sterile air flow cabinet and accumuiated in sterile IL large 
mouth jars. Mer anking, 140 g of core material was added to each of three of the microcosm 
bottles that had been designated as stede wntrols. These bottles, and their contents, were 
sten'lized by autoclaving for one hour on thne separate occasions over a five day pend. 
Unsterilized core material was added directiy to six bottles to compose sk active miaocosms. 
The aqueous solution used in the microcosms was prepared by contacting uncontaminateci Borden 
groundwater with a creosote mùtture similar to that used in the field: 6 g m-xylene and 0.95 g 
carbwle added to 150 mL of raw creosote. The creosote mixture was placed in a 6 L 
erlenmeyer flask with 4 L of Borden groundwater and stirred for 48 hours on a magnetic s h e r .  
At the end of tbis period, cnosote contacted groundwater was carefùlly siphoned off and diluted 
with clean Borden groundwater by approxünately two times. Each ofthe nine microcosms 
received 380 mL of this solution and the three control microcosms dso received 3.4 mL each of a 
Figure 4.1. Plan showing phune monitoring bcaîions fbr 
selected redox parameters, aromaîic aads and microbiologid 
indicator parameters; locations are show m relation to phune 
position as of Day 1357. 
10% sodium azide solution, for additional inhiiition of micmbial activity. Three of the six active 
microcosms were amnded with 6-9 mi, of a modifieci BushnelI Haas nutrient medium consistïng 
of the following in distilleci wata  (L): 1.0 g K$P04, 1.0 g KHJW,, 1 .O g =No3, 0.2 g 
MgSO;7H2O, 0.02 g CaC1~2H20,O.ûûSg FeCI, (Muelier et al., 199 1). The remaiaing t h e  
active microcosms were not amended with nutn'ents. 
M e r  completion, and prior to sample coliection, the microcosms each contained apprortimately 
660 mL of headspace air, which was intendeci to provide ample oxygen for maintenance of 
aerobic conditi011~~ This was v d e d  by headspace monitoring for oxygen over the s<perimentaî 
period which iadicated that headspace oxygen concentration remahed at, or near, atmosphaic 
levels. The necks ofthree of the microcosms were broken by the pressure ofthe teflon stopcocks 
(two on day O and one on day 5). Contents of these microcosms were trcinsférred for the 
remainder of the experiment, to bottles Mar in design but with ody 800 mL capacity. The 
lower capacity did not have a significant &kt on headspace oxygen content. 
Microcosms were incubated at 100 C under static conditions and sampiing was cmducted at the 
following times a f k  initial setup: 1, 5.8, 15,29 and 132 days. At each of these tirnes, the 
microcosms were monitored for aqueous phase concentrations of selected aeosote compounds 
and also for oxygen and carbon dioxide content of headspace gas. At the end of the experünent, 
total aerobic viable dl counts were d&ermined for aquifer material fiom each minocorn to 
evaluate the effectiveness of st-tion procedures. The anaiyticai method used for aqueous 
phase creosote compounds was identical to tbat used for plume sarnpling, discussed above- 
Headspace gas concentrations were analyzed with a gas partitioner equipped with a thermal 
conductivity detector. Total plate counts were determined by standard preparation techniques 
and were incubated under aerobic conditions, at 22-23 degrees C for 14 days. Additional details 
on microcosm setup, headspace analysis and plate count anaiysis are provided in Appendix 10. 
Results 
Early and h a 1  concentrations of selected creosote compounds are shown in Table 4.1 and 
detailed results are provided in Appeadix 10. Early concentrations were comparable between the 
control and the active miaocosms and were t h d o r e  not appreciably affected by the stefilization 
procedure. Cornparison of control and active concentrations indicate that biodegradation of 
phenoi, naphthalene, dibetlzofiirau, carûazole and 1-methylnaphthalme ocaimd without the 
addition of nutrients but tbat biodegradation prweeded to a lower end concentration when 
nutrients were added. M-xylene and pheaanthrene do not show appreciable biodegradation 
without nutrient addition. However, with nutrient addition the f o m r  compound is nondetectabfe 
at the end ofthe expefiment and the latter shows apprecïable biotransformation Time series plots 
of the microcosm data (Figure 4.2) hdicate that the rate of biodegration is most rapid for 
naphthalene and catbazole, both with and without nutrient addition This dirigram also clearly 
shows biodegradation of al1 compounds in the miaocosm~ amended with nutrients and 
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Figure 4.2. Plot of average normalid amcentrations (n=3) in aaobic miaaosms 
without nutrient addition (A) and with nutrieats added (B.). 
Table 4.1. Mean aqueous concentrations @pb; ~ 3 )  at the beginning and end ofthe miaocosm 
experiment; mic~ocosms were composed with Borden groundwater and aqufer sediments 
coliected nom within the dissolveci aeosote plume. 
Compound Sterile Control Active / Active / 
no d e n t s  nutrient addition 
Davl Day133 Dav 1 Dav 133 Day 1 Dav 133 
phenol 6686 6785 6190 2161 6582 312 
m-xylene 2897 1622 2636 1963 2344 O 
naphthdene 3646 2841 3439 23 1 3419 73 
phenanthme 284 211 280 210 299 63 
d i b e n z o h  473 295 501 118 509 30 
carbazole 45 1 291 412 26 436 9 
1 -methyinaphthalene 394 210 376 138 391 42 
Ample headspace oxygen persistecl thughout the experiment to maintain aerobic conditions: 
fkom 22.34% to a minimum of 1 as show in Appendix 10. Headspace d o n  dioxide 
results, s u d e c i  in Figure 4.3, indicate an accwnuiation of this gas in the active microcosms. 
These results can only be considered qualitativeiy since this gas may have originated fiom 
biodegradation ofcreosote compounds other than those analyzed. A b ,  the results have not been 
norrnalwd for the variation in headspace size between the two different size miao«>sms- 
However, they represent additional qualitative evidence of.microbiai utilkation of creosote 
compounds in the active microcosms. 
Total plate count resuits for microeosm sand d e r  the last set of aqwous and headspace samples 
are summarized in Table 4.2, end detailed r d t s  are provided in Appendix 10. These are based 
on an incubation time of 14 days but compare closely to another set that was incubated for 24 
days. The sterilhtion and microbial inhibition mesures used for the controt microcosms were 
effèctive: plate counts for the corn01 microcosms are low ( -40 CFU/g) or nondetectable while 
the active microcosms are several orders o f  magnitude higher, ranghg fkom 106 to 10' CFU/g. 
This furiher supports the suggestion that the wmpound transformation determined for the active 
microcosms is due to rnicrobid metabolism. 
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Figure 4.3. Bar graph of COz concentration in aerobic microcanns under three dif5-t 
treatments (n=3 for sach). 
Table 4.2. Results of plate count analysis for sand samples collected Born microcosms at the end 
of the experiment. 
Mcrocosm No. Treatment Plate Count (CFU/g dwt; n=3) 
1 Control 0-0 O 
2 e 8 -3 12 
3 CC 8.3 5.9 
4 Activeho nutrient s 2.4~10' 9.2x106 
5 CC 1.9x10T 1 .Sx1O6 
6 Cc 2 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~  2. 1x10~ 
7 ActivdnutRent addition 6.1x106 3. M O 6  
8 Cc 6.3x106 9-0xl0~ 
9 Cc 6 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~  3 .5x10S 
PLUME REDOX CONDITIONS 
Background 
The creosote plume was sampled for selected parameters related to utiiization of electron 
acceptors (dissolved oxygen, Fe2+, M$+, NO;, NI&+, sOA and methane) to evaluate for the type 
of changes that would be expected with biodegradation of creosote or@cs. In laboratory 
studies, microbial utiiization of various aromatic, phenolic and heterocyclic compounds hm been 
iinked with dissoIved oxygen utiüzation, denitrification (Major et al., 1988; Kuhn et ai., 1988; 
HutchLis et al., 199 l), iron reducbon (Lovley et al, 1989) sulphate reduction (Haag et al., 199 1; 
Edwards, et ai., 1992) and methanogenesis (Godsy et aL, 1992; Edwards and Grbic-Galic, 1994; 
Adnan and Suflita, 1994). 
A range of field studies have presented geocbemid evidence that is consistent with the labontory 
results. DissoIved oxygen depletion has been documented for a number of petroleum 
hydrocarbon plumes (e-g., Chiang et al., 1989; Wdson et al., 1990; Barker et al., 1987) and has 
been related to biodegradation. in an extensive characterization an oil spill site at Bemidji, 
Minnesota, Bennet et al. (1993) delineated severai characteristic redox zones. They determined 
that groundwater upgradient ofthe spU was oxygeoated and that dissolved oxygen beaune 
slightiy depressed as petroleum hydrocarbons begm to mix with groundwater. As ormc &on 
increasecl, groundwater became anorcic, methane ocninecl, dissolveci iron and manganese 
increased and redox potentials indicaîed strongly reâucing conditions. Similat redox treuds were 
observed through intensive chatacterization studies at a creosote-conthted site in Pensacola, 
Florida (Mattraw and Fra&, 1986), and in a landfiil leachate plume containmg dissolved organics 
in Vejen, Denmark (Lyngkilde and Christensen, 1992b). 
Methods 
Monitoring of redox-sensitive parameters was conducted at muitilevel amplers within, and just 
outside the creosote plume, at the locations shown on Figure 4.1. Samples were coL1ected witliin 
one week &er the last two synoptic sampbg events (1ûû8 and 1357 d.ys). Dissolveci oxygen 
was analyzed in the field using CHEMetrïcs arnpoules (CHEMeaics ïncorporated) for the 
appropriate concentration range: 0-12 ppm, 0-1 ppm and 0-100 ppb. These 10 rnL glas  
ampoules are unda negative pressure and are partialiy nIkd with 4 mL of a RhodaPLle-D 
solution. The tip of the ampoule is broken off when it is submergeci in the sample, so tbot a 
portion of the sample is dniwn hto the ampoule and maed with the solution. The wlour change 
is proportional to dissolved oxygen content. White et al. (1990) desc~l'bed a dom-hole technique 
whereby CHEMetrics ampoules were determined to be reliable for m e a s u ~ g  low levels of 
dissolved oxygen in groundwater. Since the monito~g aetwork foi the aimnt study wosisted 
mostly of samplers constructeci of small-diameter tubhg (3.2 mm OB.), a method was dweioped 
for above ground measurement. A peristaitic pump was attached to a small(l8 m.) glas bottle 
through one port of a two-port suction head. The other port was attached to the sampler tube, 
causing groundwater to be drawn into the bottle when vacuum was applied. Mer purging of at 
Ieast two tubing volumes the suction h d  was removeci fiom bottle and an ampoule was 
inserted. The tip of the ampoule was then broken on; drawing in a portion of the sample. Trials 
showed that it was possible to rnake repeatabk readings of nondetectabk dissolved oxygen by this 
method, using a low range ampoule (0-100 ppb). This hdicated that the method did not result in 
significant contamination of the sample with atmospheric oxygen. 
Samples for the remaining inorganic parameters (Fe2+, Mn2+, NO,; NE&+ and SO;? were 
recovered in a manner similar to that used for dissolved oxygen. Groundwater was pumped into a 
60 mL glas bottle using a suction head and a peristaltic pump pnor to splitting bto two 
subsamples. The first subsarnple, for anion aoalysis, was poured dvectly into a 20 rnL plastic 
sample bonle. The second, for analysis ofcations, was h w n  hto a plastic syringe and thea 
filtered into a 20 mL plastic bottle using a 0.2 pm syringe @ter, and then acidifiecl with reagent 
grade HZS04. Analysis for chloride was conducted as a deguard against mistakenly identifyiag 
leachate samples as either background groundwater (no crarsote compounds) or creosote plme 
water (reducing conditions). The leachate plume underlies the aeosote plume (Figure 2.2) and is 
known to be relatively elevated in the chloride and sulphate (Nicholson et al., 1983). 
Methane samples were recovaed by a technique similar to the other types of mpies: a suction 
head connectecl to a peristaltic pump. However, in the case of methane an 18 mL glass bottle was 
used and a crimp-top cap was applied duectly to the bottie after purghg. An effort was made to 
lave  no headspace in the bottle but s d  bubbles were occasionaliy present. For dys i s ,  a IS 
mL aiiquot was dram fiom the sample bottle into a 30 mL gfass syringe, foiiowd by 15 mL of 
air. The syringe was then shaken and dowed to equilibrate for three hours. A 5-6 mL aliquot of 
the gas phase was then injecîed into a gas chromatograph equipped for flame ionization detection. 
Additional details on sampling methodology for redox-related parmeters is provided in Appendix 
11. 
Results 
Data for selected redox-sensitive parameters and chloride are summarized in Table 4.3 and 
provided in detaü in Appendix 1 1. DissoM oxygen concentration averaged 0.13 w i t h  the 
creosote plume and 2.47 m& in background samples. A summary of statistid cornparisons is 
provided in Table 4-4 and indicetes that this difference wu statistidy signifiant and supports 
the expectation that dissolved oxygm bas been consumed withi.n the plume through the 
biodegradation of plume organïcs. Distributions ofdissolveci oxygen dong two cross-Sections are 
shown in Figure 4.4. The resuits show in this diagram are associateci with synoptic moni to~g 
of dissolved creosote compounds conducteci at day 1358 and the outüne of the organîcs plme is 
indicated for cumpa"s0n. The two cross-sections show that dissalved oqgen concentrations 
mea~u~ed  within the plume were less than or eqyal to 0.6 mg& while concentrations outside 
generally ranged fiom 1 .O to 4.0 mg/L An ana ofdepressed dissolved oxygen concentration was 
evident in the lower levels of samplers 6-N2 through 6-N5 and is considemi to be attn'butable to 
influence fiom the underlying anaerobic laudfill leachate plume. 
Table 4.3. Su- of data for sdected redox and geochemicai indicator parameters; aU 
concentrations are in mgL. 
Parameter Creosote Plume Background LandfX Leachate 
Plume 
Fe2' 0.20 53 0-97 0.03 5 0.03 0.63 14 1-04 
Mn" 0.13 53 0.16 c0.05 5 O 0.024 14 0.04 
NO,' 1-51 53 4.69 2.35 5 3.08 5.97 14 12.70 
NH; 0.21 53 0.25 0.62 5 0-42 0.22 14 0.22 
SO? 11-57 53 4.19 14.1 5 3.79 46.23 14 30.37 
Methane 0.036 53 0.104 0,001 2 O-001 0.034 13 0.050 
CI' 1-93 14 OS2 4-04 3 3.13 26.75 6 10.96 
Note: nondetectable concentrations were hancileci as "zetoes" in dda t ions .  
If biodegradation proceeds in the oxygen depleted portion of the plume then changes would be 
expected in the concentration of altemate electron acceptoa. Lndeed, a decrease in average 
nitrate concentration was noted h m  background groundwater to the plume, which would be 
consistent with nitrate utihation. However, both NO,' and NE&+, which comprise a redox 
couple, displayed a high degree of variability and there was no signifiant difference between the 
plume and background averages. Behaviour of other redox-sensitive parameters was more 
consistent with expected trends. Average concentrations of reduced iron and rnanganese were 
si@cantly diierent between plume and background samples, with the largest occurring within 
the plume. Average sulphate concentration decreased significantly fkom 14.1 mg/L in background 
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Figure 4.4. Plan showing dissolved oxygen monitoring locations almg cross-sections 
o&ted parallel to grokdwater flow (A-A') and perpendicular (B-B'); cross-sections 
show diskibution of dissolved oxygen relative to the dissolved creosote plume as of Day 
1357. 
groundwater to 1 1.6 mgR. in the plume. A small but siBnificant inaease in average methane from 
0.001 mg/L outside the plume to 0.036 mg/L inside is an indication of a minor degree of 
methanogenic activity within the plume. Results of samples Eom the landfili leachate plume are 
also summarized in Table 4.3 and, sunilm to the organics plume, they are indicative of conditioos 
more reduchg than background groundwater- AU these slimples were obtained fiom depths of 
r 4 - 2  m or greater, which also supports the suggestion that they are more typical ofleachste 
chernistry. 
Table 4.4. Redts  of mean concentrabon cornparison (t-test) for samples wllected fkom witbin 
the dissolved creosote plume and background samples collected outside the phune- 
Parameter Sianificant diairence at 95% level Direction of difference 
Dissolved O2 Yes Background > Plume 
Fe2' Yes Plume > Background 
Mn2 + Yes Plume > Background 
NO; No Not Applicable 
w' No Not Applicable 
S04" Yes Background > Phune 
Methane Yes Plume > Background 
Cl- No Not Appticable 
Background 
Aquifer samples were coliected from inside and outside the creosote plume to evaluate for 
selected microbial parameters that tnight be expected to change as a result of plume 
biodegradation. Several field siudies bave identifiecl changes in characteristics of microbial 
populations that have been Linked to the introduction oforganic compounds to gmundwater. In a 
study conducteci at a wood preserving plam in Pensacola, Florida, Godq et aL (1992) determinecl 
that populations of methanogenic bacteria wem approxhtely two orders of magnitude more 
nurnerous in pore water and aquifer samples flom contarnhted areas of the site than in 
uncontaminated areas. Etevated concentrations of methane within the contaminated areas and the 
observations of methanogenesis in laboratory rnicrocosrns composed with contaminatecl aquitér 
materiai, were evidence that methanogenic microorganisms played a role in the final fate of the 
contaminants. Madsen et ai. (1991) determiBed that mic~oorgaaisms from withùi plume associatecl 
with buried coal tar waste were capable of mineraüzing naphthalene and phenanthrene over a 
three week period while those in pristine sarnples did not. Tbey also determined that protoma 
were more abundant within the plume and attriiuted this to increase in bacterial numbers due to 
contamuiant utilization, and subsequent protozoan graPng on bacteria- 
In the current study, rnicrobial characteristics were compared on the basis of phospholipid fatty 
acids (PLFA), a component of intact cd membranes. A number of researchwrs have contn'buted 
to the development and testing of mahods that relate the quantity of PLFA in Cpdiment samples 
to rnicrobiai biomass (e-g., White a al., 1979; Guckert et al., 1985; Balkwill et al., 1988; 
Ringelberg et al., 1989) and detailed anatytïd methods are provided by Dobbs and Findlay 
(1993). Extensions of this technique have been reviewed by Tunüd and White (1992) and have 
been used to relate the relative propornono ofgroups ofPLFA compounds to mimbial 
commtmity structure and metaboiic status- The of the ratio between certain bans and 
cis PLFAs (16: loWl6: lok and 18: loWl8: lo'lc) has been related to changes in cell 
membranes of gram negative bacteria in response to environmemal stresses. In general, larger 
values are indicative of toxicity or stawation efféds. Similady, gram negative bacteria convert 
certain monoenoic PLFAs to cyclopropyl fatty acids, as growth slows fiom a log to a stationary 
phase. The summation of the two ratios cy17:0/16: lo7c and cyIg:O/l8: lo7c has been used as an 
indicatot of this process, with larger values mdicative of a tendency towards staîionary growth 
Methods 
Aquifer cores for analysis of microbial indicator parameters were collected at the four locations 
shown in Figure 4.1. Coring was done with the wireline method descri- by Zapico et al. (1987) 
using five centimeter diarneter wre bamels ri& with methano1 and MüliQ H,O prior to use. 
Mer collection, the cores were split lengthwise and piaced in an aseptic hood whae subsamples 
were collectecl fiom aquifer m a t d  in the central part of the core, not in contact with the a r e  
barnel. The core fiom outside the plume (Cl) and one Eom within the plume (C2) were 
subsampled fiom 1 -4 to 2.6 m depth, at 20 cm intewais. The sarnple from the top of the plume 
core was at or near the top of the plume and the bottorn sample was situated near the veriical 
centre of the phuw. The other two plume cores (C3 and C4) which were both collected within 
40 cm of C2, were subsarnpled near the top, middle aad bottom ofthe cored derval (1-4-2.0 and 
2.6 m depth, respectively). Al1 samples were analyzed for PLIA by the method presented by 
Dobbs and Findlay (1993). In addition, aliquots of selected samples were analyzed for total plate 
counts by standard preparation techniques and incubation under aerobic couditions for 40 days at 
10" C. Additional details of PLFA and plate count analyses are provided in AppendUr 12. 
Results 
PLFA and plate count results are summarized graphidy in Figure 4.5 and detailed results are 
provided in Appendix 12. Cornparison ofPLFA concentrations iadicate that rnicrobial biomass is 
greater within the plume thm in background aquifer material, prrsumably due to greater rnicrobial 
growth because of the large organic carbon source that the plume represents. PLFA data nom 
both within and outside the plume do not show a strong trend with respect to depth. However, 
plate counts, expressecl in the fom of C N / g  dry weigbt aquifer material, decrease sharply with 
depth for the cores collecteci within the plume. Although plate counts were not determineci for 
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Figure 4.5. &dicators of miaobial n u m h  and stanis in quifer mataial adlected fmm wvithin and ouiside the dissolved 
creOSDte plume; "Total Biomass" has becn evaiuated by the conmitration of PLFA (1) and by total plate camt (2); the 
Tosicity a starvation'' indicator is daamined as the smi of the ratio behueea certain graips of fatty aci& 
(16: 1071116: lo7c + 18: lm7t/l8: ldc);  indication of micmbid coufomity to a "Statimary growth* phase is indicated by 
the sum of anotbcr pair of ratio (cy17:0n6: la7c + cy l9:Of 18: lo7c). 
background samples, an extensive waiuation of mïcrobial characteristics in unwataminated zones 
of the aquifer at a nearby location by Barbaro et al. (1994) generally showed the same tmd  of 
decreasing plate couats with depth. These researchers suggested bat the trend was relateci to a 
similar trend in dissolved oxygen, which increased closer to the water table. Since the plate count 
analyses by Barôaro et al. (1994) and tbat coaducted for the current study wexe p e r f i o d  under 
aerobic conditions, they have provided preferential detection of aerobic mîcroorganisms. 
Consequemly, whiie the PLFA data nom the cumat snidy indicated an increase in miaobial 
biomass due to the presenœ of the plume, plue count data may be more afkted by the trend in 
dissolved oxygen, which geaeralty demases with depth both ùiside and outside the plume. The 
PLFA results iadicated that the decrrase in aaobic microbes was ger~eraîly accornpmied by an 
increase in anaerobic microbes, d t i n g  in ao m n g  trends in biomass with depth. 
Figure 4.5 also shows results for the PLFA ratio used as an indiators of microbial 
toxicity/stamation and stationary growth. Results for the former provide evidence that 
microorganisms withïn the plume are g e n d y  under more mviromental stress thaa those in 
background core. This couid be due to a degree of toxicity associateci with plume compounds or 
may be indicative of an irnbdance between organic sources and nutrients within the plume. The 
ratio used to iadicate the tendency towards stationary growth are diotinctly larger in the 
background are: evïdence that the status of the Gram negative community tends towards 
stationary growth phase outside the plume and log growth within the plume. This is consistent 
with a iarger turnover rate within the plume due to biodegradation of plume compounds and with 
the larger biomass, as indicated by total PLFA concentration. 
ORGANIC METABOLITES 
Background 
Gmundwater in the victoity of the plume was evaiuated for selected organic acids that might be 
expected to be fonned through microbially mmedied oxidation of plume compounds. These 
intemediate produas, ofien t e d  "metabolites", are fonned as biodegradah of the parent 
compound proceeds towards complete minerabation. Several studies have documented the 
groundwater occurrence of organic acids and other intermediate products associated with 
biodegradation of plumes fkom sources such as petroleum fiels, coai tar and creosote. Cozzarellli 
et al. (1995) detected a wide range of aliphatic and aromatic acids associateci with a plume fiom a 
gasoline spill in Gdioway Township, New Jersey. Through associated microcosm work, these 
researchers concludeci that two of the sirnpler aromatic acids (benzoic and phenylacetic acid) were 
susceptible to m e r  oxidization under nitrate nducing conditions while those with two or more 
methyl groups were resistant. Barcelona et al. (1995) detected aliphatic and aromatic acids in 
groundwater as transfomation products at severai petroleum hydrocarbon-contaminateâ sites, 
through a reconnaissance level survey. The authors suggested these acids were present in large 
enough concentrations to significantly influence geochemicai processes, such as mineral solubility 
and trace metal availability, that rnay influence subsequent biodegradation. Aliphatic and arornatic 
acids were also detected in association with the Pensacola creosote plume (Goerlitz a al., 1985). 
Quinolinone, another metabdite, was deteaed in both the Pensacola acosote plume and in work 
previously reprted for the current site (Fowler et al., 1994). This compound is a ketone of the 
N-heterocydic compound quinoline, which is a signifiant constituent in creosote. Bernia a al. 
(1986) detennined that quinoiiine was produced as a metabolite of quinohe by aembic 
microorganisms nom the Pensacola site. At the Bemidji site, CozzareUi et al. (1994) attriibuted 
the observeci accumulation of omc acids in grouwlwater to biodegradrtion of aromtic parent 
compounds in the anoxic portion ofthe plume. The authors compareci the Bemidji phune to those 
at Hdoway and Pensacola, concluding that depletion ofelectron acceptors through microbiplly 
mediated oxïdation of parent ammatics aiiowed the bddup of organic acids. - 
Methods 
Groundwata samples for aromatic acids were wilected 1486 days after source emplacement, at 
the five multilevel samplers shown ui Figure 4.1. Two or more lmls  were sarnpled at some 
locations, for a total of nine samples. Coilestion, extraction and analysis were mnducted 
according to procedures provided by BarceIona a al. (1995). In addition, aliquots of each samp 
were anaiyzed for selected cnosote compwnds, accordhg to the method desaibed in Chapter 2. 
Creosote compounds and aromatic acids included in the anaiyticai suite are listed in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5. List ofaromatic acids and creosote wmpounds anaiyzed to evaluate for the presence 
organic metabolites. 
Creosote compounds (25) Aromatic acids (1 1) 
rn-qlene, phenol, naphthalene, phenanthene, benzoic acid, 2-methylbeazoic acid, 
dibenzofùran, cafbazole, I -methyInaphthalene, m d y l  salicylate, 3-methylôenzoic acid, 
O-cresol p+m-cresol, 2,6-dimethylphenol, 4-methylbeazoic acid, 
2,4+2,5-dimethylp henol. 2.3-diiylphenol, 2,6-dimethylbenzoic acid, 
3,5-dimethylphenol, indole2-methyinaphthalene, 2,s-dimethylbenzoic a d ,  
bip henyl, acenaphthylene, 2,3+3,5dirnethyl~oic acid, 
acenap hthene, dibenzofiiran, 2,4,6-trimethylbe11u)ic acid, 
fluorene, anthracene. fluoranthene. ovrene 3.4-dimethylbenzoic acid 
Results 
A summary of redts  for organic acid and selected redox-related parameters is provided in Table 
4.6 and complete acids results are given in Appendix 13. SampIes from N3-0 were colledeci 
upgradient of the creosote source and were intended to provide data representative of background 
conditions. For the most part, results indicate that this location is not affected by the plume: 
creosote compounds and Fe2+ were not detezted, dissoived oxygen was pater than 1 rng/L, and 
SOa2- was relatively elevated. However, the presence of relatively low, but detectable, 
concentrations of a r o d c  acids a tlns location was unexpected. These acids may be due to a 
widespread low level preserice of aromatic acids in background groundwater or may be due to 
inadvertent contamination of sampies after cobion.  
TabIe 4.6. Resuits of groundwater samples used to evaiuate for the presence of creosote plume 
metabolites: aromatic acids, crrosote wmpounds and selected redox indicators. 
Multilevel Sample Total Total Dissolveci Fe" SOZ- 
sampler point aromatic creosote -8- @P@ @ ~ m )  
acids compo~~~ds @ ~ m )  
(m) (ppb) (ppb) 
N3-O 1-8 42 O >1 <0,05 15.4 
Data for field blank sarnples are not available for Mer evduation, due to a laboratory accident. 
However, the absence of detectable organic acids in a laboratory procedure blank indiaites thst 
contamination did not occur during extraction and adysis. For the purpose of interpreting the 
organic acids data set, it has ban assumed tbat concentrations up to the maximum detested in the 
upgradient monitoring points (278 ppb) are due to processes unrelateci to creosote wmpounds. 
Total aromatic acids detected on the shallow level of 9-1, located 14.8 m downgradient of the 
source, were below this concentration, indicating that this point is probably in the upper penphery 
of the plume. The lack ofdetectable aeosote compounds and FeZ' ,as welI as relativdy elevated 
SOC*, are fùrther eMdence that this location is above the plume, while the depressed dissolved 
oxygen concentration (0.4 mgL) shows some degne of plume influence. 
The aromatic acids concentration at SS 12, located irnmediately downgradient of the source, is 
also within the background range, providing evidence that the higher concentrations detected in 
other plume samples originated fiom biodegradation of plume compomds and not from the 
original creosote. If the aromatic aàds originated fiom the creosote source, relatively high 
concentrations wouid be expected at SSIZ, since t contained the highest concentrations of 
creosote compounds. It might be wncluded, fkom the absence ofelevated aromatic acids at 
SS 12, that biodegradation had not ocnimd by the t h e  the plume migrated to this mu-source 
point. However, the relative depletion of both dissolved oxygcn (e0.01 m&) and SO:' 
(9.29 mgL) as weiî as the slightly elevated Fe2+ concentration (0.06 mgL) indicated signifiant 
biodegradation Ifthis is the case, then aromatic acids have been metabolized concomitantly with 
the parnit organics, and bave thmefore net 8ccumulateded 
Five other samples bave ban ch. h m  within in the plume, as Bidicated by deteasble creosote 
compounds, and d ofthese show distinct &dence bidegradation and buildup ofaromacic acids. 
Orgam-c acids concentrations within this group range nom 356 ppb at 9-1 (3.6 rn depth) to a 
maximum of l8,3 12 ppb at SS27 (3.3 m depth). The concentration at the latter location is more 
than an order of magnitude larger than that oftotal detected creosote cwipounds at the same 
location and almost twice that of da& msote  compowlcls at SS 12, the most h i e  
concentrateci area of the plume. These samples also show concentrations ofredox-seasitive 
parameters that are also consistent with plume bidegradation: dusolved oxygea and SO: 
concentrations wae  below background and Fe2+ was somewhat elevated, as indicated by 
cornparison with N3-O. 
CEAPTER 5 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF PLUME BEHAVIOUR 
INTRODUCTION 
A common trait shared by many non-halogenatd hydrocahons (e-g., PAHs, monocuomatics, 
phenolics and heterocyciics, as weli as aliphatics and alicyclics compounds) is tbat they are 
suscepbile to oxidation by microbid action- Furthermore, the tendency for biodegradation 
genedy increases with the oxidizing potemial ofthe aqueous wtthg. A generalued conceptuai 
model for natural attenuation of these type ofcompounds in groundwater has graddly developed 
over the past two decades. Conclusions perteimng to the natural evolution ofredox zones in 
groundwater (Champ et al., 1979) have becn extended to amhropogenic sources of bidegradable 
carbon, in the form of landfiils (Baedecker and Back, 1979a; Baedecker and Back, 1979b; 
Nicholson et al., 1983). Wth mounting evidence showiag the enviromeatal biodegmdability of 
non-haiogenated hydrocdons (Alexander, 1985; Atlas, 1981), the concept of rdox zonation 
was extended to groundwater plumes evolving fiom petroleum produas (e-g., Bennet et aL, 
1993) aad other organic mixtures contaiaing similar ranges of compounds (e-g., Mattraw and 
Franks, 1986). Furthemore, it has been recognkd that bidegradation of these chemicals is 
favoured under more oxidizing conditions (Lee et al., 1988; Grbic WC, 199ûa; MacFarland and 
Sims, 199 1). Also coatniuting to this fhmework was the devdopment and application of 
mathematical modelling (Borden and Bedïent, 1986; MacQuarrie et al., 1990), which elucidated 
the important role of dispersion in plume biodegradation. 
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate certain aspects of the concepnial model for plumes that 
are susceptible tu microbially-mediated oxidation, in the context of the study plume. The general 
effect ofbiodegradation on plume behaviour is demomtrated by cornparison with a non-degradkg 
solute. Then the distribution and utilization of electron acceptors are compareci to the conceptual 
model. In doing so, the relative importance of aerobic biodegradption versus biodegradation 
utiligng altemate electron acceptors was waluated. In addition, total electron acceptor utiiization 
was balanceci agaiast observeci organics mass loss to test the applicability of the concephial 
mode1 based on this assumption. The discrepancy in this balance is discussed in temis of or@c 
intermediates (metabolites). 
Figure S.l(a) austrates the development of an organic plume from a source that disdves 
gradualiy into groundwater moving through the source. An e x p d o a  that is often appüed to 
describe the movement of a solute in groundwater is the addon-dispasoa equation (Bear, 
1972): 
where C= concentration (MIL3); D = the dispersion d c i e n t  (L2/T); v = average linear 
groundwater veloàty (LA'); and t = the.  SUlce the types of solutes that are of intaest in this 
paper typically possess a degree of hydrophobicity, this equation is shown in a form that can 
represent the e f f i  of sorption ide* on transport, as provided by the last tem. In this term, 
R = a retardation factor = I + (p6rl)Kd where p = bulk deasity of the porous medium O; q = 
aquifer porosity (dmensiodess); and Kd = aqueous/soIids partitioning coefficient (L3/M)- 
Sorption wiil tend to decrease the apparent velocity of a solute in groundwater in proportion to R 
sticfi that: 
where vP = average linear groundwater vel&ty and v, = apparent solute velocity. In the absence 
of mass transformation, the outward deweloprnem of the phune would continue under the 
influence of advection and dispersion The latter process would cause a graduai decrease in 
concentration dong the flowpath over relatively long migration distances. With mass 
transformation associated with biodegradation, decreases in concentrations ocair over a shorter 
distance. Biodegradation aiso resuits in depletion of the most readily uWed eiectron a q t o r s  
within the plume. Since these most f a v o d l e  electron accepton are still present in groundwater 
just ouside the plume, the degree to which they participate in subsequent plume biodegradation 
becomes controlled by the rate at which miiciag occurs on the plme perïphery, due not only to 
ouhHard flux of the plume but also to inward flux of the electron accepter- This dispersive 
process is represented by the dispersion tensor term in Equation (5.1). In the tfiree dimensional 
case, where flow is entireIy in the x-direction, this simpüfies to three dispersion coefficients: 
Where the submipts L, 7H and TV indicate parameters that apply in directions paralleI to flow, 
transverse to flow in the horizontal (x-y) plane and transverse to flow in the vertical (x-r) plane, 
respectively; a = dispersivity of the porous medium (L); and De= effective diffision coefficient of 
the solute ('L2/T). 
Figure 5.1. Plan-view illustration of the conaptual mode1 for natural attenuation of 
aerobicaiiy bidegradable organics m groundwater: a) plume expands through dissolution 
from an organic source foiiowed by advcaion, outward dispasive mixing of plume organia 
and inward dispersive mixing of mobile electron acceptors; b) prefierenhl utilization of 
electron acceptors causes redox zunation; c) general dependance of biodegradation on redox 
condition causa zonation of biodegradation poteritid; d) plume stabilizes as the ovaall rate 
of organic mass transformation approaches the rate of source dissolution. 
This peripheral mixing l a d s  to a zonation ofredox conditions accordiig to the sequence of  
reactions proposed by Stumm and Morgan (1970) and shown in Table 5.1, where depletion of an 
electron acceptor Ieads to a decrease in oxidizing pot- leading to utilkation of the next 
available electroa acceptor in the sequence. Ia a dynamic groundwater system containing an 
biodegradable organic plume, these teactions lead to the zonation shown in Figure 5.1@). These 
processes have ken discussed in a hydrogeological wntext by Badecker and Back (1979b). in 
conjunction with the developrnent of redox zones dowagradïent of a landfitl. A more recent 
landfill study (Lyngkilde and Christensen, 1992b) provided detaiied deiïneation of these 
characteristic redox zones. Zonation bris also been show to develop in bidegradable plumes 
fiom other organic sources, such as cnosote (Msttraw and Franks, 1986) and petroleum 
hydrocarbons @ennet et al., 1993). 
Table 5.1. Standard Reductioa Potemials and Free Energy Changes for Hal€ CeU Reactions of 
primary electron acceptors. 
- - -  - -  - - -- 
Sequence' of Half cell reaction2 EoH(W)- AGon 0% 
Electron Acceptors CO (kJ/moi) 
Nitrate 2NO;+ 12H' + lOe'=N,(g) + 6HJl W.74 -71.4 
Manganese M I Q  (s) + HCO,' (1 0%) + 3H+ + 2e-= W.52 -50.2 
MnCO,(s) + 2H20 
Sulphate Soi2 +9W + 8e'= HS- + 4H,O -0.22 +21.3 
Carbon dioxide CO&) + 8H' + 8e-= CH,(g) + 2H20 -0.25 +23.5 
> 
' after Sturnm and Morgan (1 970) 
afler Schwarzenbach et al. (1993) 
W - indicates conditions typical for nanual waters 
' value has been divided by the number of electroas tfansferred 
Electron acceptors utilized earlier in the redox sequence are generally the most energetic, as 
indicated by the fne energy changes for electron acceptors provided in TaMe 5.1. Consequently, 
the deveiopment of redox zonation also causes umaton in the potential for biodegrcidation. As 
shown in Figure S.l(c), the most mpid rates are expected at the plume periphay, where dissolved 
organic compounds mix with oxygenated background groundwater. Rates are expected to 
increase inward. to a minimum in the metbanogenic m. 
Severai field studies of dispersion in sand and grave1 aquifers (e-g., Sudicky et al, 1983; 
Garabedian et ai., 1991; van der Kamp et aL, 1994) have show that a, is large rdative to cr, and 
that the latter is large relative to rr, Consequently, fm bidegradable organic wmpounds7 the 
potentid for bidegradation @er unit ami) is expected to be largest at the plume fiont, moderate 
on the sides of the plume and lowest @ the upper and lower bwodruies. It th- foiiows that 
the relative importance of biodegndation at these îbree g e n d  plume locations (fiont, transverse 
horizontal paiphery and transverse verticai periphery) will depend on plme configuration and on 
aquifer dispersiviaes (ab a, and e7 respectbely). 
An extension of this concept may apply ifthe plume appoaches steady state as show in Figure 
S. l(d), which is the condition where the mass input to the phune over a g k n  time period (At) is 
equal to the mass biodegraded in the plume: 
where q=Darcy flux (LIT); A=cross-sectional a m  of the source transverse to groundwater flow 
direction (L'); C,=source concentration (NUL3); Ms = steady state plume m a s  (M); and A 
=plume-de decay constant (l/T). As steady state is approached, biodegradation in the âont 
region of the plume is expected to deaeese, since the forwad edge bas ceased to advance. At 
this point, the relative importance of biodegradation on the sides of the plume is expected to 
increase. 
RESULTS A .  DISCUSSION 
Generd Effkct of Plume Biodegmdation 
The code BI03D was used to evaluate the behaviour of the plume on the basis of several 
simplifjhg assumptions. This n e c a l  mdel is capable of simulating bidegradation W e d  by 
the concentration of a mobile electron acceptor and utilizing Monod kimtics. The original code 
was developed in 2-D by MacQuame a al. (1990) and later developed to 3-D by Frind et al. 
(1989). Some of the parameter values related to aquifa properties and the source unie used in 
the model are shown in Table 5.2. A sensitivity analysis showed that dispenion in the z-direction 
(vertical transverse) had ody a minor effect on plume ttansformation, due to the relatively srnall 
value for 6 in the Borden aquifer: 1 ~ ' '  m accorcling to Sudicky et al. (1983). This d u e  is 
several orders of magnitude smaller than a, and is in the range of m o l d a r  diffusion. 
Consequently the model was configureci in quasi-2D by sethg up the grid with ody one element 
in the z-direction, where & was equal to the verticai thickness of the source (1 -7 m). Additional 
details of this andysis are provided in Appendix 14. 
Table 5.2. Mode1 input parameters 
Parameter Value Source 
Porosiîy 0.33 Mackay et al. (1986) 
Ground water velocity 0.091 mldoy Mackay et al. (1986) 
Longitudinal dispersivity 0-36 m Freyberg (1986) 
Transverse horizontal 0,039 m Freybeq (1986) 
dispersivity 
Source concentration 0.4 mgL this shidy 
Source conQuration 2 lobes x 2 x 1-7m thîs study 
Background D.O. 2.5 m& this study 
Source D.O. om& this study 
Retardation factor 4-67 this study 
The modeilhg analysis described hereia was targeted at d'benzo@an Monito~g and mess 
balance calculations for this compound have shown that t d d y  reached steady state by 626 
days after source emplacement, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. This distinctive behaMour provides a 
convenient benchmark for cornparison with mode1 nsults. Figure 5.2(a) shows the obsefved 
configuration of the d~knzofuran phum at 626, 1008 and 1357 days, as indicated by the by the 
position of the 0.02 mg/L contour at each of these times. Moâei results for a wmpound with 
source and sorption characteristics smnilar to those of di iofùran,  but undergoing no 
biodegradation, are shown in Figure 5.2(b). Cornparison of these results show, as expected, that 
the modeiled plume continued to expand throughout this period, consistent with the suggestion 
that the actual dibenzofùran plume had stabüized due to transformation of d ibenzoh -  
Figure 5.2(c) shows results intended to provide a prelllninary indication of the relative importance 
of aerobic respiration in dibearofim transformation This anaiysis used identical panuneter 
values to those used previously with the exception that biodegradation was included. Background 
dissolved oxygen was set at a value representative of the study site (2.5 m@) and kinetic terms 
were adjusted so that biodegradation was essentially iastantaneous in the presence of oxygen. 
Dissolved oxygen in groundwater Bowing nom the source was set at zero, on the basis of field 
measurements that showed oxygen to be depleted at locations ùamediately domgradient of the 
source. A value of2.57 was used for the stoicbiomeaic ratio between oxygen and dibeazotùran, 
according to the reaction: 
which assumes complete rnineraiization ofthe organic compound. As shown in 5.2(c), the 
modelled location of the dibenzofkan plume at 1357 days was less extensive than the non- 
biodegrading case but hm migrateci s ~ b s t ~ a i i y  further than the observecl plume. The former 
observation was expected since 
20 ppb contour at: 
626 days - \ 
1008 days - \ 1357days - 
r -  7 - - -  - - 
b. Simulation - sorption ! no bidegradation 
c. Simulation - sorption 1 bidegradation 
Figure 5.2. Configuration of the 20 ppb contour for the dibemfuran 
plume at 626, 1008 and 1357 days according to plume monitoring 
(a.) and simulations with BIO3D (b. and c.). 
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biodegradation tends to lllnit migration, Howwer, the latter was more surprishg since 
dibenzofùran makes up a relatively small proportion of total plume m a s .  As shown in Table 5.3, 
the mass o f â i ~ o f u c a n  i the plume ranged fiom one to two percent of total mass for the seven 
compounds represented in the table. Siace the phune also containecl compounds thpt are not 
represented in the table, the actual proportion of plume or&cs compriseci ofdii'benzofiuaa was 
even smallei. Obviously, the exporaire ofdibenzofuran to oxygen unda the modeiîcd conditions 
was unrealistically high, yet the observed plume was stiU less extensive than predicted by the 
model. There are at least two potential explanations for this: 1) a significant portion of the 
biodegradation utilited other electmn acceptors, 2) bidegradation did not pn>cad to complete 
mineralization so that the stoichiometric ratio used for d i i i f b r a n  transformation is 
unrealistidy large. These are discussed in the foliowing. 
Table 5.3. Masses of selected wmpounds in the ernplaced creosote source plume; includes 
dissolveci phase (from monito~g) and sorbed phase (estimateci from K,'s). 
davs davs davs 
m-xy lene 216.0 164.7 76.2 
phenol trace trace trace 
nap hthalene 732-9 957-2 1242-8 
phenanthrene 0.359 5-54 3.16 
dibenzofùran 21-72 22-04 22.56 
carbazole 7.22 17.15 15-98 
1 methylna~ hthalene 2 1-99 27.33 40-93 
Electron Acceptoa 
A surnmary of data related to electron acceptors (O, NO< and sot-) or reduced products (Fe2+, 
Mn" and CH4) is shown in Figure 5.3 in the fom of a cornparison between groundwater inside 
and outside the plume. In gened, concentrations changed in a manner that is consistent with the 
conceptual model of aerobic'biodegradation on the periphery of the plume and more reducing 
conditions within the plume: O, NO; and S0~'decreesed while ~e'+, ~ n "  and CH, 
concentrations inmeased. This is evidence that altemate electrm acceptors play a significant role 
in biodegradation of the plume. 
An indication of electron acceptor distriiution dong a plume cross-section orienteci 
approximately parallel to groundwater flow is show in Figure 5.4. Although there are too few 
data points to provide detailed deliieation, it is apparent diat same redox zonation occurs but that 
well-defineci zonation has not developeâ. Dissolved oxygen was depleted within the plume, 
although low concentrations persisteci throughout. NO, was persistent at appreciaMe 
concentrations, even though evidence exist that less energetic oxidants were utilized: ~ e ~ ' ,  M'n2+ 
U Background 
D.0. NO; 
Figure 5.3. Average concentrations of redox-related parameters 
in background and plume groundwater; samples were collected 
following synoptic plume sampling at 626, IOOS and 1357 days 
after source emplacement. 
I I 
Total aromatic acids m b )  
t 
Figure 5 -4. Distribution of oxidation reactants and products at 1460 days after source 
emplacement; plan Mew on left shows areal locations of selected multi-level samplers; 
cross-sections on right side show point sam pling locations and associated concentrations. 
and CH, have generally increased whüe S0,2' decreased. In generd, the distn'bution of electron 
acceptors indicated that plume biodegradation had not achieved e b n u m ,  with persistaice of 
more energetic electmn acceptors at locations where less ertergetic acceptofs bad apparentiy been 
utiiîzed. This may be due to transjent conditions with respect to flow direction as weil as asuifer 
heterogeneities, wbich may cause mPxuig of ekctron acceptors, rather than seqyential depletion, 
as would be expected dong a consistent fiow path Evidenœ o f a i b ~ * a l  variability in 
groundwater flow diredon was determineci by Linddi t  (pers. comm) and is shown in Figure 
5.5. 
The overall significance of various electmn acceptors in plume bidegradation was estimated by 
expressing concentration change as a stoichiometric potentiai for bidegradation. Table 5.4 
shows the stoicbiomeüïc ratio between oxygen and six plume organics and illustrates the 
relatively small range in these values, &orn 2.57 to 3.24. Ratios for other electron acceptors are 
not shown, but these genedy show the same relative range in values, with respect to the six 
compounds shown, and other creosote compounds. On that basis, the values for dibenzofùran 
have been used as an approximation for al1 plume wmpounds; these values are shown in Table 
5.5. The total mass of individual electron accepton (MoJ involveci in bidegradation over a 
given period of t h e  (t) was enimated accordhg to: 
where A, = maximum plume cross-sectional area perpeadicuiar to groundwater flow (Lp; A, 
= cross-sectionai area of plume influent (Lp; q = Darcy flux (L/T); ACox = change in average 
concentration of oxidation reactant or produet fiom background to plume (MK3), as estimated 
f?om the average concentrations depicteci in Figure 5.3. This approach assumes dist plume 
mixhg does not occur substantially beyond the lateral boundaries of the plume: a reasonable 
assumption considering the s d  a, and cr, values detemhed for this site. The expected loss 
of organics assotiated with the change in electron acceptor was calculated on the basis of 
stoichiometric ratios for dibenzofbran, and assumed complete mineralization, as per the reactions 
shown in Table 5-5. 
Table 5.4. Oxidation reactions invoiving oxygen and selected aeosote compounds. 
Compound Reaction Stoichiometric mass ratio 
(O,:organic) 
m-xylene C8Hl0 + 1 0 . 5 4  - 8CO2 + =@ 3.17 
p henanthrene 2.96 
time since source emplacement 
(days) 
Figure 5 S. Variation in direction of groundwater hydraulic gradient at the emplaced 
creosote source site; data &om Lindafet (pers. comm.). 
Calculation resuks are su- in Table 5.6. Tbey indiaite that O? was the most important 
electron accepter, accounthg for just over balfofthe expected bidegradation, closely foliowed 
by S0:- (approximateiy 40%). Although average NO; concentration differed b e e n  the plume 
and background (Figure 5.3). 8SSOCi8ted bidegradation was not caldated, since the change was 
detemineci to be statistidiy insi@cant (see Chapter 4). Biodegradation couplal to production 
of Fe2+ and Mnf' was apparently miwr in tbis plume, with each ciccounthg for less than 1% of the 
total. Methanogenesis acwunted for a siightiy larger proportion, approximately 3%. 
Process Overali reaction Stoichiomeaic 
(monitored parameter) mass ratio 
(p8~ameter:orP;anic) 
aerobic respiration C,&O + 1350, - 12~0, + 4E&O 2-57 
(fi2+) 
iron reduction C,&O + 54Fe(OH), + 108W - 12C02 + 139KO + 5 4 ~ e ~ +  17.93 
(Fe'') 
sulphate reduction C,&O + 6.75SO:- + 1 3 X  - 1 2 ~ 0 ~  + 4H=O + 6.7% S 3.86 
(SQZ-) 
methanogenesis C,&o + 9 .wO - 5.25C0, + 6.7SCH. 0.65 
[CH,) 
A cornparison of the total stoichiometric change in electron acceptors vs. the totd observeci 
change in six plume compounds is provided in Tabk 5.6. Results for tûe plume compouads have 
been determinecl through detailed plume mass balance as dimssed in Chapter 3- Labontory 
quantification for 19 additional creosote compounds (sa AppendDt 2) indicated that these su  
represented more than Mfof the plume mas. However, assuming that ortidation p r o d s  to 
complete mineralization, as per the retlcfions in Tabks 5.4 and 5.5, then the change in electrou 
acceptors accounted for only approxhtely one quarter of the mass msformation calculated for 
the six compounds. This discnpancy is ewn more signifiant wnside~g that additional 
transformation of other compounds had probably also occumd. The most probable expla~tion 
for this di~crepancy is that W o m t i o n  does not necessady proceed to cornplete mheralization 
but may r d t  in production of intermediate produas (metabolites). Consequemly, cornpouad 
disappearance requires lower tban expc*ed quantities of electron acceptors. The production of 
metabolites within the plume was discussed in Chapter 4 and is m e r  discussed below, in the 
context of the conceptual model. 
Table 5.6. Balance of oxidation reactants or praduas agahst m a ~ s  loss of awsote wmpounds; 
for penod from 626 to 1357 days afler source emplacement. 
Oxidation Total estimateci Associated c h g e  expected Observeci los  of 6 
reactant diange due to plume1 in plume orgauics1 plume organicsL 
CH4 +7.2 11.3 O 
Toîai 334.8 1220.6 
1 see text for derivation 
2 The expected change in plume organics associated with the change in NO, was not 
calculateci because the laîter was detemillied to be statistically insignifhnt. 
Organic Metabolite Distriiutions 
Metabolic oxidation ofaromatic, heterocyctic and phendic compounds is known to involve 
breakdown of the parent compound through sequences ofpartially-oxidized intermediate products 
(Grbic-Galic, 1989 and 1990a; Smith, 1990), sometimes called metabolites. A nwnber of organic 
metabolites have been detected in the aiment snidy plume and were disais& in Chapter 4. An 
indication of their distribution, as total aromatic acids, is shown in Figure 5.4. The extent to 
which the production of metabotites rnay &kt electron acceptor utilization is difiicuit to quant* 
because a wide variety of these products may be produced, dependhg on redox condition aod 
parent compound. In addition, Iittie is known about th& environmental persisteace. However, 
the eEect of metabolite production on eiectron acceptor requirement can be demonstrated in a 
qualitative seme by considering the transformation of naphthalene to Saiicylic acid, a pathway 
discussed by Smith (1990). Both parent and intermediate were detected in the study plume, 
although it is possible that the latter d d  also originate fiom other parent compounds- A 
possible overail reaction to describe this pathway under aerobic waditions is: 
In this reaction, the stoichiometric ratio between O2 and naphthalene is 1.24, as opposed to 3 -24 
in the reaction shown in Table 5.4, where naphthalene transformation proceeds to complete 
mheralization. This illustrates two important points with regard to organic compound 
biodegradation. Fînt, the potential for parent compound transformation involving a given mass of 
electron acceptor may be substantialiy underestimateci ifcomplete minerakation is assumeci. This 
does not contra& the concept ofredox zonation as outüned in the conceptual model. However, 
it does imply that the reâox zones of eariy electron ~cceptors (0, and N0,3 may be larger than 
expected: the electron acceptors may petrate mer hto the plume than expected, More they 
are depleted. Second, the production of persistent metabolites adds a degree of complication to 
predicting and modebg plume configuration as a bction ofbiodegradation and is generaiiy not 
accounted for in the conceptuai mdel .  
CHAPTER6 
SUMlMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In geaeral, trends in compound flw fiom the source were m e l y  consistent with predictiom 
based on Raoult's Iaw (Chapter 2). Selected o@c compounds displayed au entire spectmm of 
plume behaviour Phai01 anis completely dissolveci fiom the source relatively &y in the study 
and migrated downgradient as a discnte slug. Minimal detection of phenol in synoptic 
monitoring at 627 days indiateci that this compound was subseantially traosformed. The 
ni-xyiene plume was observeci to migrate to a maximum obsefved distance at 627 days and then 
to recede back toward the source as the tete of flux imo the plume decreased to beiow the rate of 
plume transformation. 
The phenanthrene plume was also observed to recede, although the flux of phenanthrene into the 
plume continued to increase up to the last synoptic monitoring event. Advancernent of the 
carbazole plume was similar in that the rate of advancement had decreased, or possibly halted, in 
the most recent snapshot. However, in the case of carbazole, mass fiux fiom the source also 
decreased, probably in response to source depletion with respect to this cornpouad. 
The plume ofdibenzoh remaineci relatively constant in actent during the last two y- of 
monitoring. A relatively constant rate ofdibezuofùran dissolution fiom the source, and a 
matching rate of plume tramfionnation are considered the causes of this apparent steady state 
behaviour. Two of the selected compounds, naphthalene and 1-methyhpbtbaleue, continueci to 
migrate outward despite apparent decreases in thei. respective input fluxes over tirne. 
A mass balance exercise (Chepter 3) showed signifint rates of plume transformation for al1 
seven compounds selected for detailed analysis in this study. The interaction ofmass flux into the 
plume and mass traasfonnation within the plume caused a range of mass balance resdts, 
depending on the comparative magnitudes of these processes. These two processes exerted 
approxhately equal influence on dibenzofùran, with the net &ect tbet the dibmzofunui plume 
remained approximately static with respect to mess and position, for the Iast two years of 
monitoring. This is evidence that an organic plume can stabilize, even in the presence of an 
ongoing source: the first conclusive field observation of this type, that the author is aware of. 
Behaviour of the m-xylene plume was characterized by initial mass increase foilowed by a 
decrease, as the rate of m a s  flux hto the plume decrresed to below the rate of plme 
transformation. Carbazole mass balance r d t s  indiatecl similar behaviour although the process 
of reversal occurred more slowly and was probably just b-g during the study pend. Rates 
of m a s  flux into the plume were in excess of transformation for naphthalene and 
1 -methylnaphthalene and, especially in the case of the former, signifiant additional plume 
expansion was expected to occur More these two processes approach a balance. 
For phenoi, the rate of m a s  flux initiaiiy fàr exceeded plume transformation The former was so 
large that the source was rapidly depleted with respect to phenol and a dimete slug-like plume 
was formed that was subjected to tmdonnation as it migrateci dom gradient. Ahosî aii of the 
0rigi.d pheuol  mas^ in the source was trsnsformd a€ter 439 days. Tdormation was also 
indicated for phenanthrene, although d t s  were less conclusive. This cornpouad is the most 
hydrophobic of those reporteci on herein, and the m l t s  highiighted the difIicuities in evaluating 
natural attenuation of bighly sorptive oec wmpounds. 
In general, considerable attenuation of organk cornpouad plumes was apparent, weli in excess of 
that which could be acpected due to hydrodynamic processes. These redts indicate that there is 
high potential for naaual attenuation to remediate plumes cornposed of these types of 
compounds, depaiding on the acceptaMe distance of plume migration The results also highlight 
that attenuation rates are highly cornpouad-specific. 
Multiple lines of evidence were used to evaiuate whether observed mass loss detefmined fkom the 
mass balance was due to biodegradation (Chapter 4). A miaocosm acpaiment showed that 
indigenous aquifer microorganisms fiom within the cnosote plume were capable ofmetabolizing 
creosote compouads aerobicaiiy. Biodegradation was most rapid for naphthalene and carbazole 
and autrient addition accelerated the rate for ail compounds. Accumulation of carbon dioxide in 
the headspace of the active mic~ocosms and low plate comts in the controls provided additional 
evidence that observed compound loss was due to microbial metabolism. 
Selected redox-sensitive parameters generaiiy showed the types of changes that would be 
expected in association with plume bidegradation. Dissolveci oxygen and S0:'decreased in 
groundwater within the plume whüe signifiant increases were noted for Fe2+. Mn2+, and methane. 
The behaviour of NO; was inconclusive. Further evkience that the obsecved mass loss was 
microbiaiiy-mediated was provided by accumulation of aromatic acids witbia the plume. 
Biodegradation of plume compounds was also supported by PLFA data. Miaobial biomass, 
evaiuated on the basis of PLFA concentration, was pater  withh the plume, presumably due to 
plume-supported microbial growth. Furthermore, PLFA composition indicated that the rate of 
microbial turnover was higher in the plume, aithough it may also show that the plume was 
somewhat toxic to aquifer micr~orga~sms. 
Data from this study and a previous microbiological investigation at the site (Barbu0 a al., 1994) 
indicated that results fiom standard plate count anaiysis may be strongly iduenced by vertical 
dissolved oxygen trends, which were present in both contaminateci and unwntaminated 
groundwater. In this scenario, plate wunts may be las usefid than PLFA to evaluate biomess 
changes in response to the introduction oforganic contamùiaiits. 
Modelling dibenzofùran as a sorôinglnon-deca~g solute supported the suggestion that msss 
transformation is a strong influence on behaviour of the study plume (Chapter 5). Howmr, 
modehg results indicated that the observed transformation of this compound was far in excess of 
what could be achieved by aerobic respiration proceedllig to cornplete rnineralization, Much of 
this excess is attributable to utilization of aitemate electron acceptors, consistent with the 
conceptual model and supportecl by geuchemical data The bdk of the mandiormation was due to 
utilization of 4 and SOZ* as electron acceptors- Nevertheles, the total change in electroa 
acceptors was still not large ewugh to 8ccount for the observed organics loss, iftransfonnation 
was assumed to proceed to cornplete mineralization- 
Metabolite data provided qualitative &dence that a signifiant proportion of the organic 
compound biodegradation did wt proceed to wmplete mineralization (Chapter 5). This 
conclusion highiights a complication in modeling biodegradation with a stoichiometric approach: 
transformation of a given mass of orgamc may reqyire an unexpectedly small quanti@ of mobile 
electron accepton (O, NO,, SO:- and CO3 to mbc with the plme, and may also accoum for 
some of the discrepancy in the electron acceptor mass balance. The &kt ofthis process was 
large enough, in the study plume, to warrant incorporation of this process into the conceptual 
model for natural attenuation. 
The distri'bution of dissolveci oxygen was g e n d y  consistent with the concepaial model for 
natural attenuation of aerobically biodegradable organic compounds in groundwata (Chapter 5). 
However, the distribution of alternate electron accepton within the plume core did not show a 
arong trend, such as those deheated at other sites. The absence ofdiscrete redox zones may be 
attributable to fluctuations in groundwater flow direction which may cause instability betweea 
zones. Another possible explanation is that rate of altemate electron acceptor utilkation was not 
sufficient to establish discrete redox zones, 
Foiiowing are some gened recommendations for additionai research relateci to thk work: 
1. The pasistence oforganic metabolites originatkg h m  severd of the aromatic 
wxnpounds observeci in this investigation shouid be evaluated under various redox 
conditions. The purpose of this work would be to evaluate the importance of metabolites 
generation on a rnass balance ofelectroa acceptors versus parent cornpouad 
disappearance. The study would be prsnonly baseci on iaboratory expaimentation and 
couid be accompanied by plume sampling- Resuits could have implications for plume 
biodegradation and modeIling8 
2. Research should be conducted to develop field m*hods for d e t e m g  in situ rates of 
biodegradation at various discrete plume locations. This type of uiforrnation may 
conm%ute towards an improved understanding of the interaction betweea dynamic plume 
processes and plume biodegradation. It may also contriiute towards improved prdction 
of natural attenuation and development of semi-passive methods for plume remediatioa 
3. Investigation of srnail-scale changes in microbial ecology in response to the introduction of 
aerobically biodegradable organic compounds should be undertaken. The purpose of this 
work would be to evaluate changes on microbial wmmunities in response to new carbon 
sources and redox conditions, and t would involve both laboratory and field wmponents. 
4. DetaiIed geochemicai modehg of the data set used herein should be u n d a h  to 
improve the understanding of electron acceptor utiüzation and distribution. 
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APPENDIX 1 
MUL,TI-LEVEL SAMPLER SPECIFICATIONS 
Table Al. 1 Spdation of multi-Ievel samplers added to the monitoring network 
through the aurent study. 
Sampler x Y Depth offint No. of Verticai 
coord. mord. samphg level levels SP=@~ (ml 
(m below grd) 
6-N5 8 -00 -7.50 2.00 14 0-2 
6-N5 8 .O0 -6.00 2-00 14 0.2 
9B-N4 16.75 -7.00 1.80 14 0.2 
9B-N3 f 6.75 -5.00 1 -80 14 0.2 
1 3 -N4 22.50 -10-50 1.80 14 0.2 
13-N3 22.50 -7.50 1-80 14 0.2 
17-N3 29.00 -10.50 1-80 14 0.2 
1 7-N2 29.00 -7.50 1-80 14 0.2 
2 1-N3 37.00 -10,OO 1-80 14 0.2 
2 1 -N2 3 7.00 -6.00 1.80 14 0.2 
26-N2 47-00 -9.00 1.80 14 0.2 
26-NI 47.00 -5.00 1.80 14 0.2 
Note 1 : x-y convention is reverse of Hubbard a al. (1994) 
Note 2: Hubbard (pers. coma) stated that the depths of the shaUow sampling levels 
are incorrectly showm in Hubbard a el. (1994) and should be 2.8m rather than 1.8m 
for the foilowing samplers: 
": 24-4 
" 25-I,2,3,4,5 
' 26-0, 1,2,3,4, 5 
* 27-1,2, 3-4, 5 
* 28-1,2,3,4, 5 
" 29-1,4, 5 
* 30-1,2, 3,4, 5 
* 31-1,2, 3,4, 5 
* 32-1,2, 3,4, 5 
APPENDIX 2 
SYNOPTTC SAMPLING DATA 
Data on dissolved creosote concentrations Born the six synoptic sampling events are provided on 
the computer diskette in the mvelope attacheci to versions oftliis thesis on file at the University of 
Waterloo. Data are in field-formatteci ASCII and reside in six fiies (filename-txt), aamd for the 
time (days) of each saarpling ment (55,278,439,626, 1008, 1357). D a .  for the first two wents 
were onginally reporteci in Malcolmsoa (1992) and Nidsen and Iirasen (1992), respeaiveIy. 
A field protocol for the 1st event (1357 days) is attacheci. 
Data fiom source cores (sand) colîected in conjunction with the 626 day synoptic sampbg went 
are provided in Table 1. Data for cores wiieaed at 55 and 278 days were provided by 
Malwlmson (1992) and Nielsen aad Haasen (1992), respedvely. 
FATE AND TRANSPORT OF CREOSOTE IN GROUNDWATER 
Ph0 Raurtch Pmject - Maik King 
Colk tbn of Sampies for tky 13S7 Siuipshot 
Written: May 1995 
Genenl 
A set of giaumîwa?or sarnphs dl bs callected ftom appmrdmately evey second raw of bundk pbzometers 
at the empleced mosote site. A nst of piezometom to be sampleâ is atîactied as table 1. A sample will be 
collectecl fmm al1 levols (typiealiy 14) of rach pïezometer in the IaA The cdlec(Son pied is expected to last 
fÏve days. The emplaced source (ii., s d  wiü~ sorbed and residual masote) will not be coreâ in conjunction 
mth th& snapshot 
The lield tearn wQ1 consiirt of thrss to four psopie worlPbrg wUh Iwo sampüng manifolds. T w  people Ml mrrk 
M the s a m m  manifolds and me mmahing person will mpwe kndh piezometers and simple M e s  in 
advance of the siamplers. The latter wül do the follawng: 
O detemine which tube r e m  whkh lsvel at each location 
* replace mMng ml tags 
O replace the tubing back in aie cadng aRsr the mtrnples are colkbd 
te-mark wll ami- 
* tape and label ample boüles 
* miscsllaneous mnning around. 
early as mMe in the extraction period @robaMy May 16). They will be stored with the normal 
snapshot exbacÉs and will be analyzed in sequence, every third wwk over the entire anal* period, 
wiar a record kept of the date of analysis. 
E) Methad #an& -vuil1 be composed during labofatory analysis, They will be drawn fiom the deion~ed 
water used îo -the gbsssyiinge batwwn subasrn@Ïng of the siamples. One rneaiod Mank d l  be 
composed for each ôundle piezometer @enerally one mry ku-n samples), as per the standard 
analyllcal ptotocol dmloped kr crmsde analyak 
f) Spiked standards - a b  as per the standard prdocol, spiûed standards will be campassd during 
anam and wçB be idontka1 to mathod blrnks m t h a t  meamrd rmount of ctiemical standards 
will be added to each sample. One spiirte wiil be compo#d for each ôundle piezombi. 
S o m  Prabîems to Avoid 
Experience in preHous snapshots M ' t  that there is gmat pobnîial br enors during cdlecüon of such a 
large number of samples. Some @ialfs to be awam of= 
O Irnpmpdy p k d  sepCa (SiTin dde towads the mitsr) will result in erroneoudy law analylical data. 
Punishment for mm- an emr of this type Ml be avvM and cruel. 
Labels may be misa'ng on mm of the bmdk piezomater8 tubes. If there is doubt wiîh regard to 
assignrnent of kvels tu tuang, it should be notd on the moniboring sheet. 
O Lab and field QAfQC sampies aie exûemely imporîant and diould be composed accordhg to ttie 
frequency stated earlier. 
Scheduk 
- Collection MaylS-May19 John, &, Mark, Kim on first day 
Some final notes re the week in the W: 
w o r k m l l ~ r e n i o r ~ , w k i n g ~ ~ ~ r r n d w u m d o t h s s  
inilial ammodalion MI be at one of tho lurairious, tnm 8!ar motels locabd on the famous 
Hklanyofmh.wh~ldomlom,kigus. LiOlrinthewwkrnmymovetotheW~rloo 
traiierpirkat Borden ifthe opeortunilyrrbs, sa Mng s sleeping bag 
yo~Wbttôemimbufsedlorywrfood~~,sokirigromecrdi 
* 
cornpümentary bug spmy and sun-biocû Ml be puidad 
v i i r , v u i l l t r w e l 1 D t h e ~ ~ r e a r l y M o r i d e y ~ i n r n E s M S d . ~ W  
- 1 8 ml hypoviak (as many as amilaMe up to 2000) 
- teflon septa (2000) - metal caps (2000) 
- sampie tape (15 rolls) 
- sampie pens (3) 
- latex gloves (one box large, one box medium) 
- waste bottles capacity of 200 l i i )  
- organic ftee water for blanks (10 r i )  - magic marlcer (for marking -ng) - maslàng tape - sandwich bags (for samples, Zûô) 
- 1 -1 brown ambet sample boüies (6) 
List of Equipmnt 
- sampling manifoh (2) 
- battery (2, includirig Kim's) - ice packs (as many as possiie) - coolers (7') - crirnper (a good one!) 
- pemtaltic pumps (Kims + one DC, one AC) 
- ~ e l l  stocked tool kit - 200 foot exterision cord 




TIME SERIES SAMPLING DATA 
Times series data on dissolved creosote concentrations are provideci on the cornputer diskette in 
the envelope attached to versions of this thesis on file at the University ofwaterlw. Data are in 
field-fonnatted ASCII in the file "timesertxt''. T h e  series data for the paid up to 347 days 
d e r  source emplacement were origindly reportcd by Nielsen and Hansen (1992). 
Crwsod. Anrlytical Protocol: Onginrl Method and Modifications 
by 
Kim Hamilton and Mark King 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
An analytical protocol has ben  âevdopd for the quantikatbn of sekteâ.cnosote compounds 
in water, sand and pure aosote. The M d - w a s  develaped dur in^ ths sprkig and summer of 
1991 and was fimt useû for rnaiysii of adw l  sampks in the s u m m  of 1991. Sinœ it was 
developed the mahod has undergoiw sevanl mod'iaths to irnpmve accumcy and sensithhty- 
All sampkr quantilied for cnosote compounds befWe sprïng 1993 Mn ana- wxording to the 
original pmtocol whik more m t  anabis has b w n  peomiad aaording to the mmodied 
rnethodobgy. In the folowing, both mahods are descri- in detail. Dinerances between the tm, 
rnethods are indiuted in the section desaibing the mod'ificaüons. 
2.0 ORIGINAL METHOD 
This method wir dewlopd to amiyze for the fofIowing trwsote amponents: mxykne. phenol. 
p-cresol, 2,Wimethyi phenol. naphthalene, anthmrne, phenanthm. dibenzofunn. arbuole. 
pytene, indole, 2-methyi naphthalene and 1-msthyl naphthakne; howsver, it m3y be validated for 
other compounds as requimd. 
M-xylene, 99% pu*, BDH 
Phenol, gQ+% purity, Aldrich 
P-cresol* 99% purity, simi 
2,WimethyI phend, 99% purity, Sigma 
Naphthalene, 99+% purity, Sigma 
Phenanthme, 68+% pur@. Sigma 
Anthracene, 99+% purity, Sigma 
Dibenzofumn, 99+% purity, Aldrich 
Carbazole, 95% writy@ Sigma 
Pyrene, 99+% purity, Aldrich 
Indole, 99+% purity* Aldrich 
2-methylnaphthabne, 98% puriây, Aldrich 





Preparation of Stock Standards 
Two stocks are composed because it has been raported that sorne phenolic compounds degrade 
over time in the pmsence of some of the more hydrophobie compounds. 
Stock A: m-Mene Stock B: dibenzofuran 
phenol carbatole 
p-crssol m n =  




To make the stocks. accumtely wsigh out approxirnately 80mg of each awnpaind (8Mû ul of the 
liquids) into a 100 ml vdumaric llask M d  80 ml WCl2, sonicate to dissolve ail compounds. Make 
to the mark with MeCi2. This gins a stock of about 800 mg/l of each compound. Store tightly 
sealed in the m e r  in a bmm bo-. Because pwsol  is a semkliquid. it is easier to wigh it 
dinctfy into the volumetrk flask instead of using a weighing vessel. M-*ne and 1- 
mHhylnriphthrktt8 an both liquids. 2-methyinaphal.kne ïs a moi* solid and may be w i g h d  on 
a paper or dirsctly into the vdumatric fiask. 
Oilute 1ml of the above stodc solutiorrs into 1OOml Mea2, shake well. Store standards in the freezer 
in a b r w  bottk vndn mady to use. Transfer approximately lm1 to an auiosampfer via1 when 
needed. The concsntreüons of these standards will be 1Oôth that of the sîock solutions (8mgfl)- 
Spikes am pnprred to check the efîiciency of wmpound extradion fr#n water. Prepafe a second 
set of stock standards of 40mg of each compound into 1OGnl W H .  For 45ml r m p k s  add 4Sml 
organic WBtef. 1ml I N  HCI and Qg NiCI to a 6ôml crhip top W. crimp and shake. Spika in 80ul 
of each of the ahme stock soiutbm. FOI 13ml ampies, add 13ml organic ftw water. O.Sm1 1 N HCi 
and 3g NaCi to a 20ml crimp top vial. annp and shske. Spike in 20ul of each of the above stock 
solutions. Foibw the extradon procedura for the appropriate sample m. Spbs am pmpamd at 
the same t i m  as sampîes. 
The purpose of bîanlcs ir to check the soivent. NaCI and HCl for contamination. Thay are prepand 
in an identical mannet to th. spikes exœpt th.1 the stanâard compounds am not added to the 
solvent. 
The 800 sample is nin to help identify compounds that do not have standards and for monitoring 
long terrn pe~ormance of the Gas Chromatograph (GC). It is so named because 1 is composed 
using creosote thatwas collected at the Borden field sÏte at 8 AM on the moming that the cnosote 
source was irutallsd. Make a 100ul asosote I 100ml MeC12 dilution. Store in the fieezer in a brow 
bottle until needed, Tmnslsr approximateiy lm1 into an autosampier vial for analysis. 
Typicai sampk sues and ass0ciSOCiated quantiües of amendments and soivents used in sample 
prepamüon am prwïdad in T m  1. Depending on the size of the sampîe, use a SyIinge to Irsnsfer 
either 13,45 or 1ûOml of sample to a dean. ciimp top viril of appropriate sira. Add NaCI and I N  
HCI. crimp, shake by h*d to âbsoîve rJt AW with syringe thmugh the septa. shake 20 min 
at 350.4Wrpm. R e m  approximateiy 1ml of M e  by inverüng the vial and inwrting a syringe. 
trander to an autosmapler vial- 
Table 1. Quantities of arnendments and soivent u s d  forwater sample extradion 













vol 1 N HCI 
0.3 ml 
1 .O ml 
O ml 
vol MaCl, 
1 .O ml 
3.0 ml 
3.0 ml 
Gas Chmmatograph Information 
Helium camet 30cmlsec 
Helium makeup gas 24mUmin 
Hydrogen 30mVmin 
Air 300mVmin 
lnjector temperature: 275 degrues C 
FID temperahin: 325 degrees C 
Oven: 40 degrees C for 0.5 min, 15 degreces c to 300 d e g w  C. hold 2 min 
Separation time: 19-33 
Injection sue: 2ul 
Attenuation: 2' 
Quantification 
A msponse factor (W) is obtiiined for each of the standard compounds by inmng 2ul of the 
calibration standard and the foluwîng equation: - 
peak ana 
The wncervtatiari of analyte in m e r  (Cd is calculateâ using the peak ama, Rf and the fraction of 
compound recovend (R) through analyris of the spike. Alro. the msuk incorporates the sample 
volume (SV) and the volume of MeCb injecîed into the sample: 
Cm(rng/i) = peak ana WlMJVamal 
(SV(ml)MeCK(mi)) R 
Concentration data for spiknr am examinad for the degm of cornpwnd mcowry. If recovery is 
between 80% - 120%. as it typidy is for mort wmpwnds, a m v e y  coretion factor is not 
appliad to the data. Hmvever, in the casa of phenol mcovmy is typical)y arwnd 50%. An R of 0.5 
is therefore used for phenol to consd for the poor mawery. 
These are sumrnarizeâ in Table 2. 
Peaks wem iden- for orme addiional mpounds iiduding: aœ~phthern, fluorene. methyl 
phtnanthrene, lima-. mphümœm and c h p .  Hawnnr. a source of standards for these 
compounds was not found d m  dwelopmnt of the of@iml protocol. Inttmd, conœntfaüons 
wem estimated usin~ tha average of the msponse factors for phenanthmm anâ anthracene. 
Similarly. the avamga of the mgonse fadon for indok, 2-methyî naphthalene and 1-methyl 
na- was used as an appfola'moüocI of thr mponse hdor  @r bipknyl and for tubsequent 
quantificaüon. 
To analyre pure creosote: dissolve a 10 ul subsampk in 10 ml didrlommethane. After agitation, 
transkr 1 ml of the soiution to a 2 ml glas hypovisl for injection into the OC. Concentrations in pure 
creosote ( C d  am quanlifMd using #a following: 
C-(uglml) Peak ama * RymgNarea) * (MaC12(ul)/creo(ul)) 
Anrlysis of Sand (Source) &mpb 
T h c m s t s o f M d t h t h u b ~ r i d ~ h r s v a r i s d ~ n t n i p l e s e & .  Hauvaver, 
the basic anafytical procedurs is the same. A measumd mass of ~ s o t ~ e r  w t sand is 
samphd dimcüy Mo a g k s  hypovisl (capcity varied bmmn sampîe sets). The sampk is rinsed 
in the otïginal sarnple M e  at least thme thes wiai didiIoromethane. All dichkmmethane is 
collected and evapomted to l e s  aian 3ml. The solvant volume is rneasumd and 2ml is placed in 
an autosampkr via1 for GC injedion. 
In order to express compound concentrations on a dry sand wigM buis, the sand sampk is 
weighed bef&e sohmt exbacth and thon weighed again after extraction to daetmine the hadon 
of the bulk soi1 mass due to moisture and cnosote. Conwntratians in sand ( C d  are cakulated 
using the concentratecl soivent volume (CsV) and the dry sampk w i g M  (DSW) by the fdlawing: 
The methoâ has been m o d i i  to i m a m  anaiytical apabiliües and to i r n p o ~  pedonnanœ. 
Modifications am summafized as fdtol~n: 
1) Instead of making the stock rdu(iw by adding pua fonn compounds to jdverit. 
ampules of pcbimasumd compounds in solvent am n w  used for certain 
compounds. A pibmix of 16 PAHs is umd as wll as pcbrnixes of mxykf18, 
dibenzohimn and 2-nWhyînapMnekne. 
2). Due to the pru-mhs mntioned in 1). direct rnaiysis for sevenl PAHs has been 
idded to îhe potocol. hduding: aœmphthene. fluorme, flwnnthene, chmne. 
-, baclto(a)mthmœne. benzo(b)fluomnthme. bCIU)(k)flumnthene. 
~ a ~ .  indrno(1,2,3=c,d)piivnrn and dibnzo(a.h)~ne.  The fim fou of 
these wwe andyzed through the original pcotocd but quanaficrtion mr indirect 
rince it made us8 of msponse mors artim8ted h n  other mpounds. 
Capability was also added for analysis of 2 wesols (O-cmsol and m-cresol) and four 
dimethylphends (2.4 dmp, 2.6 dmp, 2.3 dmp and 3.5 dmp. Standards for these are 
cornposeci using pure compounds and not pm-mixed ampules. 
It was recognized that several compounds elute together and are therefore 
indistinguishable ftom each other by this protocol. lncluded in this group are the 
following pairs: p + m cresot, 2,4 + 2,s drnp. indok + 2-methyhupMhelene, 
benzo(b)fiuoranthene + benzo(k)fluoranthene, indeno(l,2,3-c,d)pymne + 
dibenra(a,h)anthrawne, Combined concentrations are detemiined for these pairs. 
CpGbration standards are mw injecta into water (orgiinic fme) and extracted back 
out in- ofdirect anaiysis in solvent The new pmœdura is more repmentative 
of the way that actual samples are exttaded and thersfois diminishes conœms 
mgarding compound recovery. 
An interrial standard (2-fluorobiphenyl) was incorporateci to account for possible 
inaccufacies in sample andfor Wvent measursmsnt. 
Results evaImng anaiytkal bias versus sampk concentration ara shnivn in Table 3. As diraisrrd 
above, anatysis of several puirnetm was wbject to certain Iimitaüons. induding: a) use of 
-rnated msponse factors b) co-elution with M e r  compounds and c) exdusion h m  the original 
pmtocol. Subsequsnt intwpreWon was primarily focussed on compounds that wem not subject to 
these limitations, as summafizeâ in Tobie 4. 
Pmpamtion of Stock SClndrrds 
Stock A: - phenol - al1 cresols (3) 
- al1 dimahylphenols (5) 
Weigh to five dechal places Smg of each canpound (1Oul of the liquids) and place in a Saml 
vdumatriç flask Add 20ml MeOH, sonimte to dissolve al1 the compounds, Make to the mark wïth 
MeOH. This @vus a stock of about lüûuglml of each compound. Stom tigMly seafed in the freezer 
in a; brown bottle. 
Stock 8: 
- 4 ampules mxykne mix. NSI EnvïmnmentaI (1000ug/n1)- - 1 ampuk dibenzofuran mat, NSI EnvironmntPI (SbOaigIml) 
O 4 ampules 2methylnaphthibne mix, NSI Envi~mtaI(l000uO/rnl) 
biphenyl - 1 -methyinaphümkne 
O cahazok - indole 
Combine in a Sm1 vaîumacit fi& the above mbZs (rime mpubs with W H .  add rinses) and 4mg 
(weighed to five decimal places) of ..ch of the individual compounds (4). Add 35ml M O H  and 
sonicate to dissolve all mmpounds, make to volume with MeOH. This gives a stock of 
approxhnately 80uglml. Thi solution is then divideâ into Sl ml amber ampules. sealed. and stomd 
in the freezer, 
100ul of each of the above stock solutions am spiked in water and extractad as a sample. Check 
standards am prepad at lllûth the concentraüon. 
ln contnst to the original method, spikes are not requimd since the calibration standards are 
composed in water, 
A solvent blank is composed by adding MaCI, to an autosrrnpkr via1 and is intendad to ver@ the 
integrity of the tdvent. A methad blank is a sample composed of organic ftw M e r  onty. lt b 
extracted in a manner idenücrl to a mgular ample and is intendd as a check br addental 
laboratory contamination. 
Procedure is identical to the original ptotocol. 
To the appropriate ske of ckan, dry aimp top vials add the listed amounts of NaCl and 1 N HCI from 
Tabk 1. Trsnrkrthe smpls ushg a 3ûmt g b  m e  M m  its original via1 to the via! with the salt 
and acid. aimp, shake by hand to dissolve the sait. Add the appropriate amunt of MaCI, 
(containing 1- of the intaml standard 2-hmWphenyl). shake 15 min at 3SOJOOrpm. Remove 
about 1ml of dichIoromethane by invwüng the via! and withdmwing the soivent into a syringe. 
Tramfer îhe soivent to an autosampier via1 and anaiyze. The intemal standatd is used to account 
for any sampk volume or injection vokirne changes thet may ocwr. 
Sample Saqwnœ 





After evary lûth sampls: stanâard 
Che& standard 
After every 20th sample: Mank 
800 standard 
Gas Chromatograph Information 
Identical ta the original pmtocol with one exception: 
Injection sue: 3ul (praviously 2ul) 
Quantification 
Ail standards and samples are nonnalued to the area of one standard (usually the fint orte nin for 
a batch of samples) using the amas obtaimd from the intemal standards (IS) and the kllowing 
equation: 
corrected peak area = m m  
IS a m  fiom srimpie 
The response factors (Rf) fot each analyte are calwlated using the following equaüon: 
Rf = standard concentration 
peak area 
For each analyte, the concentration of anam in water Cm is calailated using: 
C, = correcteci peak ares Rf 
Methad Dadrction Limib 
These are shown in TaMe 2. 
Anrlysis of Pure Crrosote Sampki 
ldentical to original protocol 
Analpis of Sand (Source) Sunph 
ldentical to original profocol 
Table 2. Method DetectÏon Lirnits for Creosote Compounds in Water 

































+ dibenzMa, h)anthraœne 
benzo(n,h,i)perylene 
Cornments: 
1. N - numm of repliCates used in analysis 
2. MOL - M8thod DetBCtiOn Limit; calculated based on standard 
deviation 
3. LOG2 - b i t  of Quantification. srnaIlest quantity that can be 
reliabîy detemiined 
4. All concentfaüons have kien rounded to thcr neemst ugll 
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Table 3. Evaluation of analytical bias on the basis of spiked concentration versus 
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ndole+2-methylnaph, X X 
1-m.naphthalene 














muo(b+k)fluoranthene X X 
~nzo(a)pyrene X 1 






rFIARACTERlZATTON OF THE STUDY CREOSOTE 
Conducted by Pau1 Brooks 
Iastitutt for Scdimentvy and Petdturn G c o k g  
cdgwy, Albert. 
The coal tar ouppliëd 
f r ac t i ons  ; viz , hydrocarbons 
wau aeparated -to 2 
(oee acheme 1)- Each 
f r ac t i on  was examincd by GC-MS. 
A further sample of the coal  tar w a s  trcated with a dilute 
solution of NaOH and extracted w l t h  dichlorometàant( see schemc 2) . 
The residual aqueous layer was' acidified with HCL and extracted 
again with dichloromethane. This provided an "acid" fraction of the 
coal t a r  which vas aibsepuè&ly examincd by G G M S .  
An aliquot of t h e  coal tar was shaken very gently in exceas 
water (eee scheme 3). No emulsion vas evident. An a l i quo t  o f  t h e  
aqueous l ayer  vas carefully taken. a c i d i i i e d  and extracted w i t h  
d i  chloromethane, This provided a readily w a t e r  soluble f r a c t i o n  of 
the  coa l  tar. This fraction vas cxamined by GC-tlS, 
Figure 1 s h o w s  the  Total Ion Current (TIC) of the hydrocarbon 
fraction from coal tar. The t race ha8 k e n  annotated with CO-und ' 
Iden t i t i e s  baied on data base library uearchlng and on the bacsis of 
- * cornponant8 are polynuclear aroataticu (PNAœs) wLth a &or 
benzothiophene and di benzothiophene . Table 1 l i a t s  the major 


















benzo (a) f luorene + 
benzophenanth- ++ 
chrysene ++ 
benzof luoranthene (b )+ 
benzofluoranthene CE)+- 
benzo(E)pyrene + 




Figure 2 shows the TIC of the "resfn" fractioz of the coal tar, 
The trace is extremely complsx- The trace has barn arurotated w i t h  
tentative identifications of the maJor compone==o based on library 
eearch of the full mss mpectra, Thus, the fraccion appeats to be 
dominated by phenols and substitutec? phenols and by nitrogen 




dlmethyl phenola +++ 
ethy1,methyl phenols + 
isoquinolfrie - 
benzene acetonitrile ++t 
methylquiaolines ++ 
dimethylquinolinee ++ 




anthracene carbonitrile ++ 
fluorene carbonitrile * 
f luranthelicamfne + 
benzocarbazoles -kt+ 
Figure 3 shows the TIC for the "acid" fraction from the coal tar. 
AB previouely, the trace i e  annotated with the identifications of 
. the major commnents baeed on library iearch and GC retention t ime- 
The major components appcar to be phenol, subetituted phenole and 
oxygen containlng compounde. Table 3 l i e t s  the major components 














D) Water soluble components 
Aftcr gently shdsfng an alkquot of coal tar w i t h  water, the aqueous 
layer was acidified and cxtracted w i t h  dichloromethane. Zhe 
remxlting mixture was fxamfned by gc-mu. The TIC obtained is shwn 
i n  f i w e  4 annotated with compound fdeat f f i cat ions  based on 
library ~ e a r c h  and gc retention the- The maJor components are 
phenol, methvl phenols and diimetbyl phenolu- The major conrpoaent 
eluting early i n  the chromatogram is posaibly benzonitrile, based 
on ribrary eearch. The only  PNA detected, which was only preaent in 
minor concentrations, was naphthalene- 
SCHEME 1 
SCHEME 2 
1 COAL TAR 1 
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ABSTRACT 
Creosote is a complex mixture of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), heterocycfic 
cornpounds and phenolic compounds- The fate of plumes originating fmm mixtures of this 
type is camplicated since the solubility and environmntaf penistena of the constituent 
compounds c m  Vary greatly. The purpose of the present study is to evaluatt the applicability 
of Raoult' s law as a dissolution model for creosote at a field research site. In the laborstory 
component of this work, batch tests were conducted to evaluate the ideality of creosote~ 
Batch results were then used to calculate expected initial concentrations of crcosote 
compounds at a field site wtitre a volume of soi1 containing ma l  tat mosote was emplaced 
below the water table- Transfer of organic compound mass from cteosote to gmundwater was 
characterized with intensive sampling of the developing plume and the dissolving source. 
Results indicated that Raoult's law provides a reasonable prediction of batch test 
concentrations for 4 of the I O  cornpounds evaluated, A dissolution model based on Raoult's 
law and the concentrations from the batch test also provided a masonable predidion of 
dissolution from the field source for three of four compounds evaluated. It was noted that 
throughout the source, concentrations of the more soluble compounds (m-xykne and 
naphthalene) became more variable *th time while the degree of variability remained 
constant for the less soluble compounds (dibenzofunn and phenanthtene). The evolving 
ratios between wmpounds were predictable with the Raoult's ,iaw model. Howevtr it was 
necessary to txtend the model well past the duration of the feld expcriment in order to fit 911 
the data. This was taken as an indication that creosote was heterogeneously distributed in 
the original source, The inmase in variability of the more soluble compounds with time has 
implications for evaluating mois flux from complex organic soutces at contaminated industrial 
sites, 
INTRODUCTION 
Many products and wastes derived from c d  and oil contain warying amounts of PAHs. 
heterocyclic compounds and phenolic compounds, Exrmples of these types of materiais 
include coal tar. ctcosote and pttroleum sludges- They are oftcn Wmplcx in composition, 
with constituents that vary wldêly in aqueous Solubility, As a msult, cornplex groundwater 
plume may evolve if these types of mutufes are rllowed to enter the environment. Typially, 
it is dHicult to pttdict the msulîing gmundwrter composition sificc üte cornpletc composition 
of the parent material is often m t  knawn. Also, svsn if the parent M e - l  is fuliy 
characterized the equilibrium soiubilities of the coristituent compounds ni.y not k pmdictable 
by ihe simpliing rssurnption of ideal betuviout, Sinœ mrny of these tompounds are 
aerobidly biodegndablt (Meulier et.al, 1989) a first step in evalurting t)ra environmental ris& 
assouated with r tontrminrtion oœurmnce m8y involve investigation of the expeted degres 
natunl atttnurtion (Salanitro, 1993). In order to do th&, it is necessary to evaluate the mass 
fiux of cantaminants to groundwater- 
The research discussed in this paper is peR of the Coat Trr Organies in Gmundwater 
Program at the Watedoo Centre for Groundwater ReseatCh and is ongoing- The objective of 
the overafl program is to conduet reserrctc on the envitonmental bchavioor of mktures of coal 
tar organicr, specifically, PAHs, hettrocydic compounds and phenolic compounds. In this 
paper we present results from a laboritory batch dissolution test and fmn an tmplaccd 
creosote source at a field site. Creosote was selected as the source material beause it is 
compriscd of a *de range of PAHs, heterotytlic and phenolic ~ompounds that are found in 
other waC and oit-derivtd mixtures. In the following, we compare labontory and field 
dissolution resuits with predictions actording to Raoult's law and provide pnliminary 
conciusions. The purpose of this cornparison is to evaluate the validity of applying Raoulr law 
as a dissolution mode1 for creosote at feld research site and other sites h e r t  groundwater is 
affected by similar mixtures. for  the nseanh site, th& work dl be used to estimate the 
mass fiux of creosote compounds to gramduvater so that the nte and processes of natuml 
attenuation tan be evaluated. 
BACKGROUND 
Creosote PropeRies-and Environmentrl Significrnce 
Creosote is used as an industrial wood pmsemtive and is a thin oily liquid that may vary fiom 
yellow-green to ôiack in colour. Since ît has a density slightly grnater thrn that of water and is 
composed of hydmphobic compounds 1 is d.ssif~ed as r dtnse nonaqwous phase liquid 
(DNAPL). In general, creosote may tonsists of up to 200 chernicals (Meuller et-ai-, 9989): 
approximrtely 85% PAHs, 10% phtnolic cmpounds and 5% oxy~en-, uilphur-, and nitmgen- 
hcterocydic compounds . The solubilii of the cofnponents varies by seueml orders of 
magnitude. 
In Canada, it is nporlcd that cmosote contamination of s~ils, groundwater and sudace waters 
is known to be occurring at 24 past or pnrsnt ucosote-handling sites (Environment Canada. 
1993). There are cumntiy 27 wosote wood treatment faulitiis in operation in the country. lt 
is estimated that almost 1400 wood treatment facilities, half of which are inactive, exist in the 
United States (USEPA, 1992). More than 60 of these sites are on the USEPA National 
Priorities (Superfund) List. 
Dissolution 
When a compound partitions between two phases to the degme that equilibnum is reached 
the chernical activitie~ for the compound are, by definition, equal in both phases such that 
(Lane and Lahr, 1992): 
where a, is the activity of Wute ( the supersuipis and O signify !he rqueous and organic 
phases, respectivefy, x, is the m d s  M o n  of i i n  each phase and 9, is the rcüvity ~04ficient 
of i in each phase, A simplification of th$ equilibtium mlitionship b often applied on the basis 
of Raoult's law. This law was originilly us& ta define the linerr mlationship behnsen partial 
pressure of a cornpontnt in the hesdspaœ over a muftkomponent liquid and the mole 
fraction of that component in the liquid (Laidler and Mener, 1982). In ternis Of partial 
pressure, a liquid is termed "ideal" if it conforms ta this Iinear mlationship. For the extension 
of Raoult's law to partitioning between an aqueous phase and an organic mixture, camponents 
in the mixture are said to display ideal behaviour if they partition linearfy to the aqueous phase 
in proportion to the produet of their mole fmt3ion in the orgenic phase and thtir mole ftactiqn 
solubility. 
fwo assumptions are inherent in this appmach (Mackay. et.aL ,1991): 1) the activity coefficient 
in the organic phase is equal to unity - a masonable approximation for organic mixtures 
cornposed of compounds with similar chernicil propcrties and 2) the inverse of the solute 
activity coefficient is equal to the mole fraction soiubility of the component. Incorpomting 
these two assurnption into equation 1 gives the mole fraction fom of Raoult's law : 
where X,' is the mole fraction solubility of for the pure component in contact with water. 
Rewriting equation 2 in terms of the concentration gives (Shiu et-ai., 1988): 
where C,' is aqueous concentration and S, is the pure component liquid solubility. For 
compounds that are solid in pure form and at the temperature of the given system. Iiquid 
phase solubilii can be calculated with the following (Shiu etal., 1988): 
where S, is solid solubility, T, is melting point (OU) and T is the system temperature. for 
compounds that are solid at the system temperature, the dculated liquid solubility will be 
greater than the solid solubility but, as pointed out by Mackay etA. (1991), the dissolved 
concentration can never e x e d  the latter. Values of these parameters for the cornpounds 
selected for this study are providcd in TaMe 1. 
Several studies have txamined the degree to Mich various compositionally cornplex organic 
mixtures conform the Raoult's law model of ideal behaviour. Cline etal, (1991) detemined, 
through batch-type testing, that a varkty of 30 gasolines conformed closely to Raoult's law. 
Aqueous partitioning of eight PAHs from four diffcrent diesel fuels was investigated with batch 
tests by Lee et-al. (1992a) and detemined to be well descfibed (within a factor of two) by 
Table 1. Cnosote compound proprrtîes and Initial wncenttrtians 
* Information soufces: WCGR. 1992 and Verschueten, 1983- 
" al1 analysis performed afttr amendment with additional compounds 





assuming ideal behaviour, A similar degrte of agreement was rtported by Lee et-al. (1992b) 
for partitioning of PAHs from eight different coal tar sarnples. also with batch tests. Priddle 
and MacQuarrie (1994) examined the solubility of cmosote with a dynamic column 
experiment. In a mass transfer rate test, five of the seven PAHs for which they analyzed 
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The field research site is located a l  Canadian Forces Base (CF0) Borden, approximately 80 
km northwest of Toronto, Ontario, Canada. It is in an unused sand pit situated approximattly 
350m north of a municipal landfill that operated from 1970 to 1976. Several hydmgeological 
studies have been conducted at this location over the p s t  15 years. Geology and loui-scale 
hydrogeology of the area was discussed in detail by MacFarlone et.aI. (1983). Mackay etal- 
(1986) discussed the hydrogeology and groundwater quality in the sand pit area. Only details 
relevant to dissolution of the creosote source are discussed here. 
f he rite is underiain by an unconsolidaled sand r q u ~ e r  consisling of medium- to finegnined 
sand. These deposits are glaciolacusttine in O-in and gmde into si& and clays at a depth of 
approximately nint metres. MacFrrlane et, al. (t983) and Nicholson et. al. (1983) discussed 
the inorganic ctiemistry and migration of a gmundwater krchrte plume ori~inat in~ from the 
landfill and undefiying the sand pit study site r t  depths nnging fnom 6 to 7 rn- Fmm the 
water table to the top of the lesehate plume, groundwittr is iargely unaffected by the landfiIl. 
A study of the gmundwater flow system in the sand pit wrs mnductcd by Lindetfelt et-al. 
(1994) at the same time as the study reported herein. They nparled that the +ter table in 
the sand pit ranges from the surface lo a depth of approximately 1.5 m. Estimates of 

















































7 X 10'' mk. Mean porosity was estimated at 0.33 and the average linear velosity of 
groundwater was estimated at o-Oglrn/day 
Chemistry of background groundwater (unaffectcd by the kachate plume) at the site was 
examined by Nicholson et. al. (1983) and Mackay et. al. (1986). The groundwlter is relatively 
hard with low dissolved organic carbon. Dissohd oxygen was detenined to be variable but 
in general the aquifer was aerobic with oxygen ranging up to 8.5 mgIC Data collected 
through this study indicate that the dissolved oxygen concentration in groundwater diicctly 
upgradient of the cteosote source is 2 to 3 mg&, 
METHODS 
Sam ple Ana lysis 
The analytical methodology used for the study was developed for quantification of creosote 
compounds in groundwater, sand and pure creosote. Cornpounds seiected for analysis were 
intended to be representative of the main groups of compounds found in ueosote and 
included îwo phenolic compounds (phenol and 2,bdimthylphenol), five PAHs (naphthalene, 
1-methylnaphthalene, anthracene, pyrene and phenanttirene) and two heterocyclic compounds 
(carbazole and dibenzofuran). M-xylene was induded in the anaiytical suite as a 
representative pettoleum hydrocarbon. Analysis was rlso conducted for several other 
compounds but due to the variable availability of analytical standards, only the 10 compounds 
above were analyzed throughout the wfiole txperirnentiil period, 
Groundwater sarnples (typically 45 ml)  wem pmpand by adding 9 9 NaCl to promote 
partitioning of al1 analytes and 1 mL I N  HCI to enhance partitioning of phenolic compounds. 
Samples were then capped and allowed to stand for 24 hou= before addition of 3 mL 
dichloromethane. Samples were then placcd- on a shaker for 20 minutes at 350-400 rpm and 
1 mL of the solvent was removed to an autosampler vial. Pure wtosote was prepared for 
analysis by dissolving a 10 uL sample in 10 mL dictiloromethane and then transferring 1 mL 
to an autosampler vial. 
Extracts were injected into a Hewlctt Packard 5890 Gas Chromatograph (GC) equipped with 
an HP7673A autosampler and Flame lonurtion. Detector (FID). The temperature program for 
analysis was as follows: 40 O C  for 0.5 min, 15 'Cimin to 300 OC, hofd 10 min. The carrier 
gas was helium with a flow rate of approximately 24 mumin. The injecter temperature from 
the GC was 275 O C ,  FI0 temperature was 325 O C  and injection volume was 3uL. 
Creosote Characterizrtion 
Raw cteosote was amended with certain compounds so it would be more widely 
representative of typical composition (Meulier, 1989). To 69.5 kg of creosote the following 
compounds were added: 0-45 kg carbazole, 0.50 kg pcresol, 1 kg phenol. M-xylene was also 
added (3 kg), to provide a compound representative of petroleum hydrocarbon sites. The 
density of the rnodified creosote was 1.03 glmL 
Batch Dissolution 
A batch dissolution test was conducted to evaluate the effective solubility (Se) for selected 
compounds. Additional details of the experirnent are provided by Malcolmson (1992). lnto 
each of three glass crïmptop hypovials r quantity of trcosote was added (betwcen 4.21 and 
6.51 g) and the nmainder of the bottle was filled with ûackground Borden groundwater 
(between 62.28 and 72.66 mL). The bottks wre then sealed with tefion-aned caps and 
storsd in the dark rt rpproximrtely 10 'C for one month, One water sarnple wrs removed 
from each boîtie for analysis of equilibrium rqueous toncentfation and dupliate umples of 
cieosote were removed frorn erch bottfe for aruiysir of equ/libnùm cmosote concentrations, 
Field Source Emplacement and Monitoring 
The crcosote source was empkced hydmulitrliy upgndi+nt of an m-stirig multi4evel bundle 
pieromter nehivork- The system was fint used for üw joint Stanford-Wrtertoo nrtunl 
gradient t n a r  test conduded fiam 1982 to 1985 (Mlckay et-il., 1986)- The mtworli has 
been madiCicd and added to in subsequent studies, including this me, and the wrrent Iayout 
of the near-source piezometen in telrition to the cmosote source is shown in figure 1. Sinu 
this paptr is conceincd onîy with data cdieded within the source, subsequeirt description will 
focus on methodology directly rclated to the source- 
The ctcosote source, shown in Figure 2, was emplaced on August 28, 1991- Details of the 
sou- installation are pmvided by Malcolmson (1992)- Sealable sheet piling (Start et-al,, 
1991) was vibrated ïdo the ground in 8 mslingular amy  (5 X 1.5 m). The smd inside the 
sheet piling was excavated after it was dewatercd wilh two shallow dewatering wells, The 
source sand was mhed with crcosote in r cernent mixer i t  kss thon 5% creosott by volume: 
laboratory testing had indicrted that it should be effedively immobile rt this concentration, A 
total of appmximately 74 kg of acosote was added to appmim8tely 5800 kg of sand. 
Borden sand uns not used for the source material rince the addition of creosote to the sand 
wouid result in some decrease in potosity which would inhibit the movement of gmundwater 
through the source. Instead a toaner sand was used, with a hydmulic conductivity of 
approxirnately 3.59 X IV, based on sieve analyses (Dcvlin, 1994) - rpproximately 5 times 
greater than Borden sand. Porosity of the source sand was estimated at 0.31 (Malcolmson, 
unpublished data) and it was calculated that with the ueosote addition the pomsity would 
effectively decrease to approximately 0.29. Work in progress wi l  provide a detailed evaluation 
of groundwater flux through the source- However. pmliminary hydmulic modelling indiates 
that the flux rate through the source should b t  similar to the rmbient groundwatet flux rate in 
the vicinity of the monitoring system, On that basis, a total flow rate through the source of 
0.204 m3/day (0.030 m31daylrn2 cmsr-rectional a m )  was used as an estimate of the amount 
of groundwater wntacting the source. 
Bundle piezometen were inst3led within the source at iocations shown in Figure 2- Eath 
piezometer consisted of either 11 or 13 monitoring points, sepamted by r vertical distance of 
20 to 30 cm and constructed of 3 mm 10 slainkss steel tubing. 10 instlll the pietometers, a 
5 cm ID rluminum tube fitted with an rluminum tip wai  vibnted into the-ground with a 
vibnting hammer. The tip was then knocked out of the end of the rluminum tuôe and the 
bundle was inserled, The aluminum tube uns then pulled out of the ground allowing the 
sand to collapse around the bundle. 
Samples have k e n  tollected from a few stlected picrometers within the source on an 
approximately monthly basis, up to the present, In addition, more intensive "snapshot" 
sarnpling of approximately 30 points within the source, was conductecl several times since the 
source was emplaced. ln this paper we will diswss a time senes of samples collected frorn 

one point (SS4-4 shown on Figure 2) and two sets of snapshot samples collected at 55 and 
1008 days All groundwater samples mrc colkcted in 60 mL hypovials using a sudion 
sampling head, This device is fdted to the top of the u m p k  bottk and contains two ports: an 
outlet port atmchcd ta a suetion pump and inkt part rttached to 8 p-ometer tube. When a 
vacuum is dnwn on the outkt. grwnâwater is d m  in through the inlet. At least one tubing 
volume was purged before smple tolkctian. AddHionrl details on umpie tolkdion am 
provided by Malcolmson (1992) and N k h n  and Hansen (1992). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Averages of analytical results for eight umpks of the altercd adosote (anrlyzed pnor to fkld 
source emplacement and after rmendment with four additional tompounds ) are shown in 
Table 1, 
Batch Test 
Results of batch testing were used 10 colculate S, by mamnging equation 3. The mosote 
mole fractions used in this case wefe those ulcukted for creosote from the batch test bottles 
at the end of the equilibtation period. A molecular weight of 200 was assumed for the 
unidentified portion of the weosote. V l b s  for C: were tikan directly from rnrlysis of the 
water. Calculattd S, values are shown in Table 2 and are cornparad with literature values (or 
those caladated with equation 4, as mquired). 
Cornparison of these two values gives some masure of the ideîlity of th+ cmosote in ternis 
of dissolution behaviour. Lee et-al. (1992s) use q Yactor of two" as a guide for evrluating the 
agreement betwetn Raoult's law prrdictions and measured solubility, and htnce the ideality of 
the organic liquid. The ratios htwcen S,' s calwlated h m  the batch test resutts and those 
from the literature are shown in Table 2. Raoult's iaw pmvides a satisfactory pndiction (within 
a factor of two) of batch results for m-xylene, naphthalent and diknzofuran but phenol, 
phenanthrene, wrbazole and pyrene are overestimated. Since Z,&dirnethylphenol and 
anthtacene were not detected in the aqueous srmples, thty were abo ovettstimated. Only 1- 
methylnaphthalene was significantly underestimated by Raoult's law. 
Field Results 
Results from batch testing were used as an upâated estirnate of S, for application to the field 
data. The pmduct of the batch-derived S, and the initial creosote mde fnction (TaMt 2) was 
used as the Raouit's Irw pmdietion of sxwcted initial effective solubilty (Se) from the feld 
ueosote source. Conceptually, the Se determimd in this mrnner u n  bp considercd the 
expected concentration if a small vdume of -ter contacted a much iarger vdume of creosote 
such that the mass loss from the organic phase does not ause a signifiant change in mole 
fractions, even for the most soluble compounds. Mole fractions of the initiai wosote wcrt 
again calcubted using an rssumed average mdecular weight of 200 for the unidentified 
portion of the creosott. Estimates of initial Se (rqueous concentrations in tquilibnum wïth 
initial creosote) are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2- Cornparison of equilibrium aqueous concentrations from literature 
and application of Raoult's law to batch dissolution results 
=-+L 
= assumes average molecular weight of200 for unideflifikd creosote compounds 




Figure 3 depicts the evolution of Se, based on Raoult's law, for selected ctcosote compounds 
(m-xylene, naphthalene, dibenzofuran and phenanthrene) dissolving fmm the emplaced 
creosote source. These curves were calculated with a simple spreadsheet model using the 
assumptions stated above and also assuming that the unidentifïed portion was insoluble. The 
value used for groundwater flux through the source was 0204 m3/day, for reasons discussed 
eadier. f o r  the purposes of the calculations it was assumed that al1 the groundwater passing 
through the source during a given time step reaches equilibn'um with the creosote, according 
to equation 3, At the btginning of the next lime step, the mass dissolved into the aqueous 
phase during the previous step was subtracted from the ucosote and mole fractions were 
recalculated. Calculations for the first 100 days were performed with a relatively short time 
step (0-25 days) to minimize the enor of this approximation dunng the lime that phenol mole 
fraction is changing rapidly. The time step was subsequently increased 10 5 days since the 
. remaining analyzed compounds are less sensitive to this type of emr due to their relatively 
low solubilities. 
Also show on Figure 3 are groundwater concentrations at level4 of multi-level piezometer 
SS4, installed within the creosote source- The location of this monitoring point is shown on 
Figure 2, denoted as SS44. This level was selected for dtmonstntion because it has been 
monitored consistently and has maintaincd relatively consistent concentrations. In some other 
monitoring points small blobs of pure phase crtosote have ocwsionally been recovered 
during sampling and have caused an apparent, but emneous, increase in dissolved 
concentrations. The model based on Raoult's Iaw approximates most of the field data within a 
factor of two, although considerable scatter is apparent in the measurernents. The signifiant 
decreases in concentration predicted over the monitoring period for m-xylene and 
naphthalene are evident in the measured data. Dibenzofuran deviates most from the 
predicted behaviouf. Nonideality of the creosote is net considered to be the cause of the 
Pure compound solubil-i (mnL Ratio 







difference rince the pure wmpound Iiquid ~olubility used to at~ulate th+ initial Se was 
detemined through batch testing. Rate-limitsd dissolution (ic-, limited by tontact time 
beiween groundwater and source creosote) ïs rlu, not suspected 8s the cause since it does 
not appear to have Iimited concentrations of t h  o!het thme mmpounds. although it unnot be 
~ k d  out, Potential causes undcr revisw inciude rnrlytierl uncertainty in chancterizrtion of 
the initial creosote (cg-, te~lution of an unidentiti compound with dibentofuran) and the 
batch test umgks. 
f igum 4 shows ~ ~ n c m t n t i o n  profiles in SS4 for tn-xyîene, nrphthalane, dibenzofumn and 
phenanthmm at 55 days and 1008 days afhr empheomrit of the crwsote roui#. M-rryiene 
and naphthalene show more variable depietion betwen umpb sets. This incmase in 
variability of rqueous concentrations with time, whith ir bs t  iîluttnted by the mphthaltne 
profiles, may nsult ftom heterogeneous distribution of emosote mais in the source. Care was 
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Figure 3. Cornpanson of dissolved concentrations of cmosote compounds (m-xylene. 
naphthalene, dibenzofumn and phenanütrene) in gmundwater within the 
creosote source with concentrations predicted by applying Raoult's taw; 
values for pure wmpound liquid solubifity have been detennined with batch 
dissolution tests. 
collected from the source shorlly after emplacement indicated considerable variability in 
creosote concentration (data not shown), In porlions of the source that cantained less 
creosote mass, higher solubility compounds such as naphthalcm and m-xykne may have 
been depleted as indicated by aqueous concentrations that a n  much lower than expected in 
some locations, Less spreading was observed for dibenzofunn and phenanthrene 
concentrations, probably as a tesult of lower sohbifity- However, an ovenll decnase in 
dibenzofuran was observed and is d'icult to explain rince the pndicîed Se stays constant 
over this period. The obvious decrease in the mersured values may mdiutt that the mole 
fraction in the initial creosote was Iess than that indicated by analysis. 
A further illustration of increasing variability in rqueous concentntions of the more soluble 
compounds is shown in Figure 5. The measumd data are from samples colkcted at points 
throughout the creosote source at 55 days and 1008 days- As shown in the plot of 
naphthalene vs. diberuofuran, concentrations of both compounds showed relatively little 
Figure 4. Concentrations of selected creosote compounds in multi-level 
piezorneter SS4 at 55 days and 1008 days after source emplacement: 
effective solubilities (Se) shown are as predicted by Raoult's law 
(location of SS4 shown on Figure 2). 
variation throughout the source at 55 days- Howver, a tonsiderable spreab in the 
naphthalene data becarne app~fent by 1008 days. Dibeiuofunn concentration detnased but 
in a rclativeiy consistent mrnner, A similsr trend is n o t d  for mphttwltne vs, phenrnthnne, 
with the exception that no demase is apparent for phenanthmm aïter 1008 days, 
Figure 5 iQo  shows txpedtd trends of eompound ratios rccording to the Raoult's I.w model, 
These have been txtended to 10,000 days to cever îhe range of masumd coriœntntions, 
As expectsd, the data for dibenzohimn does not fit î h  pmdiion: again it rppern that a 
lower initial mole fiacüon is inditrted for dibqruofumn. However, d.tn br nrphthrlarte vs. 
phenanthmm and naphthriene W. tn-xykne show r masomble agreement with the curves, 
with eonsidenôîe scattek noted. At 55 d y s .  mer< of the d8t8 pint8 8- bated in a duster nt 
the eady timt part of the turves. Howbver, by 1008 d.ys the drtr rm d i ï u t e d  dong most 
of the Iength of the curves. Conuqwntly, within th8 eorifims of the prnmten used in the 
mode!, up to 30,000 days would k mquifed for naphthaiene and mxyknc concentrations to 
Figure 5. Dissolved naphthalene c~ncentration vS. dibenzofumn, phenanthtene and m-xylene 
in groundwater throughout the cfeosote soufcê: 55 days and t O08 days after source 
emplacement; duration of the Raoull's law mode1 simulalion is from O to 10.000 days 
(note: the small bend at right end of eaCh Curve due to rapid depletion of the 
phenol mole fraction). 
decrease as low as those rneasured in many of the 1008 day samples. This fesult is 
consistent with the suggestion of variable initial concentrations of crcosote throughout the 
source, since the effect of lowering the initial concentration is similar to that of extending the 
penod of dissolution. The obseruation t h t  the more soluôie compounds have &en depleted 
by as much as ten times soontr than predicted m y  thetefore indicate that at some kcations, 
initial creosote concentration was an order of magnitude krs than expected, 
It is notable that with the processes indicated rbove, it is possibie for groundwater migrating 
out of a contaminant source area to have consistent composition initially even though the 
NAPL distribution is heterogeneous, Wdh tirne, zones of low NAPL concentration could 
becorne depleted of the more soluble compounds. Composition of groundwater Ierving the 
source would then becorne variable with respect to the more soluble wrnpounds whik 
concentrations of the kss soluble compounds mmain mktively consistent . This 
compositional vanability may be important in ternis of estimeting dissolved mass flux from 
organic mixtures with a wide range of cornpound solubilities On an actual tontaminated 
industrial site, where contact time will typically be much longer, gmundwater plumes evolving 
from these types of mixtures are likely to be even more variable in cross-section: more time is 
available to magnify the effects of hetemgeneous NAPL phase distribution. In such a 
circumstance, considerable Gare is requircd to make a nasonable estirnate of contaminant 
mass flux ftom a source area into a gtoundwattr plume. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Results of dissolution batch tests showed that Raoult*~ law provided a masonable estimate 
(within of factor of 2) of the effective solubility of four of ten anaiyzed creosote campounds. 
The effective solubility of m-xylene, naphthalene and phenanthrane in groundwater at one 
point in the ernplaced creosote source was satisfactorily predicted by Raoult's law over a 
period of 1000 days, but dibenzofuran bhaviour uns not wcll pnditted. The deviation for 
dibenzofuran is considered to be related fo experimental methodolqy rather than nonideality 
of the creosote with respect to this compound. 
The degree of vanability in groundwater composition throughout the ueosote source 
increased drarnatically in a relativeiy short tirne for m-xylene and naphthalene, It is evident 
that at many individual points the Raoult's law model would not have provided a satisfactory 
prediction. Cornparison of the Raoult's Iaw model to groundwater concentrations throughout 
the source provided an indication that the incteasing vatiability was due to heterogeneous 
initial distribution of pure phase creosote. 1 his observation has implications for interpreting 
organic plume data at sites contaminated with compltx organic mixtures with a wide range of 
compound solubilities. 
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ResULTS FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CONTROL 
1. Effea of sample and extract storage t h e  
2. Field blaaks 
3. Trip blanks 
4. EfFéct ofsorption to tdon sampia tubing 
5. Muence of purge volume on groundwater composirion 
Effkct of sampk and estract stomge time on uaiyticrl chemistry results 
Snapshot 1YS, Emphced Crrorote Saum 
Mark Kiog I May 19,1995 
1. Sam~les collccted 
24 identicai samples nom a near source piezometer (3-0-1); sampie are indicated by "NS" 
24 identicai semples fkom a hir source piezometer (1 1-06); samples are indicated by "FS" 
NS and FS sets have been sptit into 8 goups each; each group is composed of tripkate 
samples, for exampie thc fkst set is NS-1(1), NS-1(2), NS-l(3) 
2. E k t  of Samole Stora~e Time 




ali 24 samples at same time 
(around May 3 1) 
1 NS-3(1), NS-3(2), NS-3(3) ( May 26 1 
1 NS-4(1), NS4(2), NS43) 1 at end of extradon period ( 
keep a record of exact extraction and analysis dates 
3. Enéct of Extract Stora~e Tirne 
Samples NS and FS 5 through 8 WU be extracteci at the same thne and anaiyzd in 
sequence, at r@ar intends over the analythi period: 
- - 
ASAP &er extraction 
Sarnples 
NS-5(1), NS-5(2), NS-S(3) 
FS-5(1), FS-5(2), FS-5(3) 
FS-8(1), FS-8(2), FS-8(3) 1 
keep a record of exact extraction and anaiysis dates 
Extraction Date 
aU 24 simples at same t h e  
(around May 19 or ASAP) 
June 30 
at end of analytical priod 
(around end of August) 
Table 1- Summary of results from cxperirment to test the ect of sample and cxtract stomge tune: 
rcsulîs arc avcragcs of tripticate samples and uni& arc in ugh. 
naphthakne 1445 1585 128S 16806 16405 
indolet2-mnaph 163 227 176 1397 1352 
1-mnaph LOO 204 205 8 14 801 
acenaphthcne 87 100 % 48 46 
d i i  O O O 293 
fhrsarrcc 
0- Sdays 7 davs 10 days 
57% 636 549 617 

L 









PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATION OF PARTIT'IONING COEFFICIENTS 
PURPOSE 
To estimate Kg for moderately hydrophobie creosote wmpomds. 
METHODS 
Ptepairtion of stock soiution 
add 1.2 ml aubanle aud 8.6 ml nt-xylent to 180 mL raw crrosote (iiquid only); ni9c well; 
spiit miimirr h o  2 tO(knC gLss boaks; d each with no headspace and piace in freezer for 
Kvaal hours to increase viscosity 
pour one b d e  of crrosote nwhae indo a IL amber glw botde, 
fiii remainder of IL bonk with Borden groundwater taking a m  not to put blobs of ctcosote 
in suspension, seai with no hePdSpace 
store at m m  tempentlvc for tbrœ days @d on Maicolmson (1992) d t s  rc time to 
reach equiiibrium) 
siphon 0.8L ofwata b m  the aeosote/water bottie hto anothcr glus bottle 
Dilution of stock solution 
prepare 400 ml of each of the foiiowing by ddmg Borden groundwater straight stock 
solution, 2X düution, 4X dilution, 8X dilution, 16X diiution 
colle* a 20 mL Mrnple of& for analyshi of initiai concentration; 
Batch prcpimtion 
to a 100 mL (nominal) gkrs bottle add apprortimateiy 25 g Borden sand; fill remahder of 
bottle with solution (average solution v o ~ 1 0 3 m L ) ;  d with a crimped cap (Silicon 
sealhtal ap) 
make up tripkate bottles for each raiution for a total of 15 botth (5 dutions X 3) 
make up a tnpîiate set of coaerd baaks tOr each dilution by completdy fiiüng 100 mL glus 
bottles with sotution (no sand), cap as above (5 solutions X 3) 
total "partitioning cafTicienîn M e s  = 30 bottics 
Batch tirritment 
agitate bottles gentiy at rwrn texxqmmm for 12 hows 
aatnnige the botties for 15 minutes to d e  the diment 
coliect 20 L1 wata sampk h m  each bottle through tbc siiicon cap with a syrhge 
totai 'pactitioning cocfncient" sau~les = 5 initiai + 30 batch = 35 
Table 1. Summary ofresults for batch determination of soiids partitionkg coefficients (Kd); 
stock solution results for the M e r  three compounds have not been incorporpotated sbce they are 
considerably p a t e r  than plume concenuations. 











conc. conc. conc- 
(ZurJL) ( m m z  cugm 
BACKGROUND 
Samples of groundwater and sand were coilected h m  withm the plume to ob* in situ Kd 
estimate. Gmundwater samples w a t  coilectd t h e  dincmo muiti-levtl -plas in orda 
to locate vertical zones whm plume ' ~ n ~ o n s  were & t M y  c ~ n s i s t ~ ~ ~ f  betw- three to 
four vertidy adjacent sampling points Groundwater nailtr, sbown in Table 1, indicate 
detection of zones that wffe suitable with respect to severai modera!dy hydrophobie wmpouods. 
Sand cores wae  subsequdy & t a i d  wïtbin these zones, d rrsuhs ~e providêd in Table 2. 
Table 3 providcs resuits of the estimption technique, where a-e groundwater conccntdoa 
has been reiated to csîimateâ sorbed conaiirrasion 


Table 3. Summaxy of in siai Kd ehat ion;  groundwater resuhs wen dcuiated using da@ fkom 
saanpi@ pomts that "bracket" the cored mterval (sec Table 1); sorbed concentration was eshate 
by nibtraaing dis~olved mars k m  ihe soi1 concentrafiolls givcn in T ' l e  2, on the buis of ssmpI 











Expenment conducted by Mark King and Mafianne VandetGriendt; set up on May 10, 1995; 
write-up by Marianne VanderGnendt and Mark King. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
Core Material: 
Mer collection, cores were stored at 4 degrees Celsius until use. The core used for this 
experiment was colIected fiom Canada Forces Base Borden on Jan 25, 1995 @y Mark King). 
The top of the core was from a depth of2.18 m and the bottom was labelleci at an 3.35m depth, 
with collection occumng 0.61 m down gradient of3-NI. Sections 0.3 rn in length were cut and 
the inner diameter of each section was pared out of the core baml. Care was taken to avoid 
material coming fiom the 1-2 cm at the ends, and around the sides of the core barrel. One 
hundred and forty grams (140g) of mked parings were weighted hto each of the 6 autoclaved 
control microcosms and autoclaved for 1 hr. on 3 separate occassions over the course of a 5 day 
period (Days 1,2, and 5). Imer diarneter section ofthe core were mixed and stored at 4 degrees 
Ceicius, in stede IL mason jars, for 5 days until control autoclaving was complete. Again, 140g 
of core material from the mason jars was allocated to the adive microcosms immediately before 
set up. 
Groundwater 
Used Mark's collected groundwater from September of 1994uncontaminated Borden 
goundwater. 
Since this experiment was aerobic, no nitrogen purging of the groundwater occurred. The initial 
dissolved oxygen content of the water was not measured but was assummed to be aerobic, since 
the carboy was stored at 4 degrees Celcius with a sizable headspace for quite some time (ie. 
expected dissolved oxygen approximately 6-7mgL). 
Aerobic microcosrns 
Al1 equipment used d u n n ~  the set up was Jtmlized pnor to use and aseptic technique was 
employed throughout the experiment. Twelve 1 l OOml glass bottle microcosms, with O-ring tap 
stopcocks (J. Young Scientific Glassware Ltd.), and mininert (R) capped side anns were used for 
the experiments, so that continuous re-sampling of the microcomis could be carried out, while 
maintaining an atmospheric seal. Of these 12 bottles, 6 consisted of control microcosms (core 
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matenai previously stdzod). Of the& 6 contmls, 3 receïved 3 - 4ds  of a 10.Asolution of sodium 
azide ((1) CONTROL-1, (2)CONTROL-2, (3)CONTROL-3). The remairhg 3 wntroi bonles 
did not receive sodium azide addition ((10)CONTROL-4y (1 1)CONTROL-5, (12)CONTROL-6) 
but the groundwaîer uscd in tbese microcosms was fiiter sterüited tbrough a 0.2um membrane 
filter (these controk wac pnpiirrd for Jarnifa Mkud's specinc nceds). The remaining 6 bottls 
were a a i w  niimcosms, with 3 unammdcd botties ((4)ACTïVE-1, (5)ACTWE-2, 
(6)ACTIVE-3) and 3 bottics ammendeci with an inorganic nutrient medium d e d  m&ed 
Bushneli Haas medium ((7)ACTlVE4+MBH, (8)ACTIVE-S+MBH, (9)ACIIVE6+MBH)- 
AU bottles w a t  placed in the aaüe air flow cabinet wae sodium &de addition (3.4mls of a lû% 
solution of sodium uide) was made to cach ofthe 3 appropriate controis ((1) CONTROL-1, 
(2)CONTROL-2, (3)CONTROL-3) and 6.9mls ofthe inorgank llufcient medium (modified 
Bushneîl Haas medium) was addd to each of  the appropriate active microcosms ((7)ACTIVE- 
4+MBH, (8)ACTIVE4+MBH, (9)ACTIVE4+MBH). nie modined Busbmil Hiuio medium 
consisteci of pa Lita: K2HP04, 1 .O& KH2Pû4, 1 -08; ME1NO3. 1 .O& MgS04*7H2O,O.Zg; 
Caci2*2H20, 0.02g; Fecî3,0.005g; didutilled H20,1000mls; and pH to 7.0 (Modifieci h m  
Mueiier et. al. 1991. ES anci TS25:1û45-1055). AU bottles received 380mIs of diluted crropote 
contacted water (methad ofcomposÏtioa descn i  ôelow) via a graduated cylinder. For tbis 
experiment, fltcr dailmd (0.2m filter) Borden groundwater was used to p q a r e  the cnosote 
contacted water sa tbat sterile contmis, wïthout azide d d  kprrp.rrd for Jennifkr Maud- Mer 
dispensing, bottles wece immediatciy closeci, leaving a 6 6 M  hcidspece witbin them. 
Microcosms wae incubated in a 10 degrœ Ceicius incubator under statïc conditions. 
Note: A few of the necks of the iarge bottles broke after the imtlll set up and had to be aaabd 
to a srnalier siad 800ml boale. This resuited in a d e r  sized hcadsjwe within the microam 
However, since oxygen content within the miaocosm was measwed at each sampling tirne, 
oxygen depletion would be detœtd  ifit ocaurrd. 
Battle T d é r s  occured on: 
May 10, 1995 
(6)ACTIVE-3 AND (8)ACTlVE-5+MBH 
May 15.1995 
(7)ACTIVE4+MBH 
Microcosms wen nsnoved âom the incubatot, and plrced in the steriie air flow cabinet and the 
sampüng pr& went as f0Uows: 
A 2ûmi ground glus syringe (rinsed 1X with 2-Smls of mcthwl anci 3x with müii Q mer) was 
fittd with a sterik disposable 22g d e  tip- The stopcock ofthe bottle was opencd and the 
bottie was g d y  placed on its side to aliow pundwatcr to fiil the sidcum The nadle tip of the 
syringe was inseRed înto the s i d m  of the bottle by unlocltiiig the nmnnat 
9 9 
valve and 13mls of 
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groundwater was removed fkom the microcosm- The 13x111 sample was immediately placed in an 
18mi hypovial containhg 33 of sodium chioride and 0.3mls of 1N hydrochlonc acid (standard 
creosote sample preparation. This via1 was crimped with a teflon septa and aluminum seal and 
transported to the organic geochemistry labcmtory were Kim Hamüton addd the I d  of  
methylene chloride (with inted standard) and did the ocganic -sis for P M s  etc. 
Mer this sample was taken, anothcr 3 -5 to 4mis was collectecl for Jennifer Maud's biologicai 
assays. 
After the mpl ing had occmed, the minincrt vllw was left open for a short time to dow sterile 
air fiom wahin the stde air flow caôinct to replemisb the vacuum within the bottle. The syrhge 
used to snmple the bottics was deanai, as pmimdy dcscr i i  h e e n  bottics and new stcriie 
syringes were also used 
The hdspace of the botîles was siinipled fbr cuboa dioxidt and oxygen by withdrawing a Sm1 
gas sarnple via a syringe, and injecthg it ont0 a gas ptitioner with a t h d  conduaMty 
detector (two columus in series - D and molcnilar rieve). After sampîing for CO2 and 02 had 
ocaned, the tap of the bottle was closcd and the bottles were pisced back in the lûdtgret Cdcais 
inaibator. Sampiing time ocnimd on the fbllowiag dates: 
May 11,1995 - Set 1 - Day 1 
May 15, 1995 - Set 2 - Day 5 
May 18,1995 - Set 3 - Day 8 
May 25, 1995 - Set 4 - Day IS 
June 8,1995 - Set 5 - Day 29 
Preparation of Crwsote Contactai Wata: 
To prepare the crcosote contactad groundwater, 150 mls ofpure cftosote was pl.ccd into a 6L 
erlenmyer fiask and 6g (6.95mls) of m-xyleae and 0.95g of dmzole were dded in. Four liters 
of filter stailued Borden groundwater was addd JoDg with a teOon stb bar and the the was 
tightly capped with a tefion wnppal stopper- The fhsk was stirred for 48 b.d sampled to 
determine initial concentrations of P M s ,  etc. 
Preparation of Dihiteci Creosote Contactcd Wace 
Creosote wntacted -ter was ~~ siphoncd off of the cnosote and coilectcd in a battie with 
a teflon-âiced scpta A 4.33L volume was mde by d d h g  2.63L of 8foufldwater rad 1.X of 
creosote contacteci water. Dilutcd creosote contact& water was aliowed to stir for 30 min. 
betsn dispashg to the miaocams. 
CREOSOTE AND HEADSPACE RESULTS 
Results of cnosote compound monitoring are provided in Table 1. Smpk cal i l ion tables for 
analysis of oxygcn and CIVbOn dioxide in dcrocosm hadspacc are shown as Tables 2 and 3, 
respectively, ad a aumnyr of hdspace chta is rovided in Table 4. 
1Ps 

Table 2, Standard table for calibration and analyïs of o?cygma in mïnacosm hcadspace; 
arijl~sis for Junc: 8,1995 - Day 29 of c,.cpCnmcn~ 
- Tablc 3. Siandard table for atibration and smlysis of Carùon diosidc in microcosm hdspacc; 
malysis for Junc 8,1995 - Day 29 of espcrinrent 
Table 4. Resuhs ofoxygen and carbon dioxide rneasurements in microcosm 
heaûspace; rrnihs indicate that microcosms rcmained aerobic for the duration of 
the orpeiiment and tbat carbon dioxide accumuktcd in active micr~sms.  
PLATE COUNT METHODS 
(analysis and method write-up by Dr. Barb Butier) 
At the conclusion ofthe microcosm experiment an aliquot of sand fiom each microcosm was 
analyzed for total plate counts. As part of this analysis moisture content was dso detennined. 
Tnplicate samples of wet sand were dispensexi into pre-dried aluminum pans, weighed, them dried 
overnight at 100°C and reweighed. Mean values are reporteci in Table 5. 
Table 5. Moisture content 
Microcosm Moisture content (%) standard deviation 
Control 1 19-76 O, 12 
Control2 f 9.35 O, 14 
Control3 20.02 O. 12 
Activeho nutrient addition 1 18.41 0.3 1 
Activdno nutrient addition 2 18.87 0.24 
Activdno nutient addition 3 18.67 0-25 
Activdnutrient addition 1 18-62 0.26 
Activehutnent addition 2 18.29 0.05 
Activdnutrient addition 3 17.90 0.33 
To detennine plate counts, a suspension of 10 g (wet wt) of sand in 90 mL of 0.1% 
Na,PzO; 10H20 (pH 7.0) was shaken for 10 min on an orbital shaker operating at 400 rpm, then 
diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (1.18 g N a m , ,  O.22g NaH,POiH,O, 8.5 g NaCl per L, pH 
7.0) and spread on plates of R2A medium. Triplicate plates were prepared for each dilution. 
Plates were incubated aerobically at room temperature and counts were made at 14 and 24 days 
and are reported in Tabie 6. 
Table 6. Plate count results, as colony foming units (CFUs)/g dwt. 
Microcosm 14 days 24 days 
CFU/g s.d, CFU/g s-d. 
Control 1 Ox 1 0°' 0x10~ 4 . 2 ~  1 0'' 5 . 9 ~  1 0° 
Contro t 2 8.3x1OW 1 .2x101 8.3x10°' 1.2x101 
Control3 8.3x10°* 5.9xlO0 8.3x10°' 5.9x10° 
Activeho nutnent addition 1 2 . 4 ~  1 O' 9 .2~  1 O6 2.6~10' 1.2~10' 
Activdno nutnent addition 2 1 .9x107 1 .5x106 1.9~10' 1.5x106 
Activelno nutrient addition 3 2 . ~ 0 ~  2. 1x10~ 2.1~10' 2.2x106 
Activdnutrient addition 1 6,1x106 3,1x106 9.6x106 1.3x106 
Activdnutnent addition 2 6.3~1 o6 9,0x1o5 6.5x10G 8.7~10' 
Active/nutrient addition 3 6.1~10~" 3 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  6.3x106" 3.2~10' 
* estimate; somdall plates had fewer than 30 colonies 
** some plates contained spreading colonies that obscured/suppressed other cells 
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REDOX CEARACTERIZATION - METHODS AND RESULTS 
BACKGROUND 
Groundwata was monitord and srmpled for redox-rdatcd parameters a timcs the approximateIy 
correspondeci to the lmer thme p~~ synoptic sarnpüng cvents (d.yJ 626,1008 and 1357). The 
most coimnody monitored panmeter was dissolveâ oxygcn, with two methods uscd for adysis: 
CHEMetrics arnpik and modificasion of the Wrmda titration. Howmr, daîa h m  the fimer is 
considered more &le, and typicaiiy yidds Iowa dues. Sanspihg bas rlro ban ccmducted for 
iron, manganese, nitrate, nitrites rmmcmia, sulphates siiica, chloride and methane. A d y &  for 
inorganic parameters was wnductd at the Water QuaMy Labotatory aad mcthsne anal* was 
conducteci at the û q p i c  GeochamsDy Laboratory, both located n the University of Watdoo. 
Monito~g for pH and tanpenhirr was conduad a the siudy rite. 
METHODS 
Coileaion of Samples for Labontory Anslyss 
1) Methanesmiple - Purge 50 mL with th sunpiing herd &teci with an 18 mL hypovial 
O Clamp the tube connecting the simple head md the piezorneter so the 
groundwater does uot nm back dom the tube; m v e  the 18 rnL oimple iind 
crimp. leaving no headspace 
2) bon, rnanganese* ammonium sample - place a 120 mL gliss hypovial in the sample head rad pump the piezomtter until 
the bottle contains at least 80 mL 
O m n o ~  20mL h m  the hypovial with a piastic syriaee 
L filter the 20 mL into a 20 mL plastic simple bot* 
O acidify with O. 1 rnL H$O, solution 
3) Sulphate* nitrate* aitrite, chioride, alia simple - pour 20 mL fiom the giass hypoviai diredty h o  20 mL plytic sample bottle 
Dissolved Oxygen by CHEMets M*hods 
A sarnpling head is used to fill a glas hypovial and to fhher purge a lcast 50 mL. The boale is 
removed fkom the head and the CHEMets ampule is p l a d  in the hypovial as rapidly as possible 
(to minimitt potentiai for otmospheric conttmination) and the tip is broiccn off by pressing the 
ampule against the botmm of the bottie. A&r mixing the unpuk contents, oxygm conccatraeon 
is evaluated by colo~aric ornparison with standuds providai by the coqmy- CHEMetrics 
ampules are adable in the foilowhg mtcuurrmem ranges: 1-12 ppm, 0-1 ppm and 0-10 ppb. 
Dissolved men by Modifiai Winkl~f r i o n  
Purging and sampliag is done with 60 mL plastic syrnige which U riased witb distillecf wata 
behiveen samples and re-useâ. Afta connccting a syringe to a piezometet tube, 50 mL of 
grouadwater is extracted and wasted to purge the tube- The syrhge is tfKn m ~ ~ e ! C t e d  to the 
piezometer and a 50 mL sarnple is extracteci anâ titratcd in the field by the mahod provided by 
Neilsen and Huuai (1992). 
RESULTS 
Redts of redox-related monitoring are provided in Table 1. 
Table 1. Raulis of gmnhvater sarnpling for rredox-related parameters. (railinued) 
Location: I=cmmk plume, 2=back&nwinâ, 3=landfill Icachaic p l m  


Table 1. Resulta of groundwater sampling For redox-related parameters. (wntinued) 
Location: l=ctCOSOIt plmc, 2=backgrwnd, 3=luidfiII ladiate plumc 
Table 1. Rcsults of &raundwaier smpling for rcdox-related parameters. (continucd) 
Location: l=cramtc plumc, 2=background, 3=landfill lcachate plumc 



































































Table 1. Rtsults of groundwater sampling for rodox-related parameters. (continuai) 
Location: I=~C~OSO(C plume, 2=background, 3=landfiI 1 leachatc plume 
Table 1. Results of groundwater sampling For rcdox-rclated paremeters. (continucd) 
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PLFA AND PLATE COUNTS 
METHODS AND RESULTS 
Note: references to %eIls" in PLFA write-up should be "cores". 
Mïcrobial ~nsi&ts, Inc 
20 1 Center Park Dr, Suite 1 140 University of Waterloo 
Kno>lad.Ie, rn 37922 
University of  Waterloo: PLFA and rRNA Analysis 
Scptembcr 25,1995 
Summay: 
Twaty-one sand samples imrr anaiyzed for phospholipid fDny acid and ribosomd RNA 
content. AU samples containcd dativdy Iow biomass dnnnt  microbgÏ c o d e s .  It is 
apparent fiom the data that the obsavcd trends m miembïial community structure appear to be 
due more to a change in depth ratha than the concaitntion of the availabie d o n  source. 
However, d i n i c e s  m the I d  ofbio- do appearto be dcpendmt on cpibon source 
avaiiability, in that bigher levels of biomrss wcre dctcctcd in sampks t a k a  âom within the 
creosote plume. The relative proportion of miQOcularyOtes such as ftngi ami protozoa, appean 
to decrease b ~ e e n  a dcpth o f  1.4 and 2.0 mctm in rll wds rpmpled. Betwea 2.0 and 2.6 
meters a signifiant mcrcasc in the rclativt proportion of cukarpte PLFA is o b d  inw d s  1 
and 2, whaeas it appears to runain constant in wdlr 3 and 4- In generd, as the nluive 
proportion of miQOCUlOlYotes changes, an opposing trend in the relative proportion of Gram 
positive and Gram n e m e  bacteria is o b d .  
The relative proportions ofPLFA found to be indicative for the prcsence of obligate 
anaerobes (such as sume reducing bacten'a) and Adnomyicere spp. appcar to foilow the same 
pattem and is highcst at 1.4 metcn in wdi 4, ptrLs at 1.8 meters in d s  1 and 3 and at 2.0 
meters in weU 2. 
The Gram negative community in w d 1  (outsi.de the plume) appear to have a slowcr turn 
over rate and are cxperiencing lcss enviromenta1 stress h m  either toxicity or starvation as 
compared to 4 s  2.3 and 4 (bide the plume). 
Due to low biomass no rRNA was detccttd in rny of the samplcs, thadore, no 
conclusions wuld be d m  regardhg changes in cd d v i t p  
Biomass: 
The biomass meiwcmart û the quantity ofphospholipid f k y  acids PLFA) detmcd in 
the sample. Phospholipids am part of the intact ccU membranes, thus the biomus is a masure of 
viable or potentialiy viable cdls. As the cdl niptures, Phosphoiipids ur attacked by enzymes 
resulting in a diglycaide finy acid molenile npmscntaSive of recentiy d d  or lyssd 
microorganisms. 
Ikcrobial Insights, h c  
20 1 Ceatcr Park Dr. Suite 1 140 Uni- of Waterloo 
Knoxville. TN 37922 
In Gram ne@ve the moncmoîcs (I6:lwto & 18:lwlc) arc ammeâ to 
cydopropyi Eitty tddr (y17:O & y19:O) as microbes move'bn a log to a i).fjoaiy phase of 
growth @c. do* ofgm~th)~ This diriyle ir q m d  m the two d m  ~.~16:1w7% --- 
cy19:0/18:lw7S-The d o s  ny h m  aginiSi to o q m b  or QWoamcar to ~ m e n t  bu  
---uswUy tnllhn &thin the range of0.05 (log p b )  to 2.5 ( ,  p h ) .  When the d o s  are 
s u x n m e d t h e ~ y p b ~ ~  An~in~opropylf iormr5ionhrrl iobmn 
assocuted with ..rrnnhir, metaboliam 
- - - - - - - 
Microbial Insights, Inc 
20 1 Ceater Park Dr. Suite 1 140 
Koode.  TN 37922 
University of Waterloo 
communities in wdi 1 have a dower turnover nte than those in weOs 2,3 d 4, i.e. weiis within 
theplume. I n d s 2 , 3  rnd4thetulir0~nteoftheQlin~colimnmiryappeinto 
hausc between a d@ of 1.4 ind 2.0 mctar prior to decrdng at 2.6 metem. 
Ribosod RNA @RNA) 
University of Waterloo 
University of Waterloo 
Microbial Insights. Inc. 
Project Narne Mark King: University of Waterloo 
Date Received 7/21 /95 
Sarnple Nome 1 -1 -4-M 1-1 .SM 1-1 - 8 4  1 -2.0-M 1 02-24 1 -2.44 
Amount of wet sanâ 54-82 63.88 8&41 76.7 78.27 65.77 
Moistum content 13.29% 12.88% 14.87% 15.39% 15.04% 13.75% 
Amount of dry mnd 47.36 55.65 71 -78 64.90 66.50 56.73 
Ml identifier b l . 2  Lool.3 -1.4 Lool.5 Lool.6 Lool.7 
~ o t s t  ~ c o  mokr of PWA 455 988 1,045 341 519 657 
Data Summay ShoaR 
picornoles PLFAlg of dry sand 9.6 17.8 14.6 5.3 7.8 11.6 
Cellslg of dry sand 1.92E105 3.55€+05 2.91€+05 1 .OSE+05 1.56E+05 2.32E+05 
picornoles prokaryots PLFA 7.5 14.9 . 13.6 5.0 6.2 10.4 
p i c o m ~  w k r m  PîFA 2.1 2.9 1 .O 0.3 1.6 1.2 
ratio prokaryote/euks~ 4:1 S:1 13:1 19:t 4: 1 9: 1 





NA: Not Anrtyzod 
NC: Not CalcuW 
ND: Not Detected 
Miciobial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark K M :  
Date Received 7/21 195 
Sample Name 1-2-64 2-1.44 2-2-04 2-2.6-M 3-1 - 4 4  3-1.64 
Arnount of wet sand 60.64 49.22 62.08 60.08 60.37 60.45 
Moisture content 15.59% 15.66% 15.33% - 15.57% 16.08% 16.42% 
Amount of dry mnd 51.18 41 -51 52.56 50.73 50.66 50.52 
MI I d e M e r  Lool.8 Loot.9 lool.10 Lool.11 Lool.12 Loot.13 
picomoles PLFAig of dry und 
Cells/g of dry sand 2.18€+05 3.18€+05 1.03€+06 3.99€+05 3.75€+05 5.93€+05 
picornoles prdcsryots PLFA 9.3 13.4 49.8 18.6 16.7 26.7 
picornoles euhryote PLFA 1 .6 2.5 1.7 1 -4 2.0 3.0 
ratio piokaryotefeukrm 6: 1 5: 1 29: 1 20: 1 8: 1 9: 1 
cyl9:0/18:1 w7c 
Total 
16:l w7tfl6:l w7c 








NA: Nat A ~ l y z o d  
NC: Not Cakubd 
ND: Not ûtmctd 
Microbial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark King: 
Date Received 7/2 1 /95 
Sampfe Nams 
Amount of wet and 60.99 47.56 60.1 2 61 -06 47.48 42.61 
Moisture content 17.08% 15.1 1 % 16.59% 15.99% 15.89% 17*39% 
Amount of dry mnd 50.57 40.38 50.1 4 51 -29 39.93 35.20 
MI Identifier Lool.14 Loal.15 Lm1.16 Lool.17 Loo1.18 Lw1.19 
~ o t a l  ~ i c o  moûa of PVA 2,018 t ,902 778 1 ,040 1,188 3,216 
picornoles PLFA/g of dry smd 39.9 47.1 1 5.5 20.3 29.8 91.4 
Cells/g of dry rrnd 7.98€+05 9.42E105 3.1 1 €+O5 4.05E+O5 5.95€+05 1.83E+06 
picornoles prokaryote PLFA 38.0 44.8 14.2 19.7 28.5 81.8 
picornoles aukrryote PLFA 1 -9 2.3 1 -3 0.5 t -2 9.6 
ratio prokaryotefeuka~ 20: 1 19:1 11:l 36: 1 23: 1 9: 1 
cyl7:OM6:1 w7c 
cyl9:0/18: 1 w7c 
Total 
1 6: 1 w7t116: 1 w7c 
1 8: 1 w7tfl8: 1 w7c 
Total 
NA: Not Analyzed 
NC: Not Calculatd 
ND: Not ûetacted 
Miciobial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark King: 
Date Received 7/21 195 
Sample Name 4-2.û-M 62.844 fïiterbknk 
Amount of wet sand 
Moisture content 
Amount of dry sand 
MI Identifier 
total ~ i c o  moiu of PLFA 3,054 1,318 178 
picornoles W A l g  of dry und 70.0 30.9 NC 
Cells/g of dry mnd 1.40E106 6.1 9E+05 NC 
picornoles - p r o h m  PLFA 85.8 28.1 NC 
picornoles euka- PLFA 4.3 1.8 NC 
ratio p r o k a r y o t ~ / ~ k r ~  t S:1 16:1 NC 
cyl9:0/18: 1 w7c 
Total 
1 6: 1 w W l 6 :  1 w7c 
l8 : l  w W l 8 : l  w7c 
Total 
Ter BrSats 11.6 13.8 2.8 
NA: Not Anrlwd 
NC: Not Ca lcuW 
ND: Not ûetactd 
Microbial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark King: University of Waterloo 
Date Received 7/21 /95 
Sample Name 1-1 .&RA 1-1 .&M 1-1 -8-U 1-2.0-M 1-2.24 1 02-44 
Amount of wet sand 54.62 63.88 84.41 76.7 78.27 65.77 
Moisture content 13.29% 12.89% 14.97% 15.39% 15.04% 13.75% 
Amount of dry sand 47.36 55.65 71 -78 64.90 66.50 56.73 
MI Identifier Lool.2 Lool.3 Loo1.4 Loo1.5 Lool.6 bol-7 
Tatar Pico md.. of PVA 
Analytical Report 
Terminally hncheô Saturates CTdrSats) 
il 4:O 1 3.664 
il 5:O 14.643 
a1 5:O 1 4.721 
i1 6:O 1 5.628 
il 7:O 1 6.630 
a1 7:O 16.704 
il 8:O 1 7.639 
Microbial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark King: University of Waterloo 
Date Received 7/21 195 
Sample Name 1-1 &M 1-1 .&M 1-1 .&M 1-2.0.M 1 -2.2-M 1-2.44 
Amount of wet and 54-62 63.88 84.41 76.7 78.27 65.77 
Moisture content 13.29% 12.89% 14.97% 1 5.39% 15.04% 13.75% 
Amount of dry mnd 47.36 55.65 71.78 64.90 66.50 56.73 
Ml Identifier h l . 2  Lool.3 Lool.4 Laal.5 Lool.6 Lool.7 
Total Pico mok. of PLFA 455 988 1,045 3 4 1  51 9 657 - 



















Microbial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark King: 
Date Received 7121 195 
Sample Name 1 -2.6-M 2-1.44 2-2-04 2-2.64 3-1 -44 3-1 .&M 
Amount of wet sand 60.64 48.22 62.08 60.08 60.37 60.45 
Moisture conmm 1 5.59% 15.66% 15.33% 15.57% 16.08% 16.42% 
Amount of dry sand 51.18 41 -51 52.56 50.73 50.66 50.52 
MI Identifier ~001.8 Lool.9 Lool.10 Cool.ll L001.12 Lool.13 
Total Pico m o b  of PLFA 558 658 2,713 1 ,of 3 948 1,499 
Analyticol Report 
Microbial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark King: 
Date Received 7/21 195 
Sampte Name 1 -2.64 2-1 .4-M 2-2.0-M 2-2.6-M 3-1 -4-M 3-1 -6-M 
Amount of wet sand 60.64 48.22 62.08 60.08 60.37 60.45 
Moistum comnt 15.59% 15.66% 15.33% - 15.57% 16.08% 16.42% 
Amoum of dry und 51.18 41.51 52.56 50.73 50.66 50.52 
MI Identifier Lool.8 Loo1.9 Lool.10 tool.11 Lool.12 Laal-13 
T O ~ I  P~CO moios of RFA 558 659 2,713 1 ,O1 3 949 1,499 
brl6:O 
1 Omel 6:0 
br 1 7:O 
1 Omel 8:O 



















Miciobial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark King: 
Date Received 7121 /95 
Sample Name 3-1 -8-M 3-2.04 3-2.2-M 3-2-44 3-2.6-M 4-1 -4-M 
Amount of wet sand 60.99 47.56 60.1 2 61 -06 47.48 42.61 
Moisture content 17.08% 15.1 1 % 16.59% 15.99% 15.89% 17.39% 
Amount of dry sand 50.57 40.38 50.1 4 51 -29 39.93 35.20 
Ml Identifier Lool.14 Lool.15 Lool.16 Lool.17 Lool.18 Loot.19 












Microbial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark Kina: 
Date Received 7/21 /95 
Sample Name 3-1 .SM 3-2-04 3-2-24 3-2.44 3-2.6-M 4-1.4-M 
Amount of wet sand 60.99 47.56 60.1 2 61 -06 47.48 42.6 1 
Moisture content 17.08% 15.1 1 % 16.59% 15.99% 15.89% 17.39% 
Amount of dry sand 50.57 10.38 50.1 4 5 1 -29 39.93 35.20 
MI Identifier Lool.14 Loo1.15 Lool.16 Lool.17 Loo1.18 Lool.19 
~ o t s ~  ~ i i o  m o b  of PLFA 2,018 1,902 779 1,640 1,188 3.21 6 
br16:O 
1 Orne 1 6:O 
btl7:O 
1 Orne 1 8:O 



















Miciobial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Mark King: 
Date Received 7/21 195 
Sample Name 42 .04  42-64  Fibr blrnk 
Amount of wet sand 52-00 50.9 . 
Moisture content 1 6.1 3% 1 6.22% - 
Amount of dry sand 43.61 42.64 - 
MI Identifier Lool.20 Lool.21 hl -1 
Total Pico m o b  of PLFA 3,054 1,31 9 178 
Microbial Insights. Inc. 
Project Name Made King: 
Date Received 7121 195 
Sarnple Name 4-2.04 4-2-64 filter b h d ~  
Amount of wet und 52.00 50.9 - 
Moisture content 16.13% 16.22% - 
Amount of dry rond 43.61 42.84 - 
MI Identifier bol.20 Laol.21 Loo1.1 
~ o t s ~  ~ i c o  moios of PLFA 3,054 1,319 178 
brl6:O 
1 Orne 1 6:0 
br t7:O 
1 Orne1 8:O 



















Compsuy Mpk King, Uiiivenity of Waterloo 
Twenty-one sanâ rimpla wem mc&d on 7/21/95. Thcrc rimples were mplvzad for 
P U A  and rRNA coatcat. 
Thcse~lerwa~rmdathcU.S.EPAOood~lyPncticeStaadards., 
Toxic Subs!ances Couttol Act (40 =part 790). 
Chlorofonn Lot #s BK402 
MethanolLot#s BJ946 
Acetone Lot #s BJS34 
Hz0 Buêa Lot # PB0049 
Suaples rrrivll conditions wara rcceptible. 
PLATE COUNT METHODS 
(analysis and write-up by Dr. Barb Butler) 
Aliquots of sand samples that were analyzed by Microbial Insights for PLFA were also analyzed 
for total plate counts. As part of this analysis moisture content was also cietenni-ned. Tnplicate 
samples of wet sand were dispend bto p d r i e d  aluminum pans, weighed, then dried ovemight 
at 1 OOOC and reweighed. Mean values w m  as f9llows. 
Sample Moisture content (%) standard deviation 
2- 1.4 15.99 0-08 
To detennine plate counts, a suspension of 10 g (wet wt) of sand in 90 mL of O. 1% 
Na,P,O,-10HZO (pH 7.0) was shaken for 10 min on an orbital shaker operating at 400 rpm, then 
diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (1.18 g Na,HPO,, 0.22g NaH,PO;H,O, 8.5 g NaCl per L, pH 
7.0) and spread on plates of R2A medium. Tnplicate plates were prepared for each dilution. 
Plates were incubated aerobically at IOOC and counts were made at 40 days and are reported as 
colony foming units (CFüs)/g dwt in the followinç: 
Sample CFWg s.d, 
2- i -4 1 .1~10~ 2. 1~103 
* estimate; some/all plates had fewer than 30 colonies 
results are mean of triplicate plates, except 3-2.0: only two plates available due to lab accident 
BACKGROUND 
A set of groundwater sampks ans c o i i d  on Septunber 22,1995, to d u t e  fôr the presence 
of orgaaic metabolites due to plume biodegmdation. Arotnatic acids wae a d p d  at the 
National Cmta for Biommcktion Resauch and Ddopment a the UmvaPty of Michigan 
under the supavisioa of Dr. J i n g  Fang, and using mcthodology descriibrd by Barcelo~ ad. 
(1995). Aromatic acid Railts arc pmvidcd ia Table 1 rad asochted dissolvcd cmsote 
cornpouad resuits are providd in Table 2. 
Table 1. Aromatic acid results for v d w a t e r  saniples cokted september 22, 1995; 
concentrations m u&. 
Table 2. Dissolved Cfeosote results for gmundwater samples coiîected September 22, 
1995; concentrations in u&. 
APPENDIX 14 
BI03D INPUT FlLES 
BACKGROUND 
The program BI- was used to mode1 a phme rcsembhg tbat of di'benu,fhn a the field site 
under two d i i h n t  conditions: 1) solute does mt degnde a d  2) solute degdation is -y 
instaneous in the presence otoxygen. The input nle for these d y s e s  is provided u Tables 1. 
and r a s  an shown geaphidy in Figure 5.2, in the main body of this document- The BIO3D 
source code is available fiom one ofthe developers: John Molson, University of Waterloo, Earth 
Science Department- 
Table 1. BI03D data input fie to simdate aerobic biodegradation ofdibenzofbran at the field 
site, assumiog that di'benrofùran is the ody cornpound p-. For simdation of a non- 
biodegrading solute, the oxygcn wncentfah*on below which biodegradaa'on no longer ocum 
(THRESHOLD - O) ~ i s  set above background dissolvecl oxygen (>2S ma). 
O - WRT 
70 90 1 1 $EXJ9EY,NEZ,# of substrates 
49 18.0 1-70 
O 0 0 0 0 0  ;source aode ranges 
1 0 0 0 0 0  ;BOUNDARY TYPE CODES 
1 I 33 42 1 2 0.4 0.0 +l ; b o u n d r r y ~ d  1
1 1 48 57 1 2 0-4 0.0 -1 ;bain- *ch 2 
O 0.9078E-010~063SE-01 O.OE-01 4. ;IVOPT,VX,VY,W,ROTA (dd) 
3 6501 3.9E-02 O. 1E-10 7-SE-10 & A m A W  
DBF , ~ s , ~ ~ , ~ ~ Y r n , r t s , ~ . b % ~  
0.03 0.01 0.01 2-37 0.0 4.67 0.00 0.40 ;substratel terms 
1- 1000. 0.OOe-10 ;RETO,mm,bm 
0.00 -33 -00 0-0 ;BQOm=Dpw@UAGp) 
1-0 1-0 -UNDER-RELAXATION:ORG,Oxy 
2.5 0.07  ACK KG ROUND CONC. oxy-M 
2.5 0.07 ~.SOWR.CONC.  oxy-M 
0.00 0.00 ;thrrrhold S-O 
O O O O 0.00 0.00 -1 ;VARIABLE SUB BACKG 
O O O O 0.00 0-00 -1 ;VARIABLE OXY BACKG 
0 0 ;RESTART/FLOAT DT? O=NO 
0.0 626.0 -5 1252 999 +1 ;TO,T 1 ,DT,KTIME,.JCMOM (days) 
O 0.0 -,ROTA 
0.0010 0.01 10 ;TOLS,TOLO, iter 
O 0  0 0  O 0  -1 ;source: i1.Q jlJ2,kl,LZ 
O O O O O. O- O. -1 ;rinL: iJ,kl,k2,PQ,~c0 
626.0 1008 -5 764 999 +l ; T o , T w T s n o M  (dryt) 
O 0.0 -,ROTA 
0.0010 0.01 10 ;TOLS,TOLO, iter 
O 0  0 0  0 0  - 1 ;source: il,i2jlj2,kl,k2 
0 0 O 0 O. O. O- -1 ;rinir: iJ,ki,L?,PQ,cs,co 
1008.0 2055.0 .5 698 999 -1 ; ? o ; r ~ ~ T s ~ o M  (drys) 
O 0.0 ;KVREAD,ROTA 
0.0010 0.01 10 ;TOLS,TOLO, ha 
0 0  O 0  0 0  -1 ;source: il,i2j 1 j2,kl,k2 
O 0  O 0  O. O, 0. -1 ;si&: ~J,~~,~~,J?Q,CS,CQ 
